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The research reported in this thesis is the result of a qualitative case study of two 
self-help groups for parents of children with cancers in two cities of China, Shanghai 
and Guangzhou. The central questions guiding this study concerned basically two areas 
of interests. Firstly, this study attempted to explore the difficulties encountered by the 
self-help groups in their maintenance and development, and how these difficulties 
mutually connected and in turn affected the maintenance and development of the groups. 
Secondly, this study also took an initial step to understand the roles of social workers, 
assumed in the self-help groups. After the relevant literature had been reviewed, a 
conceptual framework was formulated to guide the whole study, in which factors 
contributing to the maintenance and development were identified. Through within-case 
and cross-case analysis of data, which was mainly gathered from interviews and 
archival materials, the study generated an array of findings in response to the research 
questions. 
Firstly, several difficulties on the factors of leadership, membership, finance, 
professional involvement, affiliation, and out-hospital legitimacy were found to be 
affecting the groups. Particularly for the Case A in Shanghai, indistinct leadership 
structure, new core member shortage, tight finance, and unachieved out-hospital 
legitimacy were the most compelling ones. The specific difficulties once encountered by 
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Case B in Guangzhou were new core member shortage, tight finance, unaffiliated status, 
and unachieved out-hospital legitimacy. 
Secondly, the difficulties were manifesting associations among each other and with the 
maintenance and development of the groups. In general, while the difficulties on the 
factors of leadership, finance, and logistics were identified to directly associate with the 
maintenance and development of the groups, the difficulties on the factors of 
professional involvement, affiliation, and out-hospital legitimacy were not linking to the 
maintenance and development of the groups directly, but instead associated with the 
difficulties on the factors of leadership, finance, and logistics, and thus indirectly 
affected the maintenance and development of the groups. 
Thirdly, this study found that the specific roles the social workers ever assumed in Case 
A in Shanghai were gatekeepers, logistical supporters, and emotional supporters. It was 
also revealed that the social workers' supportive services to the group were irregular 
and infrequent, and were administrative in nature. 
In light of the research findings, suggestions on the social work practice, social work 
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1.1 Research background 
1.1.1 Self-help as a social phenomenon in Western and Chinese societies 
Self-help, often interchangeably referred to as mutual aid or mutual support, is not a 
new phenomenon for the professionals in the realms of human services in the modern 
western societies, in particular the United States (Riessman & Carrol, 1995). People 
sharing similar life problems or experiences gather together, form self-help groups, 
small or large, and help one another to deal with the problems. In such a voluntary 
process, the individual strengths and potential are valued and inspired, which helps a 
"vulnerable" person to be strong and capable in facing his/her life and thus promotes 
his/her overall well-being. The history of burgeoning and proliferation of self-help 
groups in the United States dates back to the 1930，s，along with the formation of 
Alcoholics Anonymous and propelled as well as accompanied by the 
consciousness-raising and rights movements (Katz & Bender, 1976; Borkman, 1990; 
Gartner & Riessman，1998; Riessman & Carrol, 1995). In the late 1990’s，a national 
survey reported that twenty-five million Americans are estimated to have participated 
self-help groups in their life time and over ten million did in the past 12 months 
(Kessler，Mickelson, & Zhao, 1997). Meanwhile, self-help groups not only grew in 
number but their diversified focuses and themes. Departing from the early 
addiction-control groups following twelve-steps as "AA"s, self-help organizations have 
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extended their concerns to the broader domains of health promotion and prevention. The 
wave of self-help is so powerful that it is sometime titled "self-help movement，，for its 
broad impacts on the fields of health care, professional service provision, and even 
social policy settings. 
Despite the bloom in western countries, self-help is not unique to the western culture. It 
is noted that in eastern cultures self-help is no less valued, although the underpinning 
values are not from Judeo-Christian, individualistic and pluralistic cultures (Mok, 2001; 
Oka, 1994). In the Chinese contexts, self-help groups also can be found in various 
settings. A survey in Hong Kong at the millennium shows that there were 211 self-help 
groups with 32,658 members covering four major areas of chronic illness, mental illness, 
physical and mental disabilities, and other social/marginal groups (Mok, B. H., Chau, K. 
L., Fung, H. L.，& Ngai，N. P., 2003). These types accord with the former findings 
reported by other researchers and practitioners in the respective fields (Chan, & et al., 
1993; Wong & Chan, 1994; Ma, 1992; Mok & mui，1996; Mok, 2001)，and are 
generally in agreement with their counterparts in the western societies. It is reported that 
most of these groups were initiated under the support from social workers, community 
organizers and non-government organizations in the 1980's (Mok, 2001). After the 
1991 Social Welfare White Paper and then the 1992 Green Paper on Rehabilitation 
policies and services issued by the Hong Kong government, self-help's role was 
officially recognized (Chan, C., Wong，D.，Ho, P., Ip, F.，& Tong, H.，1993) and its 
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development was accelerated (Mok，B. H.，Chau, K. L.，Fung, H. L.，& Ngai，N. P， 
2003). 
In Mainland China, the emergence of self-help groups began in the 1980's (Leung & 
Mok, 2007). However, these groups were far from developed in terms of their size and 
focal problems. Till now, there still lacks a nation-wide report on the status of 
development self-help phenomenon. The types of self-help groups known to the public 
are confined within the domain of cancer support groups. Despite the small number of 
self-help groups, the growth of these known cases is compelling. Shortly after the first 
caner self-help organization, Shanghai Cancer Rehabilitation Club, was established in 
1989，the Beijing Cancer Rehabilitation Society formed under the support of the 
Chinese Anti-Cancer Society (Mok, 2004). The successful experience spread rapidly all 
over the nation, followed by the births of numerous similar organizations (Mok, 2004). 
From the scattered cancer self-help groups in the communities to an influential 
organization with more than 5000 members in over 300 affiliated groups (Mok, 2004)， 
the success of Shanghai Cancer Rehabilitation Club attributes to the recognition and 
endorsement by the Ministry of Civil Affairs of the local government (Zhang, 2001; 
Mok, 2004). There are other organizations chose to affiliate themselves under other 
governmental or semi-governmental organizations such as Ministry of Health and 
Anti-Cancer Society (Mok, 2004). On the other hand, those unaffiliated groups are 
fading away from people's eyes as they are so loosely organized that one could hardly 
distinguish their existence and extinction. It is indicated that the phenomenon is new to 
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the Chinese societies (Chau, 1996; Chow, 1996 in Mok, 2001) and its potential is still to 
be fully exploited (Mok, et al.，2003). 
1.1.2 Impacts of self-help groups 
Well as the proliferation of self-help groups was witnessed, their influence on the 
participants and the public has been documented. Generally, there have been identified 
two levels of analysis, namely individual level and societal level, on the effects that 
self-help groups bring to their members and society. This dichotomy is consistent with 
the empowerment thesis which now has been regarded as the central strategy and goals 
of the self-help method (Emerick, 1995; Perkins & Zimmerman, 1995; Maton & Salem, 
1995). On one end, personal changes are gained through participation in the self-help 
groups, which consequently promote the psychological empowerment by enhance the 
abilities and perceptions of control over one's immediate living environment 
(Rappaport, 1987; Zimmerman, 1995; Schulz, et al., 1995; Mok 2005); and on the 
larger end, self-help groups may exert influence on their local communities and even the 
whole society by using collective strategies to foster social changes (Maton, 1993; 
Riessman, & et al., 1993; Emerick, 1995; Chesney & Chesler, 1993). In early literature 
on self-help in the 1970，s, this duality has been identified and self-help groups were 
referred to as "therapy groups" and "advocacy groups" (Katz & Bender, 1976). 
Accompanied with and to a great extent propelled by the consumers' right movement, 
the burgeoning of self-help groups in the 1970's were sometimes deemed as a reflection 
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of the failures and inadequacy of the formal care-giving institutions (Gartner & 
Riessman, 1977). Viewed as a valid method of service provision and alternative to the 
professionally conducted formal services, therapeutic effectiveness and participatory 
benefits of self-help were often assessed. In a review of research on the effectiveness of 
self-help groups (Kyrouz, & et al., 2002), research in several areas of self-help are listed, 
including addiction-control groups, bereavement groups, caregivers groups, chronic 
illness groups, elderly groups and mental health groups. As these findings are strongly 
context-based and specific to different group types, a single overall explanation of 
effectiveness seems impossible. In stead, some researchers have developed several 
suggestive perspectives for understanding self-help groups. As Gidron and Chesler 
(1994) find out, a self-help group serves as a "locus for the development of culture and 
identities, provision of social support for its members, and empowerment by improving 
individuals' skils，，. These empirical findings to some extent accord with the theoretical 
explanations like affiliation, attribution, change, coping, deviance, social-isolation, 
self-esteem and social learning theories identified by Stewart (1990) in her review of 
theoretical conceptualizations of self-help groups. 
The focus of self-help is not confined within the domain of individual adaptation. 
Unfortunately as Antze (1976) indicates, in the early years of research into self-help 
phenomenon, the exteriority of self-help groups is neglected with the prevailing 
viewpoint that self-help is a diversion from the social changes (Riessman, & et al., 
1993). For years, this preoccupation has been changing and the roles of self-help groups 
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in the frontier of social change have been paid more attention. Along with the shifting in 
the broader focuses of community psychology and the expansion of empowerment 
theory to the larger areas of analysis (Peterson & Zimmerman,2004; Rissel, 1994; 
Laverack &Wallerstein: 2001)，the function of self-help groups as a vehicle of social 
change has been emphasized. 
In a content analysis on publications of self-help groups, Emerick (1993) finds a strong 
political orientation of the involved self-help groups to propagate their ideologies and to 
promote social changes. As discovered by Chesney and Chesler (1993)，parents of 
children with cancer in the self-help groups appear to be more active in improving the 
medical system caring for their children. Similar situations exist in other settings such 
as AA groups (Riessman, & et al., 1993), HIV groups (Brashers, & et al, 2002), 
agricultural cooperation (Kroeker, 1995) and groups of retarded citizens and mother 
against drunk driving (Riessman & Carroll, 1995). 
Although there is an unequal development of self-help phenomenon in the western and 
eastern societies, it is interesting that the effectiveness of self-help is proved to be 
almost consistent in the two cultures, especially on the individual level of analysis (Mok, 
2001; 2004; Zhang, 2001; Chen, 2000). In the studies conducted in two major cities in 
China - Hong Kong and Shanghai, participants are found empowered at the individual 
level through social learning, accepting and expanding social networks (Mok, Cheung, 
& Cheung，2006; Mok, 2001; Zhang, 2001). While the personal changes are discovered, 
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implications of social changes are reported to be rare. When the participants of the 
self-organizations are asked about issues concerning social change, they express their 
powerlessness while most of them hold an expectation (Mok, Cheung, & Cheung, 2006; 
Mok, 2001; Zhang, 2001). The absence of the broader level of empowerment was 
ascribed to the rudimentary development of self-help groups, the vulnerable 
characteristic of the members and the small size of the groups (Mok, 2004). 
1.1.3 An issue demanding attention: maintenance and development of self-help 
groups 
Much has been shown that self-help groups' roles in welfare service provision are 
widely recognized, their own well-beings as social organizations still lack attention. 
Knowledge gaps exist in several domains concerning third sector social service 
organizations, social work practice, and policy settings pertaining to the former two. 
Under such circumstances, social workers are very likely to be hampered in assisting or 
collaborating with emerging self-help groups in need of help to struggle for survival or 
development. Moreover, whether there is a favorable policy environment is also crucial 
for the self-help groups to thrive. Some of these concerns are universal to self-help 
groups in all countries and cultures, while some of them are shaped by the specific local 
environment. For instance, in China, what is predictable is the rapid development of 
social work as a profession in human service. Then what will be the relationship of 
social workers and self-help groups? Will social work profession recognize the potential 
of self-help groups and engage in cooperation with them? What influences will be 
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exerted on the self-help groups by the social workers? Are these influences beneficial or 
deleterious? These question can be answered at one time in one study, however, as I see 
it, social work research in China should not neglect the phenomenon of self-help, and I 
believe to explore the maintenance and development of self-help groups is a meaningful 
endeavor, both locally and internationally. Addressing this under emphasized issue about 
the self-help groups' living conditions, this study is expected to contribute the 
knowledge accumulation and inform the decision-making in practice and policy in the 
following ways. 
Firstly, after I finished reviewing the related literature on self-help groups and their 
maintenance and survivability, a theoretical gap was identified as discussed above and 
to be scrutinized below. This study is expected contribute to this gap. Based on the 
related literature, this study absorbs the previous experience and knowledge derived 
from working and researching with self-help groups. Although it touches a relative new 
topic, the conceptual framework of this study is firmly based on the former intellectual 
accumulations and traditions. I believe that such a reliance on a substantive body of 
previous experience and practice wisdoms is to prevent the study from digression, even 
in different culture and social-political circumstance. In turn, this study addresses the 
problem in a Chinese context, whereas the findings will contribute internationally. 
Specific to the Chinese context, unlike the United States where social work as a 
profession has been in the frontier of human service for almost a century, China is but 
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now witnessing a significant growth of social work profession whose peak is yet to 
come. My experience as a medical social worker provided me an opportunity to see 
such a hard time for social workers. With less resources and external recognition, social 
work hardly performs its full potential now. Can self-help groups be used as a resource 
for social work practice to be mobilized? How can social workers work with these 
groups with a “dialectic relationship"? There are still too many questions to be 
answered as well as problems to be solved. This study, as the first one addressing the 
topic of relationship between social work profession and self-help groups in China, 
seeks to contribute to a deeper mutual understanding between the two parties and to be 
suggestive to social work practice in working with the self-help groups. 
Last but not least, as one type of non-governmental organizations (NGOs), small 
self-help groups or larger self-help organizations remain marginalized, whereas the 
discussions on issues of NGOs in China have been quite heated. To understand the 
social policies concerning NGOs and the influence these policies have on the 
development of voluntary social services in China, we need more knowledge from the 
ground and the immediate fields where self-help groups and other forms of voluntary 
services perform. This study is thus also an attempt to provide such information for the 
policy making and improvement. 
1.2 Research objectives 
This study sets its objectives in covering two aspects: 
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1) to identify the difficulties facing the maintenance and development of self-help 
groups in China, and 2) to explore the roles of social workers in the process of 
maintenance and development of self-help groups in China. 
The objectives decide this study to be exploratory and descriptive in nature. I choose 
this topic and set these objectives mainly because that we have known very little about 
the maintenance and development of self-help groups in China. As it will be 
demonstrated in the literature review, compared to the passionate testing and evaluation 
on the therapeutic function and psycho-social benefits that are brought to the 
participants by the groups, the problem of self-help groups' well-being has been 
inadequately addressed. In addition, disproportionate attention has been given to the 
successful cases than the unsuccessful or even failed cases, which creates a misleading 
scene where all the benefits of self-help groups are amplified while the problems are 
concealed. Therefore, I believe that there is a necessity to uncover the problems of the 
self-help groups encountered in their struggle to survival, and this study is an endeavor 
for a step forward to the understanding of the phenomenon. 
1.3 Initial guiding questions 
Specifically, this study was initially guided by the following questions. These questions 
shall later be refined or reframed after the relevant literature was reviewed. 
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1. What are the difficulties encountered by the self-help groups in the maintenance 
and development? 
2. How do the self-help groups react to these difficulties? 




Sketching a Conceptual Framework 
2.1 Literature Review 
2.1.1 Group maintenance and development 
2.1.1.1 "Natural history" of self-help groups 
While the outcome research has been passionately conducted to test the effectiveness of 
the self-help groups and to document the impact on the participants, the well-being of 
the self-help groups as functioning entities is inadequately addressed. Especially, facing 
what obstacles or under what environmental press could the groups be developing? 
Relevant questions concerning the maintenance and development of the self-help groups 
remain underreported in the literature (Wituk, et al, 2002). 
The earliest attempt in delineate the pattern of development for self-help groups is the 
"five-stage natural history" of non-12-step groups provided by Katz (1970). In his 
investigation into groups of parents of handicapped children, the author discerns five 
phases of development of the organizations: 1) origin; 2) informal organization; 3) 
emergence of leadership; 4) beginnings of formal organization; and 5) paid staff 
workers and professionals. It is suggested that, by and large, the self-help groups 
develop their development following these phases. However, this model was under 
questioning and was amended later, as representatively indicated by some researchers 
that in an analysis of ten large self-help organizations, none of them followed the paths 
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of "five-stages" (Borman, 1979). By observing the variant types of development 
which emerged after the original development schema was proposed, Katz revised his 
early model. This time he adopts a decision-tree concept that indicates at different 
points in the development history, self-help groups face choices and determine whether 
they go further or not (Katz, 1993). This revision is corresponding to the practice of 
newly emerged groups such as women's consciousness raising groups, social protest 
groups and groups for the widowed in the 1970，s, which virtually oppose the idea of 
hiring paid staff and professionals (Katz, 1993). The revised schema includes six-stages: 
1) origin; 2) division of labor; 3) emergence of leadership; 4) employment of paid staff; 
5) Professionalization; 6) Bureaucratization. As commented by the designer, all the 
self-help groups pass through phase one and two, but not necessarily experience the 
latter four stages, which means the latter four stages are optional for the groups. For 
example, a group may choose not to fix a leadership pattern but hire paid staff; and 
other groups remain a collectivity of volunteers while enter the phase of formal 
organizations (Katz, 1993). As there are new kinds of groups come into existence and 
follow various paths of organizational development, this model may lack the 
generalizability; nevertheless it is suggestive and useful for us to have a closer view of 
the critical turning points inevitably facing every group in its development, through 
which the self-group could enter a status of either developed, underdeveloped or even 
dying and dead. 
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In addition to Katz's attempt, there are other scholars interested in the organizational 
development of the self-help groups in 1970's, however addressing the changes taken 
place in the groups as they grow. Borman (1979) indicates that in the growth of a 
self-help group, changes in seven aspects of the group will possibly take place. In 
general, these areas are: 1) organizational size in terms of number of members; 2) 
organizational structure in terms of remaining local or expanding to a national 
organization; 3) focal problems; 4) nature of membership in terms of their demographic 
and psychosocial characteristics; 5) nature of leadership which diversifies into changed, 
shared or unchanged leadership; 6) articulation with professionals and agencies; and 7) 
sources of financial support (Borman, 1979). These changes were to some degree in 
accord with the developing pattern discussed by Katz though expressed in a different 
way. When a self-help group evolves into other phases of development, it is bound to 
face certain changes in its various aspects of organizational character, and in turn, if a 
self-help group experiences significant changes, it is very likely that it will enter some 
new phases, or face a decline. Then what factors contribute to the healthy growth of a 
self-help group, which may not necessarily be a significant expansion, but merely 
maintenance of daily functioning; and what factors challenge this growth? 
In a study into the development of "MENDED HEART，，，a group formed with 
recovering patients of surgery, the researchers point out some implications for the 
development of other self-help groups (Bond, et al, 1979). They suggest seven factors 
contributing to the growth of a self-help group. Among them are: 1) sufficient number 
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of potential member in a given area to maintain the group; 2) a common setting which is 
familiar environment for those who suffers from the same problem to start informal 
communication, such as a hospital, a church or a parish; 3) public awareness and 
acceptance of the group; 4) cooperate structure such as a national board (for those which 
decide to develop into national organizations); 5) legitimacy of the groups which may 
be lent from professionals' support and built by engaging in social actions or lobbying 
and research; 6) recruitment process which may be in a form of face-to-face hospital 
visitation; and finally 7) involvement of members in central activities of the group. 
Similar conclusions were made in other cases. In a study of a successful mental health 
mutual help organization named GROW, Zimmerman and his fellows (Zimmerman, et 
al, 1991) described three expansion strategies utilized by the organization. They are 1) 
identifying multiple resources to avoid overtaxing any single one source, 2) developing 
flexible resource mobilization strategies; and 3) creating underpopulated settings which 
means to form new groups with inadequate number of members and outreach to 
potential members to fill the place. In reference to the public awareness, it is reported 
that public education and propaganda through media, such as posters in the public areas 
and announcement in via radio or local helpline, significantly contribute to the increase 
of interest and participation in health-related self-help groups (Humphery, Macus, 
Stewart, & Oliva, 2004). 
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Although having been put in a positive direction, these factors are as equally 
illuminating in a reversed direction for one who questions the sustainability of a 
self-help group with the absence of some or most of these factors. 
As well summarized by Gitterman (1994), group purpose, group composition, time, size, 
space, recruitment and staffing are the common factors to be considered in developing a 
mutual aid group setting. These needs seem to be universal for self-help groups, which 
have been proved to be pertinent in several successful self-help organizations such as 
the famous National Alliance for the Mental 111 (Katz, 1993), group for women from 
sexually abusive families (Wollert & Barron, 1982), women's consciousness raising 
groups (Bond & Reibstein, 1979) and groups for parents of children with special needs 
(King, et al, 2000). The first state-wide assessment of needs of self-help groups 
conducted at the beginning of the 1990，s (Meissen, Gleason, & Embree, 1991) further 
confirms the above descriptions. Member involvement, attendance and recruitment, 
public awareness, finance are indicated to be the most concerned problems in running of 
the self-help groups. A recent assessment of the same population as in the first 
state-wide needs survey shows that after over 15 years, the needs and problem faced by 
the self-help groups have not changed significantly, as the primary concerns for the 
self-help groups are still more public awareness and referral, while the most problematic 
organizational issues reported are finding meeting locations and shared leadership 
(Wituk, et al, 2005). However, the abundant experience derived from the successful 
groups suggesting factors positively related to the growth of the organizations provides, 
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if not inaccurate, inadequate information on why and how a group would experience 
hardship in its growth or even collapse. Fortunately, researchers have started to pay 
attention to the factors contributing to the survival of the groups since 1989，although 
the dedicated studies are still scarce. 
2.1.1.2 Factors contributing to the survival of self-help groups 
First appeared in the literature was the empirical study, including representative sample 
of self-help groups from the database of New Jersey Self-Help Clearinghouse, which 
focused on the birth and death of the groups and relative factors. Maton, Leventhal, 
Madara, and Julien (1989 & 1990) in their survey addressed three factors of the 
self-help groups - national affiliation and professional involvement as variables of 
external influence, and member focal problem as the variable of internal character of the 
groups. Several findings are presented. Firstly, on the contribution of the factor of 
national affiliation to the birth and death of the groups, the authors found that 
independent groups had a significantly higher growth rate compared to the affiliated 
groups, while there was no significant difference on the mortality rate between the 
unaffiliated and affiliated groups. Secondly, in terms of the contribution of professional 
involvement to the birth and death of the groups, findings are interesting that among 
independent groups but not among affiliated groups, professional involvement closely 
relates to lower odds for groups collapses and higher net growth rate. However, among 
the affiliated groups, professional involvement leads to higher probability of group 
mortality. And finally, on the focal problem as a predictor of the birth and growth of the 
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groups, it was found that, only among independent groups, behavioral control groups 
had both the highest rate of birth and death than the medical and life-stress groups; and 
medical groups had a higher odds for birth while having a lower rate of death than the 
life-stress groups. 
By including at the same time new groups, stable groups and dead groups, this study has 
filled the gap in the literature and provided insightful findings which suggested three 
predictors of the birth and death of the self-help groups and explored their interactive 
relationship. Meanwhile, it should be noted that besides these three factors, other 
factors may also influence the survival of the self-help groups. 
Another survey dedicated to the problem of survival of the self-help groups appeared in 
2002, including a representative sample from Self-Help Network of Kansas (Wituk, 
Shepherd, Warren, & Meissen, 2002). Compared to the study carried out by Maton, 
Leventhal，Madara, and Julien, this one is more focused on the “survival” of the 
self-help groups, namely aiming at finding out the factors that affect the sustainability of 
the groups. The coauthors differentiated two aspects of analysis in their study, with one 
of which exams the external sources and another of which reflects the internal 
characteristics of the groups. This distinction is consistent with the former research, 
because both of the two studies, in their design, adopted the system theories, 
specifically ecological perspective, which is considered suitable for analyzing self-help 
groups at the organizational level. Based on the review of literature, three variables for 
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the external aspects of analysis and four factors for the organizational characteristics 
were decided to be employed. The three of external sources of support are support from 
national self-help organizations, support from local agencies and professional 
involvement; and the four of group characteristics are leadership diversification, 
outreach to potential members, attendance at group meetings, and length of existence of 
the groups. Results show that survival of the groups is closely related to some of the 
factors enrolled in the study. 
Meeting attendance is indicated to be one of these factors with two statistically 
significant differences between the active and disbanded groups. Compared to the 80% 
of the active groups which had more than five people attending group meetings, the 
60% among the disbanded groups shows a need of adequate members to sustain a group. 
In addition to the total number of participants of a meeting, the number of new-comers 
is considered another key factor contributing to the survival of the group, considering 
that the 80% active groups were reported to have more than three people attend their 
first meeting in the previous 12 months, while the percentage of the disbanded groups 
was 30%. Length of existence was indicated to be another factor in the aspect of 
organizational characteristics affecting the survival of the groups. There were only 30% 
of the active groups which had been in operation for three years or less, while there 
were over 50% of the disbanded groups collapsed in the first three years. And on the 
factors leadership diversification, the active groups were found to have comparatively 
more people contributing the leadership than in the disbanded groups. As it is suggested 
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that leader burnout is a significant contributor to the termination of the groups 
(Lieberman & Golant，2002; Galinsky & Schopler, 1994; Maram & Rice, 2002), the 
shared pattern of leadership discovered in this study may be regarded as having an 
indirect effects on the survival of the self-help groups. 
First factor among the external aspects related to the survival is the way outreach to 
potential members. Significant differences were demonstrated between the active and 
disbanded groups. While the disbanded groups tended to use informal strategies, such as 
word-of-mouth, to attract new members, the active groups had more sophisticated 
means to raise the public awareness, such as informing the public using newspapers, 
radio and TV. In addition, the active groups used more channels to contact their 
members or potential members. The factor of outreaching is obviously closely related 
to the factor of meeting attendance, while raising the public awareness is possibly 
another factor related to the legitimacy of the groups (Bond, et al, 1979), which is in this 
study not addressed. Another external factor is the support gained from other 
organizations. Evidence showed that active groups were with more support from the 
national organizations or the local agencies than the disbanded groups did. It has been 
suggested that national self-help organization are ready to provide various services to 
the local groups, such as guidelines, networking, educational resources and referrals 
(White & Madara, 1998), while the local agencies commonly give logistical helps, such 
as providing meeting place and refreshments. Together with the findings in Maton， 
Leventhal, Madara, and Julie's research, results from this study we may give us a 
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clearer view of the significant however sometimes intractable relationship between the 
external support and survival of self-help groups. 
Interestingly, involvement of professionals does not differ on the active and disbanded 
groups. As explained by the coauthors, the 12-step groups had been purposefully 
excluded in the survey, by adding which could possibly raise a difference, since the 
12-step groups where involvement of professionals is opposed often have a low rate of 
mortality. This finding is somewhat in accord with the previous work (Maton, Leventhal, 
Madara, & Julie, 1989) from which we know that professional involvement alone does 
not constitute a predicting factor for the sustainability of the groups which can probably 
be, in stead, accounted for by the sum of the external resources. In addition to the 
quantitative comparison, the coauthors also listed the most frequently reported reasons 
for disbanding among the disbanded groups. Among them are attendance problems, 
problems/changes in leadership, group was no longer needed, problems between 
members, and logistical problems. These findings are as well useful for us to understand 
the difficulties self-help groups may face in their struggles to survive and grow. 
While the above two studies are the only attempts directly addressing the factors 
contributing to the birth and death of the self-help groups in literature, other researchers 
approach the issue in an indirect manner, such as conducting needs assessments for the 
self-help groups and the leaders of them (Meissen, Gleason, & Embree, 1991; Wituk, et 
al, 2005; Kirsten, Butow, Price, & Sunquist, 2006; Wituk, et al, 2003). In practice, no 
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matter the study target on the needs of the groups or the leader, the respondents are 
actually leaders of the groups. It is understandable that leaders of groups are most easily 
accessible and with highest familiarities of the groups, therefore they are always the 
representatives of the groups. In this way, there must be some levels of overlapping 
between the needs of the group and the needs of the leaders, and the difficulties faced 
by the leaders are very likely to be the difficulties faced by the group, especially those 
difficulties concerning running the groups, which may help us gain a better 
understanding of the struggles of the groups to survive. 
In a study of 37 group founders (Wituk, et al, 2003), the researcher found that lack of 
participation and support from other members are among the most frequently reported 
frustrations by the group founders who indicted that “they were not able to find a core 
group". This in turn induced a heavy burden of the organizational tasks on the single 
leaders, which was reported to be top frustrating. In another study conducted in 
Australia, 27 cancer support group leaders representatively selected from one state 
participated. The coauthors indicate seven areas of difficulties described by the leaders. 
Among these difficulties are 1) dealing with people's different communication styles 
and needs; 2) dealing with recurrence, metastases and death; 3) practical difficulties 
such as lack of resources, setting the program, finding guest speakers and financial 
support; 4) maintaining personal balance and preventing burnout; 5) improving the 
credibility of the group, namely the public's recognition of the important role of the 
group; 6) dealing with natural group cycles, especially when attendance is low; 7) 
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leading group in rural areas. While some of the difficulties identified are quite 
contextual in nature, for instance the difficulties dealing with recurrence, metastases and 
death and leading group in rural areas, others are universal for all self-help as they have 
been proved by practice wisdoms and empirical studies. Two needs assessments of 
self-help groups (Meissen, Gleason, & Embree，1991; Wituk, et al, 2005) including 
representative samples, which have been mentioned previously, found similar findings. 
Member involvement, attendance and recruitment, needs of public awareness and 
finance are the most serious problems facing the groups which agree on the perception 
of the leaders' descriptions discussed above. 
In the Chinese context, this issue draws even less attention and one may feel impossible 
to find any relevant studies before 2000. Fortunately, there emerges some research 
covering this topic recently. In a qualitative study of 12 clients and 22 professionals who 
once involved in mental self-help groups, difficulties encountered in the group process 
were reported. Among the most serious problems is the hindered participation of the 
group members caused by labeling effect and over-reliance on the professional 
facilitators of the groups (Leung & Arthur, 2004). 
In another study (Chien, Norman, & Thompson, 2006), inhibitory factors influencing 
the development and success of the groups are identified. Some of the factors found are 
quite consistent with the findings in the western society. One of these is the low and 
irregular attendance of the members. Some members indicated their inability to build 
trusting relationship with others in the group and low achievement of personal goals, as 
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well as disappointment about the inadequate coping and caring skills. Another factor is 
the pressure exerted on the members from the dominant and experienced members. 
These dominant and experienced members tended to judge other members and impose 
negative identities on the others, which are reported to destroy the egalitarian climate of 
the group. The final factor is unbearable overexpression of some intense and negative 
feelings which could "overwhelm some members". 
In a recent study dedicated to explore the professional assistance and the 
well-functioning of the self-help groups, researchers found professional inputs are more 
helpful for the less mature groups than for the more mature groups (Mok, Cheung & 
Ngai，2006). This findings to some degree corresponds to the findings drew by Maton 
and his fellows (Maton, Leventhal, Madara, & Julien, 1989 & 1990) that professional 
support is not always valuable to the groups. 
2.1.1.3 Summary 
Maintenance and development of self-help groups 
In reviewing the literature of the self-help group, I found vagueness of the discussion 
concerning the maintenance and development of the group. Both the attempts of 
stage-theorizing and factors identification took a static view on the group, as if the 
group was either alive or dead, and either in this stage or that one, which have 
apparently overlooked the dynamic processes in the group, and the mechanism of 
influence of each particular factor on the overall condition of a group. This situation 
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quite resembles the ambiguous identification of the self-help groups and the self-help 
organizations, as it is from the outset difficult to differentiate the two. If we employ 
certain rigid criteria, we are bound to find a lot of groups sitting on the boundary, which 
would make the differentiation less meaningful. However, as I observe, there is an 
inevitable trade-off. Therefore, this comment does not intend to defy all the valuable 
theoretical and empirical contributions, but to suggest a focused attempt in investigation 
of the self-help groups in this study, and a process tracing rather than static strategy. In 
this study, the maintenance and development of self-help groups has been defined 
according to the specific situations of cases being studied. As self-help is a new 
phenomenon in China, I shall address the sustention of the group activities as a focus of 
the maintenance and development of the groups. 
Factors contributing to the maintenance and development of self-help groups 
From both the positive and negative perspectives, we now achieve a clear outlook of 
how self-help groups maintain and develop themselves and how the maintenance and 
development might be hindered. In sum, two categories of factors, namely the 
intra-group and extra-group factors, are indicated to account for the issue of group 
maintenance. The category of intra-group factors consists of four key components -
membership issue, leadership issue, practical issue and group type. Under the four main 
factors, there are second and third layer of sub-dimensions. The category of 
extra-group consists of three factors (see Figure 2.1.1.3). 
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Figure 2.1.1.3 
Factors contributing to the maintenance and development of self-help groups 
Number of / 
y / active member / 
Attendance / Recruitment & / — / 
Membership / 
j \ v / Participation / / Involvement / 
/ 、— / 
/ Shared leadership / 
j / Leadership Committed leadership / Z \ / Intra-group factors Personal balance / \ \ /Professional involveme&t \ 
\ \ ^ ^ Logistics / \ 
\ Practice 里 issue / \ 
\ Finance / Support from \ / national or local Extra-group factors \ / — / 
Group type / / / Group legitimacy & / ^iblic reco^ition 
Under the factor of ‘‘membership，，are two sub-dimensions of ‘‘attendance，，and 
"involvement". Under each sub-dimensions, there are still specific factors. Under 
"attendance", there are "number of active member，，，"member recruitment & 
outreaching". And under "involvement" there are "participation" and ‘‘decision-making”. 
Under the factor of "leadership", “shared leadership", "committed leadership", and 
"personal balance” are the sub-dimensions. Under the factor of "practical issue", 
"logistical problem" and "finance" are the two sub-dimensions, while the "group type" 
constitutes a single factor without sub-dimensions. In the category of extra-group 
factors, three main factors are "professional involvement，，，"support from national 
organizations and local agencies’，，and "group legitimacy, credibility, and public 
awareness". Unlike intra-group factors, factors in this category are less elaborated in the 
literature as with what mechanism they influence the maintenance and survival. For 
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instance, data collected concerning the roles of professionals, their forms of intervention 
and the frequency of their attendance often lacks accuracy and reliability. This also 
happens to the data on external support of other agencies, where in most case we only 
know "there is or not", the nature and effect of these support lack scrutiny. Therefore, a 
clearer picture of the interactive relationship among these factors, in both intra and extra 
group domains, and their mechanism of influence on the self-help groups is still to be 
delineated. In the following part, insights from the theoretical discussions upon the 
group dynamics inside the self-help groups and ecological environment outside the 
groups, which are considered the most pertinent as well as core approaches to 
understand the self-help groups in regard with the factors contributing to the 
maintenance of the groups, are to be gained from reviewing the relevant literature. 
2.1.2 Dynamics of self-help groups 
As one might find in the review of literature above, particular theoretical perspectives 
rarely exist in the research of self-help groups. This lack of theoretical grounding has 
been noted as "atheoretical" by many researchers in the area (Stewart, 1990; Kurtz, 
1997). It was well summarized by Stewart (1990) that theories that had been invoked in 
the research and explanation of self-help phenomenon include affiliation，attribution, 
change, coping, deviance, loneliness/social-isolation, self-esteem, equity, 
social-comparison, and social-movement, with the last three were indicated to be 
predominant. However, it is indicated quite rightly by Katz (1993) that while most 
concepts listed were able to account for the effects of participating in self-help groups, 
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which addressed the outcomes of the participation; few concepts or theories could 
depict the mechanism and processes that lead to these effects. Then what group 
dynamics is propelling the effectiveness and thus making self-help groups beneficial to 
their participants? The following theoretical discussion and empirical verification partly 
contribute to our understanding. 
2.1.2.1 Helper-therapy and reciprocal benefits 
The most famous and widely cited group process in the self-help setting is what 
Riessman coined as "help-therapy" (Riessman, 1965). The key principle is that giving 
help is the best way of being helped (Riessman, 1997). This seemingly paradoxical 
process was derived from the author's experience of working with the A A groups where 
the members of the groups are regarded as the foremost resources of the functioning of 
the groups, when support from outside are opposed. Helping here is viewed as an 
interactive and reciprocal process, which differs from the traditional therapeutic 
relationship between professionals and clients (Katz, 1993). The notion of "helper is 
helped" has been expanded and tested in the recent years, and one of the good examples 
is the term "helper's high" introduced by Allan Luks (1991). There are also empirical 
studies which have addressed and verified this specific topic where giving help is 
proved to predict the improvements in psychological adjustment and psychological 
well-beings (Maton, 1988; Roberts, et al, 1999; Schwartz & Sendor，1999). 
Furthermore, the reciprocal process is not confined at the psychological level. Members 
in self-help groups produce resources when they consume them, which creates many 
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"prosumers" (Toffler, 1981). Thus the social capital in a self-help group is not likely to 
be exhausted (Riessman, 1997; Banks, 1997; Mok, Cheung & Ngai，2006). 
From a reciprocal perspective, members are deemed as most important resources for a 
self-help group. Therefore, either a lack of member or inactive participation of members 
will probably undermine the natural processes in the groups and finally affect the 
longevity of the groups. This can possibly explain why attendance and involvement are 
as two main factors influencing the maintenance of self-help groups. Number of active 
member, outreaching and recruiting new members, and participation are as 
sub-dimensions accounting for this influence. 
2.1.2.2 Empowerment as a group process 
Empowerment, although often assessed as an outcome, also implies a process, 
especially at the psychological level of analysis (Zimmerman, 1995). Empowerment is 
a process in which "people create or are given opportunities to control their own destiny 
and influence the decisions that affect their lives" (Zimmerman, 1995). It is widely 
noted that efforts to gain control is the fundamental aspects of this process (Zimmerman, 
1995; Schulz, Israel, Zimmerman, & Checkoway, 1995; Lord & Hutchison, 1993). In 
self-help organizations, this process is documented and proved to be pivotal to the group 
functioning in both western and Chinese literature (Maton & Salem, 1995; Mok, 2005; 
Mok, Cheung, & Cheung, 2006; Zhang, 2001; Mok, 1998). Particularly, it has been 
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indicated that shared and committed leadership is a crucial factor contributing to the 
empowering character of a self-help group (Maton & Salem, 1995). 
Given such a process of empowerment, self-help groups serve as a platform for their 
members to gain control, psychologically and substantively. Then, if the motivation of 
participation is low among the members or their participation is impeded, for example 
being excluded from the decision-making process and key activities, they are very likely 
to be disempowered. Consequently, the group become loosely structured and bound to 
be at danger of disbanding. In addition, the leaders are probably overexploited are 
finally meet a burnout due to the exhaustion or inability. 
2.1.2.3 Role Modeling and related concepts 
While having some overlapping with the process of empowerment, social learning 
theory addresses some distinct processes which are regarded central to the processes in 
self-help groups (Katz, 1993; Katz & Bender，1990). 
The most famous and applicable process for analyzing self-help groups is probably 
"role modeling" (Bandura, 1985). It is indicated that to observe others' behaviors and 
outcomes over time is the basic mechanism of learning (Bandura, 1985). A self-help 
group provides such an opportunity for some one to do observation which save the new 
participants' time of doing trial-and-error on particular pattern of behaviors leading to 
successful coping (Katz, 1993). Another similar and relevant process in self-help 
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groups is termed "symbolic modeling” which "transmit simultaneously knowledge of 
wide applicability to vast number of people" (Bandura, 1986: 412). As it has been 
documented in a study in Chinese cancer groups, the "successful cancer fighters" serve 
as symbols of effective coping patterns which are learned quickly and widely among the 
other members of the organization (Zhang, 2001). 
The processes of role-modeling and symbolic modeling often stimulate a consequent 
process of social comparison (Katz, 1993). By comparing oneself to the successful 
members who have overcome their difficulties, one may raise the belief that he could 
also do it (Katz, 1993). This process occurs in self-help groups in the daily 
communications of sharing and listening (Katz, 1993). 
Another identifiable process is the enhancement of the self-efficacy, which is a 
narrowed term of self-esteem defining one's sense of personal ability to achieve goals 
and cope with challenging situations (Katz & Bender, 1990). Further to the individual 
level, Bandura (1986: 483) also mentioned "collective efficacy” as "group members' 
shared sense of their collective ability to master tasks". "Mutual social support boosts 
the power of incentives by providing performance aids and heightening group 
participation through mutual social influences and mobilized peer support". Linking 
the individuals to the group, this concept depicts another process that promoting the 
functioning of the self-help groups. 
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A further elaboration of this theory is the idea of experiential-social learning (Borkman, 
1999) which emphasizes the common lived experience of the members of self-help 
groups and their liberated perspective on the meanings of their narratives. To simply put 
it, through making meanings to their shared life experience, members in self-help 
groups change their views of life and the problems facing them. These benefits have 
also been reported in the Chinese contexts (Mok, 2001) 
2.1.2.4 Summary 
In these ways, self-help groups set up platforms for their members to share and to learn. 
Still, by the low attendance or inactive participation, these processes and benefits may 
be hindered and undermined. With expansion restrained, a self-help group may also face 
the problems as it lacks potential opportunities and models for its members to learn. 
Consequently, such groups fall inactive and ineffective, and may finally face their 
collapse. 
2.1.3 External forces influencing self-help groups 
2.1.3.1 An ecological perspective 
For studying the self-help groups at the organizational level, the ecological paradigm 
has been recognized as a valid perspective (Maton, 1989 & 1993). It has also been 
indicated to be useful to analyze the relationships of self-help groups to the external 
support (Leventhal, Maton, & Madara，1988). The individual groups are viewed as 
"entities occupying niches in the community and in the health care and human service 
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systems，，(Maton, 1993). This idea of “organizational niche" derived from the 
population-ecological perspective conceptualizes “a combination of resources levels at 
which the population can survive and reproduce itself' (Hannan & Freeman, 1977: 947). 
Although being stated on a "population" base, this concept is adaptable to single 
self-help groups, for which the resources are not only the members that constitute the 
groups, but the potential members, co-operative professionals and other external support 
(Oka, 2003). Another related concept, according to Baum (1996)，is the "institutional 
embeddedness". Legitimacy, social support and approval from actors in the surrounding 
institutional environment are indicated to be crucial for one organization to survive. As 
indicated by Baum (1996: 95), this external legitimation elevates the organization's 
status in the community, facilitates resources acquisition, deflects questions about an 
organization's rights and competence to provide specific products or services, and 
permits the organization to demonstrate its conformity to institutionalized norms and 
expectations. 
Upon these theoretical discussions, Maton (1993) has attempted to detail the ecological 
environment particular to the self-help groups. He states that the "niche" of a self-help 
group is defined by the "type of focal problem that the members share" and by the 
"geographic and interorganizational environment in which the group is located" (Maton, 
1993: 279). He further states that the internal characteristics and external environments 
together influence the viability and stability of a group (ibid). While some aspects are 
under-discussed, this proposition is consistent with the literature on the group 
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survivability, and still, provides an analytic perspective for investigating the 
maintenance and growth of self-help groups. In the following part, issues on profession 
involvement, agency support, and group legitimacy will be discussed and relevant 
literature will be reviewed. 
2.1.3.2 Professional involvement 
The relationship between professionals and self-help groups has long history, however 
regarded "dialectical" (Riessman & Carroll, 1995). In the first place, these two 
systems of service provision are seen as distinct and even contrasting sometimes 
(Riessman, 1990; Gartner, 1997)，while the both side commonly bear some 
misunderstanding to the other side (Powell, 1987). Despite such a misunderstanding, the 
involvement of professionals in self-help groups is common, and the roles of 
professionals are diversified (Shepherd, et al, 1999). Among the professions involved in 
self-help groups, social work is probably the most active one with the longest history, 
which dates back to the movement of settlement houses (Riordan & Beggs, 1987). This 
is mostly because of the profession's emphasis on facilitating social support, and more 
opportunities and time it devotes to the groups than other professions, such as 
psychologists, nurses, and physicians (Belton，1993). In terms of the roles professionals 
taking in a self-help group, they could be advisory members, group therapist, 
researchers, group sponsors, consultants, referral sources, organizers, speakers, and 
even group leaders (Shepherd, et al, 1999; Ben-Ari, A.T., 2002; Toseland & Hacker, 
1982). In spite of the status of prevalence and roles concerning the professional 
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involvement, its influence to the groups as a whole is problematic. It has been pointed 
out by Kurtz (1990) that, neither under-involvement nor over-involvement of 
professionals does good to the self-help groups, when a balanced involvement is most 
appreciated; because under-involvement will lead self-help groups into a helpless status, 
in which they might more easily disband (Maton, Leventhal, Madara，& Julien，1989)， 
while over-involvement harms groups in other ways, such as undermine their autonomy 
and self-determination (Borkman, 1990). This can be explained by the balance theory 
suggesting that there is an optimal distance between the professionals and self-help 
groups and there is also an optimal level of total external support which on one hand 
sustains a group, and on the other hand maintains its autonomy and prevents its 
particular mechanism of functioning from being disturbed (Litwak & meyer, 1966; 
Kurtz, 1990). This effect has been empirically identified (Mok, Cheung, & Ngai，2006). 
To understand how professionals, especially social workers, involve in the self-help 
groups may inform us on the maintenance of the groups under such "support", or the 
undermined functioning of the groups under such "interference". Although it seems to 
be a consensus that using self-help groups as a resource from social work practice, 
namely a referral source, may be the ideal relationship with social workers and the 
self-help groups (Toseland & Hacker，1985; Kurtz, 1990; Katz & Bender, 1990; Wituk, 
et al, 2000; Wituk, et al, 2003), other contributions social workers might bring to the 
groups, such as enhancing the legitimacy and community awareness, need to be further 
explored. 
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2.1.3.3 Affiliation and inter-organizational support 
A parallel concern of the issue of professional involvement is the affiliation status of a 
single self-help group. Powell (1990) defines the two kinds of self-help fellowship by 
differentiating the "unaffiliated, simply structured, local self-help groups，，with the 
‘‘affiliated, more complexly structured, national self-help organizations". Groups 
falling in the latter category with a affiliated status are identified with several 
advantages as they often offer more developed programs for their members; enjoy more 
stability and predictability; include diverse membership and leadership; and encourage 
inner group dynamics, such as role modeling (Powell, 1990). While these advantages 
are proved to contribute to add the benefits to the members (Maton, 1988), they are not 
directly linked with the better survival of the groups among the non-AA groups 
(Leventhal, Maton, & Madara，1988; Maton, Leventhal, Madara, & Mien, 1989). 
Nevertheless, it is obviously the advantages these affiliated groups have, and in another 
word the disadvantages those unaffiliated groups bear, are closely related to the 
inner-group processes and influence the group dynamics, which, in turn, affect the 
maintenance of self-help groups. 
Then why the affiliated groups and unaffiliated group are at the same level in terms of 
the death rate? A reasonable explanation is that unaffiliated groups are more likely to 
seek help from local agencies, such as hospitals, churches, and government agencies 
(Powell, 1990; Leventhal, Maton, & Madara，1988). This phenomenon can also be 
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explained by the "balance theory" discussed above. The unaffiliated groups achieve an 
optimal external support from the various local agencies and thus survive even without 
the affiliation to the homogeneous larger organizations. However, this expedient 
strategy is sometimes harmful to self-help groups. Humpherys (2004) states that 
self-help groups risk losing flexibilities on their groups structure and activities when 
they have to be responsive to governmental officials other than their peers sharing the 
same problems. In addition, since theses "independent" groups more often receive help 
from professional (Maton, Leventhal, Madara, & Julien, 1989)，which balances their 
lack of external support, they are also at risk of exploitation by professionals (Meissen, 
et al., 2000). These pitfalls though have not been indicated to directly affect the group 
survivability, are likely to cause long-term organizational problems or undermine the 
self-help principle. 
2.1.3.4 Group legitimacy, public recognition 
Summarized by Adams (1990)，legitimacy for a self-help group concerns all people 
relevant to the activities it runs, and simply reflects the credibility and acceptability of 
the group in the eyes of the public. In most occasions, legitimacy is a concern in 
discussing mental-health related self-help groups as these groups are often viewed as 
alternatives to the professional services and thus a referral sources for the professionals 
(Segal, Hardiman, & Hoges, 2002). Such organizations have to prove their 
accountability to the professionals and the public (Brown，Shepherd, Wituk, & Meissen, 
2007) to bid for more funding and referrals. As for some other types of self-help groups, 
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how to raise public awareness and thus attract more potential members is crucial 
legitimacy concern which may influence their survival and growth; not to mention those 
"survival oriented" groups (Levy, 1976) seeing to gain legitimacy of their ways of life 
as the goals of the groups. 
However, the problem of legitimacy is complex and multi-leveled, and even diversifies 
among different nations with diverse social political circumstances (Gidron & Chesler, 
1994). The above discussions reflect only part of the connotation of "legitimacy", 
focusing on the immediate settings of the group. As it has been identified four 
dimensions of this concept for analyzing the development of social organizations (Gao， 
2000)，which includes areas of "social", "administrative", ‘‘political’’，and "legal". 
While the discussion on legitimacy in western literature focuses on ‘‘social legitimacy" 
which has three foundations: tradition, shared benefits, and recognized rules; self-help 
groups in China face other obstacles in gaining their legitimacy. The form and range of 
activities of grass-root self-help groups are strictly constrained, unless the groups are 
recognized or "taken-in" by government organizations or other "legal" organizations. 
Political legitimacy is even more sensitive in China. The "correctness" on the political 
inclination is highly demanded. Whether the purposes and goals of the organizations can 
pass the censorship determine the legal legitimacy of them, which is directly linked with 
the obtainability of legal legitimacy emphasizing the qualification on all three previous 
legitimacies and existing in a form of registry. 
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In sum, the legitimacy issue of self-help groups has invited attention on two levels. On 
one end, the groups would seek for legitimacy in their immediate settings and 
particularly appeal to the professional directly related to the focal problems the groups 
are addressing. On the other end, some group would struggle for public recognition in 
the broader society to legitimatize their life styles or advocate for their own population. 
In light of the orientations suggested in the literature, in this study, to explore the 
legitimacy issue in the specific context of China, I shall probe in both the immediate 
setting of the groups and the broader society to have a rounded understanding of the 
legitimacy issue concerning the self-help groups in China. 
2.1.3.5 Summary 
Having reviewed the intra and extra group factors contributing to the maintenance and 
growth of self-help groups, we may now tentatively draw a more detailed picture by 
adding interactive relationships between the factors (see Figure 2.1.3.5). 
Figure 2.1.3.5 
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Clear as the figure has shown, the extra-group factors appear to have direct influences 
on the intra-group factors, and might be conjectured to have indirect influence on the 
maintenance and development of the groups, with the supporting fact that the 
intra-group factors, except group type, are rarely reported to influence the extra-group 
factors. Another important conclusion that could be drawn is profession involvement 
has strong influences on both the intra-group factors and the extra-group factors, and 
therefore accounts greatly for the group maintenance and development. 
2.2 Conceptual framework 
2.2.1 Theory-use in current study 
This study sets out from the theoretical grounds set by the predecessors, however does 
not intend to test any of them. This study is conceptualized and based on former 
research and theoretical propositions, but moreover, it takes another trail that leads to a 
further understanding on the phenomenon in a particular context. The conceptual 
framework introduced below is a condensed theoretical foundation which includes the 
former perspectives on the intra and extra organizational characteristics of self-help 
groups and their functioning. This framework serves as a lens seen through which my 
study is enabled to approach the target phenomenon with more sensitivity. Despite the 
absence of theory testing, this study contributes to the theory building in another way, as 
it shall accumulate primary knowledge on the current issue and inform the future 
research taking on theory testing and hypothesis generalization tasks. On the attitudes 
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toward theories, I agree with Schwandt on his statement that "explanatory theory is the 
raison d'etre for the practice of social inquiry" (Schwandt, 1993: 13). Social theories are 
still among the best forms of summarizing and explaining social phenomenon with 
conciseness, without which incremental accumulation of knowledge will be impossible. 
By providing basic information for raising new research questions for further qualitative 
or quantitative studies in the field, this study prepares for a systematic and theoretical 
understanding of the target phenomenon. 
2.2.2 Conceptual framework 
This study will be guided by the conceptual framework presented below (Figure 3). 
Figure 2.2.2 
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This framework generally derives from the literature and serves as a lens through which 
I can approach each case of study with preparedness of knowing what to be investigated. 
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As far as I am concerned in the practice of qualitative research, I find it impossible to 
bring an "empty head" to the site, even without literature reviewed beforehand. Instead, 
a researcher must clarify his/her propositions and get prepare for the challenges to these 
propositions in the process of study. The construction of conceptual framework in this 
study helps me to more clearly see my own propositions and assumptions before 
actually working in the site. However, it should be noted that the framework is an aid of 
analysis rather than a hypothesis to be tested. 
Same as it has been shown in Figure 2.1.3.5, the conceptual framework contains three 
levels of analysis. The first level consists of extra-group factors - professional 
involvement, affiliation, and public recognition. The second level, including intra-group 
factors, influenced by the extra-group factors, consists of leadership, membership, and 
practical problems. These two groups of factors directly and indirectly influence the 
maintenance and development of the self-help groups, while they are interactive and 
mutually influencing in and between the levels. The interrogation marks denote 
undiscovered factors in each level, which reflects the exploratory nature of this study. 
Particular factors contributing to the maintenance and development of self-help groups 
under the Chinese context are expected to be discovered. 
2.3 Refining the research questions 
In this study, research questions raised previously have been refined and reframed after 
the relevant literature was reviewed and the conceptual framework was formulated. The 
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research questions were not rigidly unchangeable once settled; instead, as a part of 
research design, it should be interacting with the literature, and more pertinently with 
the conceptual framework. As a qualitative researcher, I agree to the idea that the 
process of research design was "interactive" (Maxwell, 2005: 5) where the research 
question, as a central concern of a study, constantly communicates with research goals 
guiding the study, the conceptual framework emerged from the relevant literature, the 
specific methods to collect data, and even the specific contexts, in my study “cases，，， 
where the study was implemented. In particular, right as Miles and Huberman (1994: 23) 
have indicated, the mutual affectedness between research questions and conceptual 
framework was inevitable. Similarly, some researcher have pointed out that more or less, 
the research questions in qualitative studies should be refined or reframed after the 
study commenced, particularly after the conceptual framework was proposed (Punch, 
2005: 41; Marshall & Rossman，1995: 28). In this study, after the literature was 
reviewed, and research protocol was designed I reframed my first original research 
questions into: 
1. What are the difficulties encountered by the self-help groups on the factors 
contributing to their maintenance and development? 
And my second original research question was reframed into two new questions: 
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2. Are the difficulties mutually linked? If they are, then how are they mutually 
linked? 
3. How are these difficulties linked with the maintenance and development of the 
self-help groups? 
When the third original research question remained unchanged as: 
4. What are the roles of social workers in the maintenance and development of the 
self-help groups? 
For the first question, my consideration for amendment was that the specific research 
question should be closely adhered to the conceptual framework so that the data 
collection process might be more focused and purposeful, and the research questions 
could thus be answered with higher precision. For the second research question, I 
changed it because I found my propositions implied in the original question did not 
stand still after consulting the literature. My initial purpose implied in the word “react，， 
was to explore the group's counteractions against the difficulties it faced, which 
assumed intentional and purposeful group or individual actions. However, the 
assumptions that the group was aware of the difficulties and purposefully sought for 
solution were not well-founded. To deal with this problem of framing question, I tried 
on another perspective to probe in the group, which is "difficulties toward group，，rather 
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than "group toward difficulties”，emphasizing the difficulties，impact on the group. 
Although changed into a different perspective, the research questions are still satisfying 
my research goals, and by answering these questions, we might have a better understand 
on the difficulties facing the self-help groups. 
2.4 Definitions of key terms in the research question 
2.4.1 Self-help groups 
Right as Rootes and Aanes (1992) have pointed out, self-help groups lack a commonly 
recognized and all-fitted definition. Having been varied in focal problems and 
organizational structures, self-help groups evolve too rapidly to be defined statically. 
Even the widely accepted definition by Katz and Bender (1976) was criticized to be 
preoccupied with the group characteristics of Alcoholics Anonymous, and thus fail to be 
inclusive (Oka, 2003: 17). In China, self-help is still a premature phenomenon and is 
known inadequately. Therefore, making reference on the former definitions used by 
other researchers, I decide to relatively loosely, but more inclusively, define self-help 
groups as voluntary groups formed and led by people who share same life problems 
and gather to deal with the problems together through mutually providing material or 
emotional support. 
2.4.2 Maintenance and development 
Maintenance and development has never been defined in the literature as a term. When 
maintenance has been commonly used to indicate the activated condition of a certain 
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group, and sustention of group activities, development has been usually used to describe 
the growth of a group, which was typically depicted as nature history of the group, 
which has been reviewed previously. However, I found these two phenomena could 
never be separated, as many changes defined as development taken place in the groups 
were actually incremental and not as clearly fitted into stages as theoretically prescribed. 
Moreover, the sustention of group activities itself is an integral part of the development 
of the group, since no matter in which stage of "history" of the groups, to maintain an 
activated status of the group is essential. Therefore, in this study, by taking maintenance 
and development of the group, I shall mainly focus on the sustention of group activities 
and group meetings among the active participants. The focal point is therefore 
operation rather than evolvement of functions of the groups. This concern is particularly 
pertaining to the Chinese context as the self-help groups are relatively a new kind of 
social organization in China, and given the fact that successful cases of self-help groups 
known to us are extremely scarce, an inclination towards the survival side of the groups 
seem appropriate, though I agree that the survival and growth are interwoven processes. 
2.4.3 Social workers 
Another definition to be clarified was "social worker" in the Chinese context. In China, 
social worker has been an informally and loosely used term for a long time. It was not 
until the year of 2006 that the title was officially endorsed along with the sanctioned 
social worker registry system. The social workers involved in my study may not have 
taken the national registry examination, which will commence in the coming year, and 
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thus are not officially qualified social workers. However, considering the developing 
situation of professional social work in China, it is proper to recognize the identities of 
social workers with formal education background in and practicing in titles of social 
workers in their agencies. Therefore, in this study a social worker means a practitioner 




Research Design and Implementation 
3.1 Research design 
This study has adopted a qualitative multiple-case study design. Two cases were 
selected and studied. Interview was utilized as a main data collection strategy. 
Documentation and archival records were also assembled as complementary sources of 
data. Strategies of qualitative data analysis were used to analyze the collected data. 
Specifics of the research design and implementation shall be displayed in detail in this 
chapter. 
3.1.1 Philosophical consideration 
In my view, the objectives of social research, particularly in the realm of social work, 
are to step towards the social realities and to seek for understanding and solutions to the 
social problems. These objectives can be achieved through explanation of the social 
phenomenon, and then prediction and control of them (von Wright, 1971; Guba & 
Lincoln, 1998). Our knowledge on the social phenomena accretes incrementally with 
new "building blocks" added up on the original knowledge base. Through 
theory-building and testing, our understanding on a given social phenomenon erects like 
an edifice (Guba & Lincoln, 1998). For this study, the aim was to describe the 
difficulties facing the self-help groups in their maintenance and development, and to 
explore their mutual associations so that preparations could be made for further theory 
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building and testing work in the future. The aims of the study required that the 
researchers should take an objective stance. Therefore other approaches, such as 
postmodern and critical paradigms, more competent at looking upon the meanings of 
and coercion on the lives of people, were not adopted in this study. Besides, for such a 
study with organizations as units of analysis, these approaches seemed rather 
inappropriate. 
Furthermore, standing on a post-positivist ground, I believe that there are certain rules 
and realities embedded in social phenomena. In Popper's metaphor (1969), truth is like 
the mountain peak hidden among the clouds. No matter is it visible or not, the reality is 
out there but simply out of our reach. What we see and find is at the utmost "probably 
true". Thus, one should approach the realities with prudence and open-mindedness 
which help to reduce the possibility that the realties are distorted by personal values and 
bias. However, a rigorous dualism is not to be adhered as it has been recognized as "not 
possible" (Guba & Lincoln, 1998: 205). In addition, I doubt the possibility of doing 
value-free research. I agreed to some scholars in that the researchers would inevitably 
interpret the data when they conceptualize them (Strauss & Corbin，1998: 136). In 
experience doing this study, I further strengthened such belief as I found my 
interpretation was interweaving with the inductive process, along with which my 
personal bias and values might have to some extent smuggled into the products of data 
analysis. To prevent these bias and preoccupations from too much undermining the 
objectivity of my study, I employed some guarding strategies in attempt to reduce the 
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possible distortion of data. In addition, I tried my best to handle the data with higher 
self-awareness, which was also considered helpful in ensuring the quality of data 
analysis. For further information on the implementation of the study, please refer to 
section 3.4. 
3.1.2 Methodological justification 
Is case study a competent strategy to fulfill the research objectives and answering the 
research questions proposed in the current study? The answer is positive. As it will be 
discussed below, broadly speaking case study is a valid research strategy in social 
research, especially competent at looking deeply and comprehensively into human 
organizations; and narrowly speaking this strategy is suitable for this study, given our 
existing knowledge on the phenomenon and the feasibility of research implementation. 
Case study for a long time has been used as a methodological tool for empirical inquiry 
(Sjoberg, Williams, Vaughan, & Sjoberg, 1991: 27), at the same time it is under constant 
challenge and distain (Yin, 2003: 10). It is indicated that the case study researchers have 
often failed to follow rigorous procedures or to exclude bias so that distorted evidence is 
employed and arbitrary conclusions were made. These sloppy practice fairly distains 
case study. On the other hand, the hierarchical view on the research methods also 
devalue case study as a low ranking strategy which is only appropriate in the beginning 
phase of an investigation (Yin, 2003: 3)，and only quantitative experimental design is 
the sacred approach leading toward truths. I admit that a case study can be less rigorous 
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if handled inappropriately, but it is not necessarily the case; and I disagree with the stiff 
hierarchical views on the research strategies. 
Nowadays, social research has entered an era with competing paradigms (Guba & 
Lincoln, 1998). No single philosophical or methodological ground is dominant, but 
various knowledge claims and research methods enjoy equal status. It thus should be 
noted that, at method level of research paradigm, every strategies bears its own 
advantages and disadvantages, and should be applied in proper situations. Compared to 
other strategies, such as experiment and survey designs, case study was chosen for the 
current study mainly because it exceeds other strategies on the following merits. Firstly, 
a case study carries out in natural settings. It exerts least control over the behavioral 
events that occur naturally in their social contexts (Yin, 2003; Orum, Feagon & Sjogerg, 
1991). Unlike in an experiment where the contexts are artificially created, a case study 
preserves the most uncontrolled phenomenon and thus generates arguments closest to 
the understandings of the actors themselves (Orum, Feagon & Sjogerg, 1991). This 
characteristic allows my study to capture the immediate presentation of the actors upon 
the organizations they act in. Secondly, case studies are most capable when a unit 
analysis in a research is not a person but an organization and other "social units’，(Orum, 
Feagon & Sjogerg, 1991; Sjoberg, Williams, Vaughan, & Sjoberg，1991). As perceived 
by some authors, one of the advantages of case study is that it ‘‘deals with the reality 
behind the appearance... with a whole that is more than the sum of the parts" (Sjoberg, 
Williams, Vaughan, & Sjoberg, 1991: 39). When we move our sight beyond the 
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individual interaction, to a larger entity in the social context - as in my study a self-help 
group, case study permit a more holistic view over the phenomenon being attended. 
Thirdly, from a theoretical perspective, it was too early to employ survey researches to 
answer the proposed research questions, as we have still inadequate knowledge about it. 
Instead, I believe that it would be more meaningful to find out indigenous patterns on 
the development of self-help groups by doing such qualitative studies. On logistical 
considerations, it would be infeasible to do large-scale survey with shortage of 
manpower. And still needed to be thought about was that a proper sampling for rigorous 
statistical inference was still inaccessible, as we grasp almost no information about the 
self-help groups and their running conditions in China. In short, for this study, case 
study is a suitable and competent strategy to be employed to answer the proposed 
research questions, methodologically and logistically. 
3.2 Case study design 
3.2.1 Overall design: embedded contrasting multiple-case (two cases) study 
In this study, two self-help groups running under different situations were selected and 
studied independently. Findings from the two cases were compared and contrasted. 
Practically, one of the cases included in this study can be viewed as a major case, for its 
revelatory nature (Yin, 2003: 41), and the other case was chosen to compare to the 
major case. Therefore, the case study design here can also be presented as a revelatory 
case plus a contrasting case design. In whatever form of presentation, this study 
included two cases, and comparisons were made between the cases. 
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Literally, when more than one case is to be included in the same study, it can be named 
a multiple-case design (Yin, 2003: 46). This type of design, in comparison to the 
“classic” single case design, is regarded as being more robust and generating more 
compelling evidence (Herriott & Firestone, 1983). However, the logic behind this 
design is not abundance in quantity of case so that we can be more confident about our 
findings in terms of their statistical generalizabilities as in survey research for statistical 
inference. In a multiple-case study, cases are not selected with statistical sampling 
strategies, but more often, with deliberated designs to replicate the research procedures 
and strategies on other cases to find theoretically desired outcomes (Yin, 2003: 47). 
In addition to the inclusion of more than one case, this study also employed an 
embedded design (Yin, 2003: 43)，which means under a holistic investigation on one 
unit of analysis (a self-help group), subunits of analysis were identified. In other words, 
I not only focused on the maintenance and development of an entire self-help group, but 
paid attention to the internal contributing elements of the maintenance and development. 
The subunits of analysis were selected through reviewing the literature. All of them 
emerged from the former empirical studies and theoretical analysis. To employ an 
embedded design is believed to bring advantage to the whole study. It can prevent the 
whole case study from slipping to other undesired directions in the progress of study. 
Yin (2003: 45) has warned that if a researcher only uses holistic design, which includes 
no subunits of analysis, it will be very likely that the process of study becomes too 
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flexible to maintain the original intention and orientation. Without embedded subunits 
of analysis, a researcher is bound to find new factors and relationships in his 
investigation into a case as a whole. And if these new discoveries deviate from the 
original research interests and questions, a case study must be started over again to keep 
up with the changed research interests and questions. Although this flexibility is 
sometimes regarded as one of the advantages of case study design, I prefer a balance in 
my study. Therefore, an embedded design is considered desirable to the current study. A 
sound framework of clear boundary and inclusion ensures my study on the track, and 
meanwhile establishes its linkage with the former empirical and theoretical knowledge 
foundations. Moreover, the connectedness of subunits and unit are also important in my 
study. I will constantly check the pertinence of the subunits and turn back to the case as 
a whole. 
3.2.2 Unit of analysis, subunit of analysis and context of case 
In this study, a unit of analysis is a self-help group. Namely, it is an organization rather 
than the sum of the participants of it. Two sets of subunits are employed. Leadership, 
membership and practical issues are intra-group factors contributing to the maintenance 
and development of the groups. Affiliation status, professional involvement and 
Legitimacy are external factors expected to influence the maintenance and development 
of the groups indirectly. The context of case is defined as the settings the group located 
and the social-political circumnutates they located in. 
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3.3 Case selection 
Two cases selected in this study are two self-help groups of parents of children with 
cancers. The first case is "Shanghai Children's Medical Center Parents Group". After 
being active for half a year from formal establishment in June 2006, the group declined 
in the early 2007. My contact with this case started from 2006, when I was conducting a 
study concerning self-help groups in the hospital where the group located. Facilitated 
with the personal network and good relation with the social workers in the hospital, this 
case was easily accessed. Judging from the condition of this group, it is a failed case in 
terms of the operation of group. In China, information on the average duration and size 
of the self-help groups of such kind is still unavailable due to emerging situations of the 
self-help groups and scarce researches into them. It is yet still proper to judge this case 
as failed for the reason that the parent participants, doctors and social workers involved 
generally regarded it "a pity” to witness the decline of the group, the functions of the 
group were valued, and more importantly, the group was welcomed and expected to 
revive according to the informants. It is believed that to understand the difficulties 
facing the groups, a failed case would provide more meaningful information, not only 
on the difficulties per se, but also on the relationship between the difficulties and the 
maintenance and development of the group, which might not be explicitly revealed in a 
successful case. This case ass selected as a "revelatory case" (Yin, 2003: 43)，which 
manifested previously inaccessible and therefore revealing conditions in self-help 
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groups. This case will be referred to as Case A* throughout the report. For details of the 
case, readers may refer to the specific case chronicle in Chapter Four. 
Another case employed is the "Guangzhou Childhood Cancer Parents Group". 
Regarded as a contrasting case, this group is chosen for making comparisons and 
contrasts to Case A. Though I had not contacted with the second group before doing this 
study, I made use of my personal network built up with the Shanghai Children's 
Medical Center and accessed the group through the introduction of the social workers of 
the Shanghai Children's Medical Center. This group was formed at the same time of the 
first group, though in a different city of China. After going through same difficulties, it 
now has sustained successfully. This case is employed because it shares similar history 
and background of the first case, however manifesting a different condition of 
maintenance and development. As this case is employed, comparison between the two 
cases is allowed, which is expected to on the one hand strengthen the findings from 
Case A, and on the other hand generate conclusions which is not permitted in a single 
case. This case will be referred to as Case B throughout the report. For details of the 
case, readers may refer to the specific case chronicle in Chapter Five. 
* "Case A" and "Shanghai group" were interchangeably used throughout the report. 
* "Case B" and "Guangzhou group" were interchangeably used throughout the report. 
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3.4 Implementation 
3.4.1 General process of implementation 
The study commenced in mid November 2007, and concluded in late June 2008. As 
there were two cases studied and they were treated separately, the whole period of study 
was divided into three phases. This first phase of this study started from mid November 
2007, through the New Year, and ended in mid January 2008. In this phase, data in Case 
A was collected. The second phase succeedingly began at mid January, lasting until 
early April 2008. During the second phase, data from Case B was collected, and 
supplementary data collection for Case A was simultaneously implemented. From early 
April to late June 2008 was the third phase of this study where the supplementary data 
collection for Case B was conducted. During the third phase, I traveled in Guangzhou 
three times to participate in the group activities and meetings where observations were 
completed to triangulate the information previously collected through the individual 
interviews and from archival materials. These observations were important in ensuring 
the authenticity of the information in my study and corroborating the conclusions based 
on the evidence, as to be discussed later. I conducted data analysis for the two cases 
separately. During the second phase, I completed data analysis for Case A, and drafted 
the case report. For case B，I finished data analysis in the third phase, and drafted 
another individual case report. The research findings emerged from the two cases were 
later synthesized to make comparisons. 
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3.4.2 Data collection 
3.4.2.1 Data collection in Case A 
The data in Case A derives from three sources. First is the document and archival 
records retrieved from the Social Work Department of Shanghai Children's Medical 
Center (SCMC), and from the leaders of parent group. These documents include 1) 
records on the 2006 International Society of Pediatric Oncology (SIOP) and — * 
International Confederation of Childhood Cancer Parent Organisations (ICCCPO) 
Shanghai conferences; 2) documents on the social work department of SCMC; 3) other 
documents relevant to the parents group. The second source is the interviews. Twelve 
interviews with eight informants were conducted to collect data for Case A. The 
informants and their personal information are listed in Table 3.4.2.1. The third source is 
the field notes taken on site. During April to June 2006, when I was doing a study 
investigating three professional-led and peer-led support groups, I joined three activities 
organized by the SCMC parents group in the common room of the wards. Pages of field 
notes about the activities were reserved and now are available as records of the activities 
organized by the group back then. 
* Founded in May 1994 in Valencia, Spain, The International Confederation of Childhood Cancer Parent 
Organisations (ICCCPO) is a worldwide network of organisations of parents of children with cancer, 
including membership of about 100 organisations from over 60 countries. The focus of this organiastion 
is on the cooperation and sharing of information and experiences between parent groups around the world, 
so that all can benefit from it and become more effective in improving the treatment and care of children 
with cancer in their own countries. Readers may find more information on this organisation from their 
website at http://www.icccpo.org. 
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Table 3.4.2.1 
Informants' information of Case A 
Codename Name Position or title Involved in group since 
CA-INT-CYT Ms. CYT Social Worker 2005 
Social Worker, 
Director of Social Work Department, Establishment of SCMC, CA-INT-JQY Mrs. JQY Director of Social development ^ 
Department, 
Chief Manager of the President's Office 
CA-INT-JSX Mr. JSX Parents Group Leader 1999 
CA-INT-QXW Ms. QXW Parents Group Member 2006 
CA-INT-GLJ Prof. GLJ Physician & Parents Group Founder 1980，s 
Establishment of SCMC, 
CA-INT-XHL Dr. XHL Physician 
1998 
CA-INT-LH Mrs. LH Charge Nurse 2002 
CA-INT-BJJ Mr.BJJ President of PKH Charitable Funds* 2005 
3.4.2.2 Data collection in Case B 
The information and data for Case B comes form four sources. First among them are the 
group documents. These documents have either been 1) provided by the leader, or 2) 
retrieved from the website of the group. Second are the documents and archival records 
retrieved from the Social Work Department of SCMC, and from the leader of parent 
group. These documents include 1) records on the 2006 SIOP and ICCCPO Shanghai 
conference; 2) program records of the social work department; 3) the remaining 
documents on the parents group. The third source is the interview recordings and 
transcripts. Ten interviews were conducted with nine informants to collect data for Case 
B. The informants and their information are as displayed in Table 3.4.2.2. The fourth 
source is the field-notes taken on the site of the group programs and activities of Case B. 
* Registered in 1998 in Hong Kong, the PKW Charitable Fund aims to assist those families suffering from childhood 
cancers and facilitate the rehabilitated children's participation in the social life and work. In 2005，it was accepted as 
a member organization of ICCCPO. Readers may find more information on this organisation from their 
website at http://www.pkwfoundation.org. 
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I joined three activities organized by the group amid the period from March 2008 to 
June 2008, and have taken records on the details of the events. 
3.4.2.3 Transcription 
Audio-recording was used for most of the cases, only except those short interviews 
on-site where recording was not applicable. In such rare cases, I took notes instead and 
thereafter summarized the important information touched in the interviews. For those 
recorded interviews, I transcribed all the recordings into texts for data analysis. 
Table 3.4.2.2 
Informants' information of Case B 
Code Name Position or title Involved in group since 
Group Leader 2006 Shanghai ICCCPO CB-INT-CWX Mr. CWX 
conference 
Group Board Member 1999, informal mutual-help 
among parents in participated 
CB-INT-WGY Mrs. WGY in the Second Affiliated 
Hospital of Sun Yat-Sen 
University 
CB-INT-HS Ms. HS Group Board Member December, 2006 
CB-INT-ZZ Ms. ZZ Group Board Member September, 2006 
Group Board Member 2006 Shanghai ICCCPO CB-INT-LZY Mr. LZY conference Former Group Member 2006 Shanghai ICCCPO CB-INT-LYR Ms. Ms. LYR 
conference to April 2007 
Physician of the First 2006, after establishment of the 
CB-INT-LXQ Dr. LXQ Affiliated Hospital of Sun group 
Yat-Sen University 
Physician of the Second Earlier than 2006 
CB-INT-HK Dr. HK Affiliated Hospital of Sun 
Yat-Sen University 
President of the PKW 2005 CB-INT-BJJ Mr. BJJ 
Charitable Fund 
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3.4.2.4 Creating a case study database 
The case data and interview transcripts were lengthy and cumbersome. Although the 
computer has solved a lot of troubles in handling the documents, the sorting and 
arrangement of the information was still an inevitable concern in my study. My strategy 
was following Yin's suggestion (2003: 102) to establish a database of case study, where 
the documents were labeled, and materials in different kinds, for example notes, case 
archival materials, and transcripts were sorted into categories for easy access. This 
practice seemed trivial, but was meaningful particularly for my study, as the nature of 
this study was highly descriptive, and to preserve rounded records on the cases and 
processes of investigations in the cases were with inherent values. Furthermore, to adopt 
this practice was also believed helpful in increasing the reliability of my study, as the 
readers were permitted to review the documents and trace a line of evidence (Yin, 2003: 
102). 
3.4.3 Data analysis 
3.4.3.1 Dealing with inconsistencies 
The data analysis process was interweaving with the process of data collection. One of 
the advantages was that I could constantly check for inconsistencies that appeared in the 
information from different informants or collected through different methods. By 
inconsistencies I do not mean the informants' attitudes and interpretations on a 
particular phenomenon or incident, but the information on the phenomenon and 
incidents themselves which is a primary form of data in case studies. I mainly used a 
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repeating strategy against the inconsistencies. I took notes of the inconsistencies and 
framed questions around them. After a period of time, commonly over a whole week, I 
would re-ask the questions to the same informants from whom I obtained the original 
answers self-conflicting or inconsistent with those of other informants. When some 
informants had sloppy memories on particular events or accident, they were like to 
provide inaccurate information at the first place. I found this method effective as I could 
find a converging point which was more authentic coupled with comparisons with the 
answers obtained from other informants. 
3.4.3.3 Analytic strategies 
Coding 
Qualitative studies mainly handle words rather than numbers in the process of data 
analysis. A common practice of reducing and integrating the great amount of words and 
sentences into concise themes and concepts is coding, which is a process of labeling 
field notes, conversation records and archival materials with codes pertinent to the 
theoretical foundations and research questions (Miles & Huberman, 1994: 56). In this 
study, different coding strategies were used in light of different analytic purposes. The 
descriptive codes, which entail characteristics of the phenomenon and indicate themes, 
but with least interpretation, were used for exploring answers to the “what，，questions. 
Meanwhile, the explanatory coding, more inferential in nature, were used to illustrate 
the link between themes and patterns and provide answer to the “how” questions. In my 
study, the explanatory coding was interactively utilized along with memos and diagrams, 
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which for me were quite efficient and effective methods to capture the flashing thoughts 
during the analytic processes. 
Memos and diagrams 
As personally preferred practices, memo writing and diagram drawing were very 
important strategies for data analysis in my study. Memos, as records capturing the 
analytical and conceptual ideas flashing in the mind of the researcher, were very helpful 
in the analytic process of conceptualizing the relationship between the factors in my 
study. Specifically, when exploring how the difficulties linked each other, static codes 
and lengthy scattered dialogues and descriptions seemed prohibiting for me to draw 
meaningful implications from. I would prefer to keep a "distance" with the data at a 
time, holding them holistically in my mind, and use "brain-storms" to work out certain 
products. At these occasions, I sketched diagrams and drafted linkages among the 
incidents, group events and factors. These products would later be check on their 
consistencies and conformities with the data reciprocally. 
Cross-case synthesis 
As it has been discussed in the paragraph of research design, a multiple-case study 
design is more likely to generate stronger conclusion than a single-case design does 
(Yin, 2003: 53; Miles & Huberman, 1984: 151). Especially for this study, a contrasting 
two-case design provided possibilities to strengthen the conclusions generated from 
each single case. Generally, I followed the strategies for multi-case analysis mentioned 
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by Yin as "pattern matching" (Yin, 2003: 116). Although the author did not spell out the 
strategy in detail, I found that the underlying rationale of such cross-case comparisons 
was in accordance with the comparative methods proposed by Ragin as "case-oriented 
comparative methods，’(1987: 34)，grounded on the profoundly influential strategies of 
Mill's comparative methods (Mill, 1952). 
As strict comparisons require high degree of manipulations on the condition of the cases 
being compared, I excerpted a time period of Case B to control on the certain factors 
contributing to the maintenance and development of the group. I thereafter compared 
the situation of Case A to the excerpted period of Case B. Word tables (Yin, 2003: 134) 
were used to display data from the two cases under uniform frameworks, and 
conclusions were reached. As my study was conducted in the natural contexts, desired 
manipulation imitating the experimentation was hard to be achieved. The remaining 
comparisons were made on the other factors of the group, but not secured by the strict 
methods. For details on comparisons, readers may refer to Chapter Six on cross-case 
synthesis. 
Case analysis meetings 
As this study was conducted by a single researcher, it was considered necessary to 
utilize case analysis meetings in the process of the study to enhance the overall 
reliability of the study. Two meetings with a peer researcher were held: one after data 
analysis and draft report of Case A were completed; and another after the report draft 
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was written-up. The main purpose of the meetings was to summarize the current status 
and report the progress to the peer researcher, and let the peer raise questions, challenge 
the tentative conclusions, and trace a line of evidence from the very bottom of research 
summaries to the upper original raw data where the evidence emerged. Before the 
meetings, I summarized the case information into condensed diagrams and figures, 
displaying all the key points of group events, factors, difficulties on the factors, and 
tentative conclusions. At the meeting, aided by these diagrams and figures, I was able to 
debrief the peer very efficiently on the progress of the study. Then the peer raised 
questions and indicated problems according to the figures. At some instance, she would 
ask for more details about the background information based on which a certain 
conclusion or inference was made. For most time, we scratched on a blank piece of 
paper or directly on the diagrams to record our thoughts. Sometimes I took notes if 
unreasonable inference or ungrounded conclusions were found out. After each meeting, 
I summarized the main points we covered and integrated them into the amendment 
plans of the case report. 
3.4.4 Quality of study 
As I see it, to press a high quality of the whole study was not only a matter of what 
arguments have been made in the research design, but rather a matter of what actually 
have been accomplished throughout the study. The criteria for judging quality of a 
particular kind of studies was itself inviting discussions and disputations on the 
perspectives from philosophical grounds to specific strategies (Seale, 1999: 32). As 
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summarized in a review of the social science literature (Shek, Tang, & Han, 2005), 
twelve criteria proposed by scholars standing on competing paradigms were abstracted 
from the existing literature on quality of qualitative research. Although I would not 
intent to be involved in the discussions on the criteriology of quality evaluation, I 
constantly checked for threats to the quality of my study in reference to this list and 
other author's work. Here I shall explain what I have done during processes of data 
collection, data analysis, and report composition in my research to ensure the overall 
quality of the final product. Reader may refer to the preceding sections on the 
implementation of the study to have more information on what and how I was doing. 
3.4.4.1 Multiple sources of evidence: toward triangulation 
In my study, as described previously, information for each case was collected through 
different channels, among which are documents, interviews, and observations. I believe 
that if the information on a certain phenomenon converged on one point, it would be 
more trustable. Besides relying on different channels, I also compared information from 
different informants to locate inconsistencies, which is a strategy described previously. 
These strategies corresponded to the spirit of data tri angulation in social science which 
help the researcher avoid being blinded by a single perspective (Denzin, 1989: 234). In 
case study research, triangulation was also advocated to enhance the quality of the study 
(Yin, 2003: 38) 
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3.4.4.2 Pattern-matching: enhancing internal validity 
Pattern-matching is a method of making comparisons for cross-case analysis. As a 
strategy particularly pertinent to case studies, it is also believed to be helpful in securing 
internal validity of such kind of studies (Yin, 2003: 34). Although my study was 
basically descriptive and exploratory in nature, the concern of internal validity was still 
relevant as there was exploration on associations of factors and cross-case comparisons 
in my endeavors. To include pattern-matching is therefore helpful to corroborate the 
conclusion from the individual cases. 
3.4.4.3 Maintaining a chain of evidence: enhancing reliability 
Another strategy used midst the process of my study to enhance the reliability of my 
research was to maintain a chain of evidence. Here reliability simply referred to the 
post-positivist standard that whether a different researcher could achieve same results in 
the same or replicated case (Seale, 1999). Simpler than it might sound, to maintain a 
chain of evidence, I first establish a database of case study where all the raw data could 
be rapidly indexed, with which it was convenient to indicate the supporting evidence 
when it is necessary to check on a particular part of the research. Secondly, I conducted 
case analysis meetings as described above to have summarized research findings and 
interpretations checked by peer PhD students. With the database in hand, I was able to 
identify the chain of evidence following which the conclusions were made. This 
practice was adhering to the suggestion of Yin in enhancing the quality of case studies 
(2003: 105), and at the same time, the spirit of it was in congruence with the naturalist 
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strategies such as "auditing" (Lincoln & Guba，1985) which was deemed helpful in 
securing the "dependability" of the qualitative studies (Seale, 2002). 
3.4.4.3 Having draft report reviewed by key informants: member validation 
I have described above what and how I did to enhance the overall quality of my study 
during the phases of data collection and data analysis. Approaching the completion of 
the whole study, one more effort I shall make was to share the research results with the 
parents I worked with in the past half year. To let the parents be informed of what I was 
doing and what I have done was believed to be significant in my study, as the parents 
were the collaborators of this study, although my study was not an action research in 
substance. Moreover, to have the parents reviewed the report would provide an 
opportunity to further check my conclusions, as the parents knew the groups best. In 
regard to the quality of qualitative study, to ask the members to evaluate the final report 
was described as strong method of member validation (Seale, 1999: 62), which would 
enhance, in the terms coined by Lincoln and Guba (1985: 134)，‘‘credibility，’ of the 
study. 
3.5 Ethical consideration 
In the current study, to establish an ethical relationship with the groups and informants 
involved was given equal attention as the overall quality of the study. All the research 
activities conducted were under oral consents of related persons. Prior to all access to 
the groups, including observations and interviews, oral consents of the group leaders 
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were obtained. Oral consents had also been obtained before any recording device was 
used. Besides, all real names of informants have been transformed into codenames, and 
any appearance of the titles of person and names of organizations are under the oral 
consents of the particular individuals. 
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Chapter Four 
Case A: Within-Case Data Display and Analysis 
4.1 Chronicle of Case A 
The establishment of "SCMC Parents Group", a settled name which appeared in both 
the ICCCPO conference and the proposal of the group, was in June 2006. Given the 
ephemeral activity after its establishment, one might be surprised that he can trace the 
history of this group can be traced back to twenty years ago, in the late 1980，s. 
Although documentary materials on the group are not available, interviews with the 
original involvers of this group still provided enough information for lining up a brief 
chronicle of this group. As the group was formally established on the 2006 ICCCPO 
Shanghai conference, I shall sort the history of group into two stages with the ICCCPO 
Shanghai conference being the cutting point. From late 1980s to the 2006 ICCCPO 
Shanghai conference was what I called ‘‘Pre-formalized Stage". The informal 
mutual-support among the parents in SCMC emerged from the late 1980s. In the year of 
1999, the group for the first time had a name, "Parents Club", which was changed into 
"Parents Sodality" in 2004. Until the 2006 ICCCPO Shanghai conference, the group 
nominally existed but organized few group activities. The succeeding stage was the 
formalized stage of the group. On the 2006 ICCCPO conference, "SCMC Parents 
Group" was founded. After the conference in April, the group had been active for over 
half a year and the group activities were finally came into a halt in the beginning of 
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2007. The key events have been summarized in a chronicle in Table 4.1. In the 
following descriptions, I shall introduce the history of the group in detail. 
Table 4.1 
Chronicle of Case A 
Time Periods Group Events Incidents 
Pre-formalized Stage 
1988 Monthly-communication between parents and 
physicians in the Pediatric Oncology 
Department at XH 
1991 A jointly-signed letter sent to the Shanghai 
Municipal Government, which is now 
considered for the first collective action of this 
group of parents 
1998 Establishment of the Shanghai 
Children's Medical Center 
(SCMC) and the transfers of 
patients and medical staff from 
XHH to the SCMC 
1999 Foundation of the "Parents Club" 
at the SCMC 
June, 2004 Foundation of Social Work 
Department at SCMC 
2004 Group name changed into "Parents Sodality" 
Formalized Stage 
6-7 April, 2006 2006 SIOP & ICCCPO 
Shanghai Conference at SCMC 
April, 2006 A proposal to establish the "SCMC Parents 
Group" drafted by the parents 
May, 2006 A letter of intent to establish “ Shanghai 
Parents Group of Childhood Cancer" in 
cooperation with Firm G 
June, 2006 Official Ceremony for the establishment of the 
"SCMC Parents Group" 
July, 2006 Notice posted in the public rooms of the ward 
to recruit new members 
September, 2006 One Leader left the hospital and ceased 
participations. 
December, 2006 The last known activity organized by the 
group - Christmas ward visitation 
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4.1.1 Pre-formalized stage: before SCMC Parents Group 
In the late 1980's, there were few pediatric oncology units in hospitals in Shanghai. 
Xinhua Hospital (XH) was one of these. Prof. GLJ recalled that the monthly meetings 
of the patients' parents and physicians was a regular practice, where the involvers of 
treatment gathered to exchange information on the treating progress and reconcile the 
divergences between the parents and physicians. The physicians sometimes spared 
hours after working time to communicate with the parents, and helped the parents 
rebuild their hopes in the treatment. The helping activities between physicians and 
patients later spread among the parents in the same hospital. The parents mutually 
supported on both psychological and material aspects. For example, as Prof. GLJ 
recalled, local parents irregularly help those non-local parents in a way of mailing 
medicines unavailable in other regions. Apparently, mutual-support among the parents 
hardly confirms a substantively existing "group", as the helping behaviors were, 
irregular, and unorganized. 
It was not until 1999 that a group was formulated with a name. The initial group was 
named in "Cancer Club"(癌症俱樂部），and designed to serve the parents in XH. 
There were around seven members initially, four of which were medical workers and 
the remainders were parents. Mr. JSX was one of co-founders and the parent leader of 
the group. He indicated that the group was formed to address the psychological needs of 
the parents incurred by the childhood cancers. Although the group shared its leadership 
to both the parents and the physicians, it was almost inactive, proved by the fact that 
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few activities were organized by the group, and that the member parents were in quite 
loose contact. The parent leader Mr. JSX pointed out that during the four years of 2000 
to 2003, the group did not organize any event for the parents in the hospital, since 
neither side of the stakeholders devoted in the group, and so to speak, the group existed 
in name only. 
It should be noted that the SCMC was established amid this period of time, in the year 
of 1998，and the majority of the patients and medical staff were transferred to SCMC, 
the newly established specialized hospital. The Cancer Club was transferred too, 
because the parents comprising the group migrated into the new hospital. 
The group enjoyed a stimulus after it came into 2004. In October, on a hospital event 
where the rehabilitated childhood cancer patients and their families were invited back to 
the hospital to share their experience with the presently in-hospital children and parents, 
the group leader, whose child had been healed, was invited to give a talk to the 
administrators, medical staff, and parents onsite. The group was therein revitalized, 
joined by the physicians and some selected parents. Mr. JSX was put up to be the leader 
of the group again, without any professional co-leader this time. The group accordingly 
changed its name to "Parents Sodality"(家長聯誼會）which highlighted the role of 
parents in this group. However, the group was still in sluggishness as neither the parents, 
nor the physicians did sufficiently devote their time on the maintenance and 
development of the group. Although the group claimed its existence, and was 
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recognized by the medical professionals in the hospital, the group remained in paralysis 
until the 2006 ICCCPO Shanghai conference. 
4.1.2 Formalized stage: SCMC Parents Group 
4.1.2.1 ICCCPO Shanghai Conference 
In the year of 2006, the SIOP chose SCMC as the venue for the annual conference. As a 
traditional practice, ICCCPO decided to hold the conference of parents at the same 
place. However, the problem was that there was no known active parents group in 
Shanghai or in China. The hospital considered it awkward to host a conference when 
not able to delegate a presentable parent group. Since the social work department was 
coordinating the dual conferences, it was thus their responsibility to organize a parent 
group according to the requirement of the conference. After contacting with the doctors 
in pediatric oncology unit, the social workers started to search for suitable parents in the 
hospital to form a parent group. The nurses and the doctors thus referred several active 
parents to the social worker. On the other hand, the doctors sent invitation to the 
hospitals in Guangzhou asking the doctors there to call for other parent participants. 
On the day of conference, there were total 36 parents, 20 from SCMC and 16 from 
hospitals in Guangzhou, taking part in the parent conference. In addition to these 
parents from Shanghai and Guangzhou, delegates from 12 ICCCPO member 
organizations joined the conference, including the parents from Hong Kong. In the 
discussion session of the conference, the Chinese parents from Guangzhou, Shanghai 
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and Hong Kong gathered to work on plans for developing parent groups in China. Later, 
parents from Guangzhou and Shanghai were separately grouped with parents from 
Hong Kong. After the conference, the two cohorts of parents commenced their efforts in 
building the parent groups in their own cities. 
4.1.2.2 Activating the Group 
During the two weeks after the conference, seven parents from Shanghai who 
participated in the ICCCPO conference drafted a proposal for founding the "SCMC 
Parents Group"* (上海兒童醫學中心家長會).In this proposal, the group at the first 
time stated the group goal, rules, major tasks, and membership. Three marked needs 
were identified. Among them are: 
1) individual counseling to abate pressure 
2) skill training on cancer child care for parents 
3) social support for ill children 
(CA-DOC-SHG-PRO-p2) 
To address these needs, the group's goals covered three aspects. The first category of 
goals was to bring the patients and parents together to build a "family". In this category, 
the parents group proposed to 1) provide visitation services to the in-hospital parents in 
order to rebuild their faith for the future life, 2) invite successful parents (of 
rehabilitated children) to share experience with the groups, 3) organize parents and 
* This name in English never appeared in any documents or interview conversations. The English translation was 
adopted in reference to the English name of Guangzhou parents group, which was officially used at the registration 
for ICCCPO membership. 
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family gathering to tackle the loneliness of the children, 4) conduct "classrooms" for the 
in-hospital children to deal with the educational problem brought by the illness. 
The second category of goals was set to improve the care skills of the parents. The 
group planned to 1) invite medical workers (nurses or physicians) to give lecture on care 
skills, 2) edit a "Paramedical Handbook" with the hospital for dissemination of care 
skills, 3) invite experienced parents to share home care skills. 
The third category of goals concerns the social support for the parents and families. The 
parents group proposed to 1) advocate for non-discrimination in schooling against the 
rehabilitated children, 2) build a supportive system for the parents based on the Parents 
Group, 3) address the prejudice and discrimination in the society towards the childhood 
cancer and the ill children via propaganda through mass media, and 4) establish a 
charitable platform for donation. 
In the same proposal, the group defined its membership. All current and discharged 
children and their parents are entitled to become members of the parents group. Besides, 
"those who voluntarily dedicate to the caner children" are also eligible to join. In the 
mean time, the members are stipulated the right to vote and right to be elected as the 
leader of the group. In addition to the leader, the group would have a vice-leader, a chief 
secretary, undertaking various administrative tasks. 
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The proposal ended in an appeal for support from the hospital to assist this group, and 
called on collaborations between the parents and the hospital. The proposal was 
submitted to the director of the social work department. One of the reasons was that the 
social workers were in charge of the conference, and obviously this affair was out of the 
responsibility of the doctors. Another reason was that the director of social work 
department was the Chief Manager of the President's Office of the hospital, who 
represents the administrative body of the hospital. Two parents came over and 
negotiated with the director of the social work department. The two parties generally 
achieved an agreement on the importance of the parents group, and they agreed on the 
cooperation to prepare for the establishment of the group. 
In late May, one of the parents, who owned a business, came up with the idea of 
commercial sponsorship. Through his own social network, he got in touch with the Firm 
G. (a bio-medicine manufacturer) who agreed to conditionally patronize the group. A 
letter of intent was drafted by the group representative with Firm G, where three parties 
were involved. Party A was the seven co-founders of the parents group, and party B was 
SCMC, when Party C was Firm G. It was indicated in the letter that the three parties 
jointly found the "Shanghai Parents Group of Childhood Cancer"(上、海市白血病與腫 
瘤,患兒家長會)• Firm G was stipulated to be in charge of the registration affairs, and it 
would patronize 100 thousand RMB annually once the group was officially registered. 
As an exchange, the children and parents of the group may be required to involve in 
certain commercial events publicizing the image of Firm G. 
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However, the plan encountered dual objection from both inner and outer stakeholders of 
the group. Strong opposition first emerged in the group, as some of the parents insisted 
that the children should not at any time, for any purpose be exposed to the public. Some 
parents suspected that the intention of Firm G was pure philanthropy as the children 
were at risk of being exposed to the media and even commercial advertisement 
according to the requirement of Firm G. 
Objection also came from outside, when the group leaders introduced the letter to the 
social work director. They were turned down. The social workers insisted that group 
should not register in the name of the hospital, and once it sought independence, it 
should not be affiliated to the hospital any longer. Given the fact that it was not possible 
to register the group in the name of a cohort of parents (which will be further discussed 
in the later sections), the parents had only one choice — to maintain a subordinate status 
to the hospital. Finally, none of the three parties, namely the parents, the hospital, and 
Firm G，signed the contract, an aborted good "intent". From the first sight, this 
disagreement on the matter of registration reflected only the different opinions. After a 
deeper exploration, it implied some fundamental difficulties facing the group, as it will 
be elaborated in the later sections. 
The group did not stumble over the failure of registration. It continued the group 
activities in the hospital, which had commenced after the conference. Several days later, 
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on June 1st，the children's day, the group was sanctioned by the hospital. In spite of 
the abortion of the registration plan, the hospital still recognized the necessity of such a 
group. On the Children's day, the hospital organized a drawing competition of ill 
children. At the event, the officials and pivotal figures of the municipal government 
were present. The hospital decided to inaugurate the group, as the parents were 
zealously busy with the preparation work in that period of time. The hospital and the 
parents group both took this event as a good opportunity to announce the establishment 
of the group, hoping that it may impose sharper impression on the authorities so as to 
attract more resources for the group. The president of the hospital inaugurated the group 
in person. Readers must note here that the inauguration did not legally validate the 
group. 
In the following months, the group was substantively alive - with a sanctioned formal 
identity inside the hospital, and an array of activities. Information on these events can 
be only obtained from two sources. One is the description of the involved parents and 
medical workers, and the other is my observation and field notes taken there and then. 
Unfortunately, there left no records on these activities conducted by the parents group. 
From April to December, the group was active and organized a series of activities 
including lectures, sharing sessions, and ward visitations. 
I participated in two typical events organized by the group, where a nurse and a doctor 
were invited to give lectures on child care skills and on medical treatment of childhood 
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leukemia respectively. Projective machine and white board were used for illustrations. 
There were around fifteen parents on each occasion. Since the lecture was open, parents 
were free to join and leave. Sharing sessions followed the lectures, where the old and 
new parents were having conversations. The old parents, particularly, the core members 
of the group would share their experiences. For those parents particularly in need of 
support or information, the core members would talk with them individually after the 
sharing sessions. 
4.1.2.3 Decline of the group 
In September 2006, one of the group leaders left the group because his child was 
transferred to a hospital in Beijing. Although the informants did not indicated that this 
was a turning point for the group, as the beginning of a gradual decline, the group ran 
into a deteriorating condition, this was manifested by the facts that the group activities 
was irregular and less planned starting from October and there was no group meetings 
of the initial members of the group since the leader left the group. As Ms. QXW, the 
most active member at that period of time recalled, the group activities depended on the 
availabilities of the parents in the group, if no parent was available, the group would 
skip activities for a period of time. The group was not "noticeable" came the year of 
2007, according to the Charge Nurse and the social workers. The last known events 
organized by the group was said to be the Christmas ward visitation of 2006. The reason 
why the group ceased functioning, or the difficulties that hindered the group deserves a 
dedicated elaboration, which will be discussed in later sections. When I was doing the 
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research in November 2007 in Shanghai, the group had ceased functioning for almost a 
whole year. Interestingly, however, during the interviews, all the informants recognized 
the presence of the group, even in the current inactive status, and most of them believed 
that the group was in a temporary halt, and would revitalize some day in the future, at a 
"right time”. 
4.2 Difficulties encountered by the group on the factors contributing to 
the maintenance and development in Case A 
With the chronicle of the group in mind, we shall move onto the difficulties facing the 
group in its maintenance and development. Clear as the chronicle of Case A has shown, 
some difficulties have been revealed automatically, when we marshaled the events 
occurred in the group. To sort out other difficulties, more exploration is needed on the 
intra and extra factors relevant to the group's maintenance and development. In this 
section, data mainly comes from the interviews, synthesized with the document records. 
The analysis will mainly focus on the period of time after the ICCCPO Shanghai 
conference for two reasons. Firstly, accurate information on the early stages of the 
group is not accessible. As nature of this study is retrospective, which consequently 
dictates that the farther do we dig in the history of the group, the less accurate 
information would we likely obtain, the trade-off here is therefore between including 
density of data or longer period of time. I inclined to focus on the most recent period of 
time where the density of data can be ensured. Secondly, the formalized stage is itself 
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with revelatory value. In this stage, from initiation, to establishment, and later to a 
decline, the group experienced a whole “life cycle" which embodies pertinent 
information for the purpose of the analysis. Nevertheless, the choice of focusing on a 
single stage of development is not to deny the importance of searching into the group 
history to find out historical roots of the current "consequence". As the reader will 
notice, information on the early stage of the group will still be incorporated into the 
analysis where necessary and applicable. 
To indicate and explore the difficulties, I shall follow the structure of the guiding 
conceptual framework put forward previous. The main factors will be explored and 
analyzed one by one in relation to the data of the current group. However, it is 
meanwhile important to avoid rigidity in analysis. After taking into consideration the 
specific condition of the case，comparisons between the data and the conceptual 
framework shall be made to preserve the factors pertinent to the current case, to 
combine overlapping factors, and to exclude those insignificantly relevant to the current 
case. These procedures should certainly be given prudence, and necessary justifications 
will be included before any execution of exclusion or combination. 
4.2.1 Leadership 
4.2.1.1 Connecting the conceptual framework 
The analysis starts from the intra-group factors, because they are expected to influence 
the maintenance and development of the group directly. Leadership has been considered 
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a hardcore issue of the self-help groups, especially concerning these small-scale 
voluntary parents groups (Oka, 2003). Leaders in the self-help are important not sole 
because they often serve as role models (Katz, 1993)，but they are in most time the 
individuals who devote most in the group. Their devotions are reported to be the 
sustaining energy of the group and their decisions can decide the direction of the 
development of the groups. 
4.2.1.2 Difficulties on leadership: an indistinct leadership structure 
From the previous section, one might has found out that different leadership pattern 
appeared along with the development of the group. In the early days of the group, when 
it was initiated by the professionals, a structure of leadership was absent. Later when the 
group had a name, it was nominally led by both the professionals and the parents. 
However, as described in the chronicle, neither party was devoted. Late in the 
pre-formalized stage, the group was entirely handed over to the parents, manifested by 
the sole parent leader. However, this hand-over seemed to trap the group in a worse 
condition, where the only person related to this group was a single leader. The group 
therefore became a "one-member" group. 
Situation changed when parents participated in the ICCCPO conference, where they 
decided to lead the group by their own and included a separate section concerning 
leadership in the group proposal. However, this effort still failed to pave the way for a 
settled leadership structure in the group at the practical level. 
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On the ICCCPO conference, two leaders were elected by the participant parents from 
SCMC. One was the former leader of the Parent Sodality, and the other was the parent 
who owns a business mentioned previously. These two persons were nominated for 
different reasons. The former was elected because he had experience in running the 
parent group. The latter was nominated because his valued social network and personal 
financial capacity were considered prospectively useful for the development of the 
group. Other parent founders naturally turned into first cohort of members of the group. 
However, the later practice of the group showed that there was not a strict boundary 
between responsibilities of the members and the leaders. The members have often 
undertaken the leading and organizing responsibilities of the group, and devoted even 
more than the leaders did in the maintenance and development of the group. One of 
the two leaders of the group, Mr. JSX, confessed that he tended to retreat from the 
organizing jobs due to the tight personal schedule. He attended the meetings only when 
other parents called him. What worsened the situation was that, in September, the other 
leader who owns a business left the hospital, as his child was transferred to a hospital in 
Beijing. As a result, after September, the group was actually in an absence of leader, as 
Ms. QXW, the most active member, recalled that those who were available would be in 
charge of the organization and preparation of the activities during that period of time. 
The meetings of parents for discussion and planning of the group activities ceased too, 
as there was no coordinators. Although the group could barely manage to maintain its 
routine activities, the absence of leader might have been seriously hindered the group 
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from healthier operation, as none of the parents knew where the group should go for the 
next step. 
The situation could be summarized as lack of a committed leader, but this was not 
enough to describe the situation. After the group was initiated, although there were two 
elected leaders, the group was in fact running under an indistinct structure leadership 
system, which could have resulted in a decision-making problem in the group. 
Particularly on the direction of future development, as there was not a strong leader who 
could make final decisions for the group, the scattered expectations and suggestions 
among the members were not able to be integrated to inform the group decision-making. 
Evidence shows that this problem started emerging from the preparation period of the 
group when the parents were discussing the affairs concerning the group on the 
ICCCPO conference, where the discussion generated no practical guidance for the 
group. When the two leaders withdrew from the group, the problem of co-leader 
structure was strengthened in the group, as no member in the group knew where the 
group was going. The absence of the leader also accounted for the ambiguity in regard 
to the direction of group development. After the leaders left the group, there was no 
further discussion among the remaining member on how and where should the group 
develop. The only tasks were to maintain the regular activities. The group declined 
after two months of struggle when the activities completely ceased. As an observer, the 
social work director, Mrs. JQY, commented on the leadership problems, when she 
recalled her contacts with the group representatives: 
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Excerpt: 
My impression is that the parents，ideas were diversified, according to their personal 
needs and difficulties experienced, and they saw the direction and aim of the group 
differently. The absence of consensus inside the group was a major problem. 
Reflected in their activities’ they needed a person to organize, to coordinate. I think a 
person filled with passion, long lasting passion, is needed. 
(CA-INT-JQYl-p5-d6f d7; CA-INT-JQYl-p7-dlO) 
While diversified opinions in a voluntary group were not surprising, the absence of a 
solid leadership structure was a potential threat to the health of the group, as the group 
would be in lack of a coordinating mechanism to reconcile the divergences and clarify 
the ambiguities. Here let us move to the cause of the leadership difficulties. 
4.2.1.2 Causes for leadership difficulties: personal balance problem 
Personal balance is identified to be the problem that encumbers these founders — both 
leaders and members - from zealous participation in the group activities. During 
participation in the group, the leaders and members had to achieve balance, physically, 
psychologically, and economically. Evidence shows that parents tended to withdraw 
from group. The leader of the group - Mr. JSX brought forth the problem first. He 
pointed out that most parents had full-time jobs, and are not able to spare time after 
work to involve in the affairs of the group, especially when both the parents had to work. 
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It is not surprising that members of the group shared the same problem with the leader, 
given that they have been undertaking equal responsibilities and shared the leader's role 
in the group. The former professional member of the group, Prof. GLJ, found the same 
problem, though referring to the pre-formalized stages of the group. 
Excerpt: 
[The group] depends on the core members, their works, their lives, and so on. If they 
are busy with the familial affairs, they could not spare time on this... of course the 
leader is very important to have strong organizing abilities. It is not enough with only 
one leader, and there should be some three to five persons to ensure at least one or 
tow are available. 
(CA-INT-GU-p3-d3) 
GLJ, in his experiences working with the parents，regarded the personal balance 
problem as inevitable, and hence advocated that the group should have a backup team, 
who could fill in the leaders place when necessary. The Charge Nurse, Mrs. LH，shares 
the opinion that the group should have a "core team", since the personal balance 
problem would attack at any time to any one on the members of the group. 
The core team mentioned by the medical workers is an organized and sound leadership 
structure for the leader, ensuring that the group shall be in no danger of leader absence. 
With such a structure, when the leader or some core member is absent, the group shall at 
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least manage to sustain for a period of time, as the decision-making and group 
administration can be maintained in an organized way. Unfortunately, the SCMC group 
was not able to form a clear leadership structure after its foundation. The elected leaders 
and the members were not filled in the niches of the leadership structure. They were 
rather scattered and even divergent. This leadership condition was harmful to the overall 
maintenance and development of the group with its adverse impact on the planning and 
decision-making in the group. 
4.2.1.4 Summary 
In the above analysis, we have come across difficulties concerning leadership in the 
group. In a nutshell, the group was suffering from absence of committed leaders, which 
strengthened indistinct leadership structure in the group. As a result, the group was not 
able to stably plan and organize the group activities. In Table 4.2.1.4，the condition of 
leadership in Case A, and the difficulty manifested on this aspect of the group had been 
summarized. In the bottom row of the table, “+，’ denotes that the group encountered 
difficulties on this particular factor contributing to the maintenance and development of 
the group. 
Table 4.2.1.4 
Leadership in Case A 
Begin with two leaders and five core members, but a clear leadership 
Situation on the factor structure did not appear; in September a leader left the group and made the 
leadership structure more indistinct 




4.2.2.1 Connecting the conceptual framework 
The membership problem closely adheres to the leadership problem. As the pervious 
analysis has manifested, the founders of the group were playing the role of leaders in the 
group. In this section, I shall mainly address other potential members including all the 
parents and children in SCMC, whose rights of membership were stated in the group 
documents. 
Theoretically and practically, members are deemed as the most pivotal capital of 
self-help groups (Riessman, 1997; Banks, 1997; Mok, Cheung & Ngai，2006). When 
a self-help group is in lack of adequate member participation or shortage of member, it 
is very likely in a danger of malfunctioning. In my research, difficulties has been 
reported and complained about by both the parents and the professionals working with 
them. To many people's surprise perhaps, with the large quantity of potential members 
in the hospital, the group was still in a shortage of new core members and struggled 
through a participation vacancy. 
4.2.2.2 Difficulty on Membership: Shortage of new core members 
It has been displayed in the chronicle that the group posted recruitment information in 
the wards starting from July 2006. With accordance to the items stated in the group 
proposal, the group was open for "all local and non-local patients and parents who are 
or were treated in SCMC", and called for "voluntary" participation. According to Ms. 
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QXW, who was in charge of the hot-line, she has so far received "less then twenty" 
phone calls since the notice was posted. The majority of the call-ins were indicated to be 
concerning the care skills, when few parents showed interest in joining the parent group 
to organize the group activities. As a result, the group has substantively recruited no 
new member after its establishment. The cohort of core members, who were the 
founders of the group, therefore was not reinforced by any new members of the group. 
As a result, until the decline of the group in the early 2007，the group activities all relied 
on the initial core members. In my following analysis, I ascribe this problem of member 
shortage mainly to two difficulties. 
4.2.2.2 Causes for membership difficulty 
Cause 1: frequent turnover and non-local parents 
Back to the most prosperous days of the group when I was attending two of the lectures 
organized by the group in the hospital, on average fifteen parents were onsite each time. 
After each talk delivered by a doctor or nurse, the parents stayed and shared their 
feelings enthusiastically. Why however did not there emerge any new core members for 
the group? 
The first difficulty encountered by the group is the frequent patient turnover. The 
Charge Nurse, Mrs. LH, indicated that the average length of stay per patients in this 
hospital is less than two weeks. The patients in SCMC discharge so quickly that the 
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parents are not allowed enough period of time to get in touch with the parent group. Mrs. 
LH has a comment on this: 
Excerpt: 
The length of turnover is relevant, which in Shanghai is eight to ten days. So the 
turnover is quick, and they (parents) stay in the hospital very shortly. This led to a 
problem of contact... When the [children's] state of illness was intense, the parents 
were not in the mood to think about [the group]; and when the illness was relieved, 
the patients left. This is the problem. 
(CA-INT-LH-p7-d7) 
A related problem was large proportion of non-local parents. Owing to the scarce 
medical resource in other provinces of China, SCMC has been attracting patients from 
all over the country with it specialty in pediatric oncology. An inaccurate estimate by 
the group leader, Mr. JSX，was that local patient only counts 10% of the total 
in-hospital children. This has worsened the problem of frequent turnover, as the 
non-local parents generally left Shanghai immediately after their children have finished 
treatment, while the local parents are at least accessible after the treatment. Mr. JSX, the 
leader, complained about this difficulty explicitly for at least four times. He ascribed the 
failure of the group mainly to this difficulty. As a core member who organized many of 
the activities of the group, Ms. QXW consider this problem as the foremost difficulty 
facing the group too. She found that the parents and children in the wards often totally 
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turned over within even one single week. “The children she saw at a moment were not 
those she had seen a week ago，，，as she recalled. 
The frequent turnover of the in-hospital patients and small proportion of local parents 
can be categorized into the same problem of instability of in-hospital patients, which 
summarized the situation of geographical and demographical difficulties for the parents 
to join the group as core members. With a further analysis, there elicited another causes 
for the shortage of the new core members. 
Cause 2: Passiveness in recruitment 
While the instability of in-hospital patients is reported as the most important account for 
the member shortage problem of the group, another reason should be found on the 
parent group itself, as it stood a passive stance on recruitment. It is indubitable that 
group did try to recruit new members. However, these efforts appeared in a passive 
manner. This can be firstly proved by the limited means used to recruitment. A poster 
with an introduction and a hotline number posted in the common room of the oncology 
unit was the only method used to promote the group. The hotline was the only channel 
through which the new parents in the hospital could contact the parents group. 
Certainly, we have no ground to judge whether or not a single poster is an adequate 
effort to promote the group and attract more members. The fact reported by the 
informants that the group never took initiative to recruit new members nevertheless is a 
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more direct demonstration of the inadequate efforts that the group has devoted in 
recruitment of members. Reflected in the group leaders and members' attitudes towards 
their roles in the hospital, and the nature of their endeavors, the passive stance of the 
group recruitment is more explicit. When Ms. QXW talked about her viewpoints on 
outreaching to new members, she indicated the parents never thought about pressingly 
requesting the parents to join our organization. Furthermore, she believed that their 
devotions in the group were of most importance, and they “understood the parents who 
were not helping". At the same time, she believed that the professionals could help 
more on recruitment by referring more parents to the group, and she believed that social 
workers had more room of working on the matter of member recruitment, as the social 
workers could become "bridges" of the new parents and the group. The two parent 
informants, Mr. JSX and Ms. QXW, indicated that the founders of the group focused on 
their individual devotions rather than outreaching to more members so that the group 
was able to run in a sustainable way. Therefore, the recruitment has not been 
purposefully set as a priority among the group actions. 
For the second cause, a rival explanation could be that the parents might join the 
activities while apathetic to membership for personal reasons. It is not possible to test 
this explanation directly, provided that it is not possible at the current moment to 
approach the attitudes of parents who participated in the group activities, but showed no 
interest in joining and helping the group towards the group. Instead, we might achieve 
partial understanding given the available information. An example would be the 
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unwillingness of the parents to recollect the experience of trauma. When we talked 
about the membership issue, Ms. QXW stated that: 
Excerpt: 
Not many parents wanted to involve in this group. Many parents wanted to get rid of 
the piece of memory about the illness, and they did not want their children to recall 
either. All these make our work difficult. We were unlikely to have many parents who 
would participate. They couldn't afford limited to help more children. 
(CA-INT-QXWl-p4-dl3，p8-d25) 
Relevantly, Mrs. LH's impression is that the local parents are not as motivated to help 
others as the non-local parents. Unfortunately, with the evidence collected in the current 
study, we are not able to eject or accept these explanations. They remained to be tested 
in the future studies. 
4.2.2.3 Possible impacts of membership difficulty 
In this study, the membership difficulty was not found to have any immediate impact on 
the maintenance and development of the group. However, it mined potential dangers in 
the operation of the group. Without newly recruited members, the cohort of the core 
members was not backed up during the active period of the group. When the leaders left 
the group, the total number of the core members declined, and their places were not 
filled in by new members. Later when the personal balance problems stroke the group, 
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stable activities were unable to be sustained due to the shortage of manpower. The 
demonstrating fact was that after September 2006, the group totally relied on parents 
who "happened to be free". The initial members were consequently out of support. 
However, without enough evidence showing that the new member shortage problem 
had a direct impact on the maintenance and development of the group, it is still 
disputable to make a conclusion that the difficulty on membership accounted for the 
decline of the group. An appropriate explanation is that this problem would influence 
the factor of leadership, and cause difficulties for the leaders and the core members in a 
long-term perspective and therefore, as the group was in a beginning phase of 
development, this difficulty was not seriously affecting it. 
4.2.2.4 Summary 
In this section, we analyzed the difficulties on the factor of membership in Case A. The 
major difficulty reported was that the group was unable to attract new members from 
the new parents in hospital. The possible reason was two-fold. On the one hand, the 
frequent turnovers of the patients in SCMC had impeded the parents' further 
participation. Secondly, the group showed passiveness on the issue of recruitment, as 
the parents in the group generally put more emphasis on the personal devotion in the 
group rather than the group development. Although the difficulty of new member 
shortage was identified, it manifested no direct impact on the maintenance and 
development of the group. My explanation was that, from a long-term perspective, this 
difficulty shall have more visible impact on the group. In Table 4.2.2.4, the condition of 
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membership in Case A, and the difficulty manifested on this aspect of the group had 
been summarized. In the bottom row of the table, “+” denotes that the group 
encountered difficulties on this particular factor contributing to the maintenance and 
development of the group. 
Table 4.2.2.4 
Membership in Case A 
Situation on the factor No new core members joined during the active period of time of the group 
Difficulties Shortage of new board members 
+ 
4.2.3 Practical difficulties: logistics and finance 
4.2.3.1 Connecting the conceptual framework 
Practical problems are often reported among the difficulties facing the self-help groups 
in the literature. Those seemingly trivial problems are indeed troubling the leaders of the 
group, frustrating their persistence in the organizing group affairs. The difficulties of 
logistics and finance both concern the resources that under utilization of the group. 
However, there might not manifest identical difficulties for the group on the two aspects. 
For instance, the group might not be able to find a lecture speaker even if it had no 
problem of financial deficit, or it just could not afford the rent of a meeting room. 
Moreover, the sets of difficulties might have reflected different problems embedded in 
the group, relating to other factors concerning the maintenance and development of the 
group. Therefore, the succeeding discussion shall consider the two aspects separately. 
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4.2.3.2 Logistics: a solved problem 
In the literature of self-help group, a frequently reported problem is the logistical 
difficulties. A typical example is that the self-help groups under investigations often 
encounter difficulties to find meetings place. Fortunately, this is not the case for the 
parents in SCMC. The newly-built hospital has various facilities, including rooms for 
gatherings equipped with computers and projective machines open to the parents free of 
charge. The parents took advantage of these facilities, and organized the gatherings and 
educational sessions. Besides the meeting rooms and facilities for the routine activities, 
the group leader applied for an office room with telephone line and internet access in 
the administrative building in the hospital around June 2006，for the convenience of 
communication and contact. After negotiation with the social work director, the 
application was approved. 
In addition to the place for meetings, the professionals lent help by offering lecture 
speakers for the educational sessions conducted by the group. The hospital never turned 
down the group, when it requested physicians or nurses to give talks to the parents and 
their ill children. According to Ms. QXW, “the hospital was very supportive, and the 
medical staff satisfied whatever the group needed”. The parents agreed that the hospital 
was providing necessary logistical help to the group, and showed appreciation to the 
hospital and the social workers. Ms. QXW for several times acknowledged the 
assistance from the hospital. For example she said the group "had a close relationship 
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with the hospital, and without the support from the hospital, they would have not been 
able to work". 
In sum, the group benefited from the professionals' support and the help from the 
hospital, and did not face with many problems logistically. The group members and 
leaders generally attributed this to the help of the hospital, and indicated that the group 
could not afford losing the support from the hospital logistically. 
4.2.3.3 Finance: 
Difficulty on Finance 
Contrary to the logistical issue, the group had been self-funded since establishment. The 
group expended money on three main purposes. First is the communication expenditure 
occurred when the parents organizers needed to contact the hospital and other parents. 
Second is for the purchase of small gifts and toys presented to the parents and children 
during the ward visitations. The third purpose was to assist some families in financial 
strains, and to imburse the treatment costs. This third purpose only applied once, when a 
child in the hospital was promising to recover, but the family had no extra money to 
continue the treatment. The group members donated a sum of money and imbursed the 
costs for the last necessary period of treatment for that children. However, to financially 
support the families in need was considered beyond the capacity of the group members 
and the goal of the group, and thus was never practiced again. Even though the group 
only spent money for limited purposes in maintaining the group, which including 
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communication expenses and expenditure for gifts purchase, the group was still 
reported to be trapped in tight finance. 
Since the establishment of the group, external financial assistance from the society had 
never been available for the group, because the group was not yet officially registered as 
a non-governmental organization to legally involve in public fund-raising; nor was the 
group able to receive any financial aid from the governmental charitable organizations, 
which control most charitable resources in China. On the other hand, while the hospital 
provided convenience on the logistics for the group, it has reported to be helpless on 
financial issues. Firstly, in spite of the affiliated relation, the group was not considered 
in the fiscal budget of the hospital. Thus the hospital could not spare a regular fund to 
support the group. Secondly, as the group had not registered to be a legal organization, 
it was not allowed to raise fund in the name of SCMC. The attitude of the hospital could 
be well reflected in the social work director's worries concerning the financial issue: 
Excerpt: 
In case that they were raising funds in the public, when they had an office in the 
hospital"” we were worried about any illegal actions, particularly fund-raising. The 
hospital should not involve in any affair related to money. 
(CA-INT-JQYl-p2-d3) 
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With neither public sponsorship nor subsidies from the hospital, the group had no way 
to go, but to rely on the parents themselves. As a result, the group leaders and members 
had to give out their own money to fund the group activities and cover the expenditures. 
These parents came from same families experiencing childhood cancer, and therefore 
were in austerity as well. The group was not able to totally rely on them for long. The 
parent informants expressed their willingness to help others, even spending their own 
money. At the same time, they also indicated that the financial austerity has prevented 
the group from normal functioning and further development. Mr. JSX pointed out that 
the group would continuously suffer from unstable activities, if the financial problem 
could not be solved. He said the parents could afford the expense of telephone contact, 
but there were difficulties to have continuous activities as the group was not financed. 
The financial problem thus had directly affected the sustention of the group activities, 
though we do not know the magnitude of influence that financial problem had on the 
decline of the group. 
4.2.3.4 Summary 
In the above analysis, the practical difficulties facing the group have been rather clear. 
Affiliated to the hospital, the group to a high extent could be protected by the hospital. 
It received the logistical support from the hospital and solved the problem of meeting 
place and lecture speakers. At the same time, the group had to rely on itself financially, 
since the hospital was not able to spare a sum of money funding the activities of the 
group. Moreover, as the group was not registered, it would be illegal for the group to 
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raise fund outside the hospital. The consequence was that the group members had to 
fUnd the group activities themselves. Although the parents insisted that it was their 
pleasure to do something for the others, and they could still afford the sum of 
expenditure, it is also revealed that this situation had adversely affected the sustention 
of activities. In Table 4.2.3.4，the condition of practical issues in Case A, and the 
difficulty manifested on this aspect of the group had been summarized. In the bottom 
row of the table, “+” denotes that the group encountered difficulties on this particular 
factor contributing to the maintenance and development of the group, and “-，’ indicates 
that the group did not encounter difficulties on this particular factor contributing to the 
maintenance and development of the group. 
Table 4.2.3.4 
Practical issues in Case A 
Logistics Finance 
Logistical need are satisfied No external financial support from the Situation on the factor under the supported from the hospital or from outside the hospital professionals 
Difficulties N/A Tight finance 
- + 
4.2.4 Professional Involvement 
4.2.4.1 Connecting the conceptual framework 
The relationship between professionals and self-help groups is a hot topic in the 
literature as professionals have been playing various roles in the self-help groups 
(Shepherd, et al, 1999; Ben-ari, 2002; Toseland & hacker，1982). In many ways, the 
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involvement of professionals has impacts on the aspects of the groups. Generally 
speaking, the professionals' involvement is warned to be "dialectical" (Reissman & 
Carroll, 1995), as it has been summarized previously in the literature review that 
over-involvement and under-involvement are both harmful to the health of the groups. 
In my study, it is not possible to make a judgment that whether the professional 
involvement was too much or inadequate, because criteria for making such an appraisal 
is actually not available. Particularly, in the context in China, where self-help group is a 
new phenomenon, it would be more in appropriate to arbitrarily judge the professional 
involvement in the groups. The perspective in this study is therefore to see from the 
both side of this issue - professionals and the parent group - to explore the "pros and 
cons" of professional involvement in the group. 
Because of the group type and nature of the SCMC parents group, medical staff in the 
hospital (i.e. doctors and nurses) was the most involved professionals. Although social 
workers were also involved in the formalized stage of the group, the nature of their 
involvement was administrative. In other words, the social workers were actually 
representing the hospital, not the profession of social work. The issue concerning social 
workers' role will be discussed in a separate chapter. In this paragraph, the word 
"professional" only refers to medical staff in the pediatric oncology unit of SCMC. 
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4.2.4.2 Professional's role in the group: logistical supporters 
Professional involvements in the SCMC group dates back to its pre-formalized stage. In 
fact, the group was at the first place initiated under the suggestion and support of Prof. 
GLJ. After the "Parent Club" was established, the professional-parent co-leader status 
lasted for seven years, until the ICCCPO conference was held in SCMC which was 
deemed as an opportunity to revitalize the group. Again this time, the group was formed 
under the request of the hospital. The professionals referred twenty parents from the 
pediatric oncology unit of SCMC to participate in the conference. Therefore, before the 
group was handed over to the parents, the professionals had been a core force in 
initiating the group. 
After the group was formally founded, the professional withdrew from the group and 
did not intervene in the group affairs. Their role changed to logistical supporter to the 
group. It has been discussed in the chapter on Logistics, there occurred no logistical 
problem for the group as they carried out the group activities. The professionals helped 
the group logistically in mainly two ways. Firstly, under the consents of the 
professionals, the parents were allowed to use the common room and hospital facilities, 
such as computers and projectors freely. Secondly, the professionals themselves 
actively participated in the group activities in a way of offering educational lectures to 
the parents. Besides these two ways, the nurses sometimes helped disseminate 
information on the group and group activities to invite new parents to the group 
sessions. 
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Enjoying the support from the professionals, the group encountered no difficulties in 
organizing group activities, at least logistically. The parent informants appraised the 
professionals' support as crucial for the group. Ms. QXW said that the doctors in SCMC 
are "great" and supportive, and "without their help and support, the group would not be 
able to continue". The same opinion was shared by the leader, Mr. JSX. The parents 
believed that the group and professionals are cooperative, where the professionals take 
care of the treating and nursing tasks and the group provided psychological support 
among the parents. 
On the side of the professionals, they gave full recognition to the group activities. 
Generally, they agreed that the professionals and the parents should have collaborative 
relationship in the treatments of the childhood cancer, and recognized the function of 
* 
the parents group as "positive" in promoting the compliance in the treatment. Therefore， 
conflicts between the parents and the medical staff were not identified in the current 
case. Moreover, the medical staff did not intervene in the group affairs either. The only 
substantive role of the professionals was logistical supporter. 
4.2.4.3 Summary 
In the above analysis, we went through the factor of professional involvement in Case A. 
The professional's role in the group was identified to change as the group continued. 
* Compliance is a word used by physicians to indicate the patients' (and their parents') willingness to follow the 
prescribed courses of treatment. 
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The group was co-initiated and co-led by the professionals for many year throughout the 
pre and semi-formalized stage. After the hand-over on the ICCCPO conference, the role 
of professionals changed into logistical supporters. They were either not found to be 
intervening in the group affairs. Moreover, conflicts were not reported from both sides. 
Therefore, no difficulties were found in the condition on the factor of professional 
involvement in Case A. However, it must be noted that professional involvement is an 
inseparable issue of the affiliation status of the group for Case A. In the next chapter, we 
shall dig deeper into the professional involvement through analyzing the affiliation 
status of the group. In Table 4.2.4.3, the condition of professional involvement in Case 
A, and the difficulty manifested on this aspect of the group had been summarized. In the 
bottom row of the table, “+，，denotes that the group encountered difficulties on this 
particular factor contributing to the maintenance and development of the group. 
Table 4.2.4.3 
Professional involvement in Case A 
Situation on the factor Professional serve as logistical supporters 
Difficulties N/A 
4.2.5 Affiliation 
4.2.5.1 Connecting the conceptual framework 
Affiliation is not a "difficulty" when the status of affiliation of a group has not been 
related to other aspects of group, which have direct impact on the maintenance and 
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development of the group, such as logistics, finance, leadership and membership. In this 
case, impact cast over other aspects of the group has been reported by the informants as 
well as documented in the archival records. I am going to address the most relevant 
among them. Before we go through the specific aspects, let us have an overview of the 
affiliation status of the group. The group is affiliated to the SCMC practically. Firstly, 
the group has adopted a settled name as “SCMC Parents Group" which emphasized the 
affiliated status. Although this name was not used in the early stage of development, the 
group never declared that it was independent from the hospital, nor did they claim to be 
affiliated to any other organization during the twenty years. Secondly, in June 2006, the 
group was officially sanctioned by the hospital, though not following necessary legal 
procedures. Thirdly, set aside the names ever used, the group has always been adhering 
to the SCMC substantively. In the group proposal, it has been stated that "the group is 
based on the platform of SCMC". In addition, the initiators of the group were parents 
and medical staff from XH and SCMC, and later the leaders and members were all 
parents of children treated in SCMC. The last but very important fact is that the group 
never successfully registered as a legally independent organization. The above three 
facts has dictated the affiliated relationship between the group and the SCMC. 
In the following analysis on affiliation status, I shall focus on the attitudes and 
behaviors of the hospital administrators and physicians concerning the group, and the 
consequences the affiliation status had brought onto the group. In this section, hospital 
administrators refers to the social worker director (JQY) who is also the Chief Manager 
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of the President's Office of the hospital, and social worker (CYT) who is under 
supervision of Mrs. JQY. 
4.2.5.2 Affiliation relationship: divergent views on affiliation status 
Although the group had been affiliated to the hospital since its establishment, divergent 
attitudes were found between the parents and hospital. In commencing the discussion, I 
would like first to quote a piece of excerpt from the interview with Mr. JSX, the leader 
of the parents group: 
Excerpt: 
Left the hospital, we were on a ship without helm. 
(CA -INT-JSX1 -p 7-dl 6) 
Obviously, by the metaphor of "ship without helm", the leader intended to point out the 
relationship between the group and the hospital. The ship with no helm would not be 
able to sail purposefully, though it still can. In the same way, the group relied greatly on 
the hospital to get necessary information and direction. Besides, the parents were also 
worried about losing the source of members if the group seeks independence from the 
hospital. Moreover, the parents expected that the group could someday register to be a 
legal social organization in the name of SCMC, as they thought it impossible to 
successfully register in the name of a group parents. In Sum, from the parents' point of 
view, the necessity to affiliate to the hospital was compelling as three categories of 
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needs - information, members, and legitimacy _ shall be only met under an affiliation 
relationship to the hospital (see Category A, Column 1 of Table 4.2.5.2). Therefore, 
they insisted that it is infeasible for the group to leave the "platform" of hospital, on 
which only the group could perform (see Category B, Column 1 of Table 4.2.5.2). 
On the side of the hospital administrators, their answers were generally dissatisfying, as 
they believed that although the group had recognized function in the hospital, it was not 
the hospital's responsibility to help the group unreservedly. They also believed that on 
the matter of registration, the hospital was not helpful since it had been beyond the duty 
and capacity of the hospital. In particular, the hospital did not want to be involved in 
any pecuniary relationship. Furthermore, it had been no preceding case that a hospital 
accommodated such a voluntary group. Therefore, the administrators took a different 
stance on the affiliation status of the group. Ms. CYT believed that the group would 
enjoy a healthier development if it sought for independence from the hospital. She 
suggested a cooperative relation between the hospital and an independent parent group. 
Mrs. JQY did not comment on the affiliation status of the group, but she pointed out 
that the group just expected too much beyond the hospital's capacity. The comments 
made by the administrators have been summarized in Column 3 of Table 4.2.5.2. 
Last, we shall move to see the medical staff. Although they were the most substantive 
supporters of the group as discussed in the last chapter, they also believed the group 
would be better off if they sought for independence. Mrs. LH, the Charge Nurse thought 
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that it is difficult for the parents to continue without a formal social organization. She 
also believed that a cooperating relationship would be more beneficial. More directly, 
Prof. GLJ indicated that the group was over-relying on the hospital, and a notion that 
the group actually belongs to the parents, not the hospital should be made clear. Their 
views have been summarized in Column 2 of Table 4.2.5.2. 
4.2.5.3 Difficulties on Affiliation: reserved support from the hospital 
It has been revealed that the affiliation status of the group was in fact questioned by the 
professionals. However, the parents inclined towards maintaining such an affiliation 
status. At the same time, they expected highly from the hospital for more resources 
devoted and support provided. Reader might refer to Column 1 of Table 4.2.5.2 to have 
more information on parents' attitudes towards affiliation and their expectations on the 
hospital. Particularly, on the matter of registration, the group over-expected that the 
hospital should help, while the hospital was in fact unwilling to or unable to. 
More importantly, the group leader was not at all unconscious about the possible 
problem brought by the affiliation relation. As Mr. JSX has indicated, the group had 
been restrained from ftirther development because the hospital did not pay adequate 
attention nor accordingly invest to the group. He considered what the group was doing 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a subordinate role to keep chime with the pace of the hospital. For several times, he 
grumbled about the stance of the hospital towards the group: 
Excerpt: 
The hospital thought the parent group should be formed because the neighboring 
countries all have such groups. Why isn ’t there be one in Shanghai? It (the hospital) 
so dedicated to have one ... You (the group) do what it (the hospital) requires when it 
(the hospital) needs. [The hospital] thinks of only its "face”, and it should have 
everything. You (the group) come and go as soon as I (the hospital) called. ... If the 
hospital took it as its social responsibility, this (the group) shall develop well. The 
hospital should not demand the group based on its own profits. 
(CA-INT-JSXl-p5-dl2; CA-INT-JSXl-p9-dl9) 
The leader of the group was aware of the hospital's attitudes and reservation of support. 
Ms. CYT, the social worker's comment to some extent replied the questioning from the 
parents. She indicated the considerations of the hospital, and showed that the hospital 
had to evaluate the gains of the hospital brought by the group. If the hospital had been 
worn down by the group, the hospital would reserve support to the group. Mrs. JQY did 
not directly questioning the affiliation relationship, but instead she indicated that the 
hospital would give careful consideration before giving support to the group. She said: 
Excerpt: 
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Five out often matters they discussed with me were not possible, and the remaining 
five deserved further discussion. It was not their fault, but when they brought their 
ideas to hospital, they thought... [the ideas were feasible]. This is a big problem. 
They are not on the same pace of the hospital The social workers shall help them 
define their boundary, function and rights in the hospital. 
(CA-INT-JQYl-p4-d6; p6-d8) 
Their point of view somewhat confirms the leader's suspicion, and reveals that the 
affiliation status was possibly harmful to the group, as the hospital could not help the 
group unreservedly, and sometimes the hospital even cast administrative restraints on 
the group by regulating the group activities and actions. 
4.2.5.4 Summary 
In the above analysis, we have gone through the difficulties reported by both sides of 
the involvers, the group and the hospital (please see Table 4.2.5.4). For the group, it 
chose to rely on the hospital to sustain itself, but at the same time understood that the 
hospital would not support the group without reservation according to the group's 
request. For the hospital, the medical staff and social workers deemed that an 
independent status would have enabled a healthier development of the group. They also 
felt difficulties on lending help to the group sometimes, particularly when concerning 
the registration and fund-raising, which were beyond the hospital's responsibility and 
legal capacity. However, this problem-hidden relationship lasted as the group did not 
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take initiative to change it. The affiliation status should not have obstructed the group 
from development. As Prof. GLJ indicated, the reliance nevertheless had been a 
potential danger threatening the group. In particular, when the group leaned on not only 
logistical help, expecting developmental assistance from the hospital, it was in a danger 
of eroded autonomy and weak motivation to change. 
Although a conclusion that the affiliation status caused the mal-development of the 
group would be problematic, since the motivation of the group to change and the larger 
social circumstance could have conspired to undermine the group, it is least risky to 
judge that this affiliation relationship was not playing a positive role in the maintenance 
and development of the group. 
Then, we shall ask here: If both sides recognized that the affiliation status was not 
flawless. Then why the group still insisted that it should rely on the hospital, particularly 
given the fact that the leader has been aware of the possible cost of such relationship? Is 
there any alternative way for the group to maintain and develop itself? Let us explore 
this issue and seek for the answers in the following section in addressing the legitimacy 
difficulties of the group. 
In Table 4.2.5.4, the condition of affiliation in Case A, and the difficulty manifested on 
this aspect of the group had been summarized. In the bottom row of the table, “+，， 
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denotes that the group encountered difficulties on this particular factor contributing to 
the maintenance and development of the group. 
Table 4.2.5.4 
Affiliation in Case A 
Affiliated to the SCMC; 
Situation on the factor Divergent attitudes of the parents and the hospital personnel on the 
affiliation status 
Difficulties Reserved support from the hospital 
+ 
4.2.6 Legitimacy 
4.2.6.1 Connecting the conceptual framework 
Legitimacy is a multi-dimensional concept in analyzing self-help groups, subject to the 
diversified social circumstance of different regions and countries (Gidron & Chesler, 
1994). Thus boundaries must be set before discussion. As defined in the conceptual 
framework, the discussion of legitimacy in this study is two-fold. I shall first evaluate 
the recognition and acceptance of the group in the eyes of people directly connected to 
the group. For Case A, I shall investigate the recognition and acceptance of the medical 
staff, administrators (social workers), and parents. As it is not possible to collect 
information from those parents who participated in the group activities, but not joined 
the group as core members, available group members' appraisal on the group was 
included as substitution. Secondly, I shall discuss the recognition of the broader society 
as another dimension of the legitimacy achieved by the group. For Case A, as the group 
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confined its activities inside the hospital, I shall mainly address the issue concerning 
registration and legal identity of the group. 
4.2.6.2 Within hospital: achieved legitimacy 
In the present case, the inauguration of the group hosted by the hospital could be 
deemed as a procedure where the group officially achieved recognition in the hospital. 
However, it was not the inauguration per se that granted legitimacy to the group. In the 
following analysis, I shall address the within hospital legitimacy achieved by the group 
in reference to the group's history and functions recognized by the stakeholders in the 
hospital. 
The parent group has been in existence for twenty years or so. This form of practice has 
been recognized by all the parties involved. The group thus was regarded as a 
"tradition" in the hospital. The co-founder of the group, Doctor Prof. GLJ recalled the 
twenty-year long history of the group since the XH time, and recognized that "the 
hospital has this tradition". The social worker director who started knowing the group 
from the millennium also acknowledged the long existence of the group as she observed 
that the group started before it was transferred to the new SCMC. The long history has 
grounded the acceptance for the group in the hospital, as the group' existence was not 
deemed as a new or alien phenomenon to the hospital (please see Table 4.2.6.2 for more 
information). 
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In addition to the long history, the group's function in the hospital has also been 
recognized. This group was co-initiated by the professionals according to the 
requirement of medical treatment and the needs of the parents. The later practice given 
favorable comments by the professionals further justified the existence of the group. 
Two major aspects of meaningful functions of the group were indicated. The 
comments made by the professionals are in congruence with the purposes stated by the 
parents in the group proposal. The functional appropriateness has heightened the 
legitimacy of group as the stakeholder shared common interests in the group (please see 
Table 4.2.6.2 for more information). 
The function of enhancing the compliance was pointed out first. Prof. GLJ appraised the 
group to be meaningful in the enhancement of patients' compliance during the treatment 
processes. He believed that the group had made effective efforts in facilitating the 
understanding of the patient towards the treatment, and it had harmonized the 
relationship between the patients and physicians. The physician, Dr. XHL, who started 
in touch with the group for a relatively short period though, also positively commented 
on the group's function. He found the group to be helpful in encouraging the new 
parents and reducing the cases of treatment abnegation. 
On the psychological aspects, the Charge Nurse, Mrs. LH indicated that the group has 
been playing a significant role during the treatment, which the medical workers were 
not able to play. She observed that the mutual support among the parents, particularly 
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between the experienced parents and the new parents was an efficient way to provide 
emotional support and information. The social workers have also recognized the role of 
the group in satisfying the parents' social needs provoked by the disease. The social 
workers indicated that the parents commonly suffered from senses of uncertainty after 
their children were diagnosed. Pressed by the financial, psychological burdens, and 
sometimes even the discrimination from the society, they were often eager to pour out. 
The group, comprised of people facing the same problem, could bring the parents a 
sense of belonging and trust, which were not applicable in any other relationship, such 
as between patients and physicians. From the standpoint of social workers, the group 
was viewed as valuable and positively appraised. 
Information sorted into the two dimensions of within hospital recognition and 
acceptance of the group has been summarized in the Table 4.2.6.2. In short, the group 
gained sufficient recognition and acceptance because of its long history in the hospital 
and the recognized functions and consequently achieved within hospital legitimacy. In 
the next analysis, the legitimacy of group in the broader society will be discussed. 
4.2.6.3 Legitimacy in the society: an illegal social organization 
From a broader perspective, the social legitimacy issues concerns the larger society 
where the group could potentially act in. However, no information on how the society 
accepted and recognized the group could be directly obtained, as the group had been too 
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small and weak to attract the attention from the society. In addition, the parents and the 
hospital never took initiative to promote the group in the larger society. 
Table 4.2.6.2 
Within hospital recognition in Case A 
Administrators Medical staff Parents Notes 
(Social workers) 
Tradition A history of over 20 Existence since the Ripe and organized The existence 
years XH times before the SCMC of the group 
was established was 
a tradition since XXH recognized 
and therefore 
accepted. 
Common Enhanced compliance Group's goals as to Dissembled care The three 
Interest harmonized the help parents skills and the parents' parties share 
relationship between psychologically, in enhanced sense of the same 
the physicians and the complement to the belonging interests in the 
patients medical service group, as the 
provided by the filling the absence of group's 
helped the parents hospital psychological support function in the 
rebuild hope in in medical services hospital was 
treatment recognized 
and accepted. 
offered opportunity of 
mutual-support among 
the parents, which the 
hospital is not able to 
provide 
Indirectly, we might approach this issue from the legal identity of the group in the 
society. Specifically, I shall examine the registration of the group. When an 
organization completes the registration procedures to become a documented social 
organization, it simultaneously gains legitimacy. These legislated procedures consist of 
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a set of criteria, and the group who is willing to register should first meet all the criteria. 
In China, these procedures and criteria have been stated in the Regulation on 
Registration and Administration of Social Organizations (社會團體登記管理條例） 
issued by the State Council of China in 1998. The regulation stipulates that an 
organization must have more than fifty members, fixed location, qualified staff, and 
initial funds amounting thirty thousand Yuan (4,500 USD). Judging from the 
rudimentary development and financial status, the group was not able to meet these 
criteria. Although the group attempted to contract with a company so that the financial 
problem could be solved, it was also proved a failure. 
The registration requirement was itself prohibiting for a small group under rudimentary 
development. Moreover, as Gao (2000) has indicated, the social organizations in China 
have to fully gain the recognition from various parties in the society, before they are to 
be registered. Particularly, the political tightness is an important concern in the Chinese 
context, as the local Civil Affairs Bureau who was the gatekeeper of the registration 
would carefully censor the applicants for registration to control on the political lightness 
of the potential social organizations. This censorship mechanism, implicitly embedded 
in the administrative processes has made the registration processes more prohibiting for 
the parents. 
The leader Mr. JSX for several times explicitly expressed his observation and 
disappointment on the governmental wariness towards the prosperity of social 
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organizations. In addition, he attributed the issue of registration to "an institutional 
problem that can not be solved by individuals", and felt helpless to attract the 
recognition and respect from the society. He commented on the difficulties of the group 
in registration and gaining recognition. 
Excerpt: 
We conceived to register [as an social organization]. Taking our national institution 
into consideration, [the government] shall not necessarily sanction. We have a 
different political background. [The government] always takes a cautious stance 
towards the social organizations. So, it is hard for the parent group to gain 
recognition and respect from the society, at the moment. 
(CA-INT-JSXl-pl 0-d22; CA-INT-JSXl-plO-d22 ) 
He also believed that under the political and administrative circumstance of China, the 
officials in charge of the civil affairs do not pay enough attention to the vulnerable 
groups, as they care merely about their "political lightness，’ and their positions, not the 
needs of people. He complained that: 
Excerpt: 
In Shanghai, it is difficult to register a social organization, because what concerns 
him (Civil Affair officers) is the whole country. At that time, when we sought for 
registration, we did not think so much. ... [but] they (Civil Affair officers) did 
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consider more. They re on different positions, but they neglected one thing that our 
intention is good, and therefore it should be them who help us. No doubt. Yet they 
don't understand. They are only responsible for their positions, nothing else. 
(CA-INT-JSX2-p3-d5) 
The parents' negative attitudes might have emerged from the frustrating experience in 
attempts to register the group. Around the May 2006, when the group was planning the 
cooperation with Firm G, the parents enquired at the municipal Civil Affair Bureau 
concerning the registration of the group. However, the response of the government was 
disappointing, indicating the group “stood little chance". The other parent, Ms. QXW, 
was dissatisfied with the recognition and attention from the society is inadequate, 
though she reserved comments on the political atmosphere. A noteworthy fact here was 
that the group had to turn back to rely on the hospital, when it suffered frustrations in 
attempts to register as a legal organization. Consequently, the group development was 
enormously restrained as it was prevented from access to the external resources and 
support from the society. 
To comment on the social-political circumstance where the group is located, and to 
identify the problems in policy implementation concerning the social organization 
registration in China requires digging into details of the current political situations in 
China, which is obviously beyond the task of this study. However as Gao (2000) has 
suggested, the legitimacy of a social organization could not be artificially dissevered 
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from this political and legal settings, particularly in China, where the relevant policies 
has been setup according to the imperatives of governmental regulation and control. We 
must note that the group could not be separated from the circumstance of the society, 
although it was only active within the boundary of the hospital. Once the group 
attempted to perform in the broader society, legitimacy in terms of legal registration is a 
prerequisite. Without a legally registered identity, the group would be isolated and the 
resource would be cut out. 
4.2.6.4 Summary 
In the above analysis, the difficulties concerning the legitimacy issue have been 
unraveled into two dimensions, inside and outside hospital. For the former, I called 
"In-hospital legitimacy"; and for the latter I refer to as "Out-hospital Legitimacy". In 
Case A，the group achieved the in-hospital legitimacy while far away from the 
out-hospital legitimacy. Obviously, the group would immediately commit an offense to 
the law once it acts outside the hospital; and the activities of the group must be confined 
within the range of SCMC. Hence, as it has been discussed in the section of 
"Affiliation", the development of the group has been hindered, trapping in the 
subordinate position. 
In Table 4.2.1.4，the condition of legitimacy of Case A, and the difficulty manifested on 
this aspect of the group had been summarized. In the bottom row of the table, ‘‘+，’ 
denotes that the group encountered difficulties on this particular factor contributing to 
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the maintenance and development of the group, and “-” shows that no difficulties were 
found on the particular factors. 
Table 4.2.6.4 
Legitimacy in Case A 
In-hospital Legitimacy Out-hospital Legitimacy 
Within hospital legitimacy 
Situation on the factor achieved through being Un achieved legitimacy in the society 
recognized by the physicians 
No legitimate group identity; Difficulties NA 
unsupportive attitudes of the government 
- + 
4.3 Responding to research question 1: what are the difficulties? 
In the previous sections, I have analyzed the factors contributing to the maintenance and 
development of the group and explored the difficulties occurred on these factors. In sum, 
as manifested in Case A, the group mainly encountered difficulties on five factors, 
specifically leadership, membership, practical issues, affiliation, and legitimacy. They 
have been exhibited in Table 4.3, where in the bottom row “+”s denote that difficulties 
were identified on the particular factors, and “-，，s show that no difficulties were 
identified on the particular factors. 
4.3.1 Difficulty on leadership: indistinct leadership structure 
The group began with a structure of two leaders and five members, which was settled on 
the 2006 ICCCPO Shanghai conference. However，the division of roles between leaders 
and members in the group was vague in the succeeding routine practice of the group, 
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which made the structure of leadership rather vague. In September 2006, one of the two 
leaders left the group, leaving the group in a worsened situation of inefficient co-leader 
structure. As the remaining leader and members often could not achieve personal 
balance between the devotion in group and personal or familial affairs, the group was 
suffering from poorly organized condition, manifested in two aspects that firstly the 
group ceased planning on future development, and secondly the activities ran into 
instability when they were less purposefully planned and organized. 
4.3.2 Difficulty on membership: shortage of new core members 
From April to December 2006, the group failed to recruit any new core member. The 
reason for the member shortage problem was found as two-fold. On one hand, the 
characteristics of the patients in SCMC might be an account for the difficulty to find 
new member. It was indicated that the patients turned over frequently in the hospital, 
which might have prohibited the parents from acquainting the group. A related adverse 
situation was that the non-local patients occupied a large proportion in the totality of 
patients, which might hinder the parents from maintained contact with the group. On the 
other hand, the group itself did not actively recruit new members. Although there was 
recruitment information posted in the common room in the hospital, it was proved 
inefficient. Therefore, the passive stance on recruitment might also account partly for 
the difficulties of new core member shortage. 
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4.3.3 Difficulty on practical issue: tight finance 
When the logistical needs of the group were satisfied under the physician's support, it 
was trapped deeply in the financial difficulty. From the outset, the group was funded by 
the parent participants themselves, and this situation never changed during the active 
period of the group. The parents felt it burdensome as the group continued. When the 
group started, the parents attempted to attract sponsorship by establishing cooperative 
relationship with a firm. Due to opposition raised inside and outside the group, the plan 
was aborted. From the affiliation relationship with the hospital, the group was unable to 
obtain any financial aid either. Moreover, as the group did not equip with a legal 
identity, it was forbidden to raise funds in the public. Consequently, the group failed to 
get rid of the difficulty of tight finance. 
4.3.4 Difficulty on affiliation: reserved support from the hospital 
The group practically maintained an affiliation status to SCMC, which recognized by 
both the hospital and the parents. However, concerning this affiliation relationship, the 
three parties - parents, medical staff, and the administrators of the hospital diverged on 
their views. When the parents expected the hospital to lend more support to the group, 
the hospital administrators pointed out that the hospital was either reluctant to or unable 
to help the group on some sensitive issues, particularly with relation to money and 
registration. The medical staff, who were the enthusiastic supporters of the groups, also 
believed that the affiliation status did no good to the development of the group. 
Although the other two parties generally held critical attitudes toward the affiliation 
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status, the group chose to maintain it and relied on the hospital, who explicitly reserved 
support to the group and sometimes even showed wariness to the group's activities if 
identified as deviation from the hospital's interests. 
4.3.5 Difficulty on legitimacy: unachieved out-hospital legitimacy 
On the factor of legitimacy, the group enjoyed recognition within the hospital, while it 
did not achieve legitimacy in the broader society as a legal identity was never obtained. 
In the hospital, the practice of group was widely deemed a “tradition”�and the positive 
functions of the group on the treatment and the psychological well-beings of the parents 
were recognized. The supportive involvement of physicians reflected and 
simultaneously strengthened the legitimacy of the group in the hospital. However, the 
legitimacy outside the hospital was never achieved. The parent members once attempted 
to register the group, but were declined. Probably because of the unpleasant experience 
in attempt to register, the parents was disappointed about the current governmental 
department in charge of affairs of social organizations, and doubted the group's 































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.4 Responding to research question 2 & 3: how are the difficulties 
mutually linked, and linked with the maintenance and development of 
the groups? 
In the previous sections, we have gone through and summarized the major difficulties 
indicated in the maintenance and development for Case A. We shall move a further step 
to explore how these difficulties mutually associated and consequently affected the 
maintenance and development of the group in the following analysis. In this section, 
discussions will adhere to the conceptual framework put forward before the data was 
collected, and the conclusion thus might be deemed an elaboration of the original 
conceptual framework (see Figure 4.4) reflecting the situation in Case A. 
In Figure 4.4, factors contributing to the maintenance and development of the group in 
Case were exhibited in the box, where the grey ones indicated that difficulties occurred 
on the particular factors, and the white box contrarily showed that there were no 
difficulties found on those factors. Displayed in arrows, the associations among the 
factors are clearer than in the original conceptual framework. Arrows here were used to 
indicate positive associations between the factors. For example, the condition on the 
factor of finance would positively associates with the status of maintenance and 
development, and the status of the maintenance and development would be brought 
better or worse as the financial condition fluctuates. The dashed arrows denoted 
hypothetical influences which have not been confirmed in this case. Detailed 
explanation on the mutual influence shall be articulated respectively as followings. 
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Figure 4.4 
Mutual linkages among factors contributing to the maintenance and development in Case A 
Out"kospital iK-hoxpitaLLesiiimacy 
AFFILIATION 
» • . • " • Legitimacy (Professional Involvement) 




Professional Involvement and In-hospital Legitimacy 
In the previous analysis on the factor of professional involvement and legitimacy, I 
found that the former factor considerably overlapped the latter on the in-hospital aspect. 
The situation was that the achievement of in-hospital legitimacy and the positive 
professional involvement occurred simultaneously. In Case A, the two factors were 
interwoven and mutually strengthening. Therefore, in Figure 4.4,1 combined the factor 
of professional involvement into the factor of in-hospital legitimacy. However, it has to 
be noted that the professional involvement was not hereby regarded as a factor 
irrelevant to the group's maintenance and development. It was combined to another 
factor only because these two factors have reflected iterative investigations on the same 
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aspects of the group. Undeniably, the factor of professional involvement was a critical 
factor in the beginning stage of the group. Hypothetically, the group might have not 
been in existence if there were no professionals' support. 
In-hospital Legitimacy (Professional Involvement) and Logistics 
The logistical problems were solved since the group was supported by the professionals, 
in other words as it achieved in-hospital legitimacy. It is questionable to judge that to 
achieve the in-hospital legitimacy and win the professional support was the only 
channel to satisfy the logistical requirements of the group, but the achievement of 
in-hospital legitimacy was nevertheless found to be a sufficient condition for meeting 
the logistical needs of the group in the current case. 
Affiliation and Legitimacy 
After the group was initiated, it established the affiliation relationship with the SCMC. 
However, as manifested in previous chapter, this affiliation status was half-baked and 
even problematic. Although the group was endorsed a legitimate name in the hospital, it 
is unwarranted to conclude that the affiliation status enhanced the in-hospital legitimacy 
of the group. As the group was accepted and recognized by the professionals as a 
"tradition" in the hospital, the affiliating process was rather administrative and thus 
brought less substantial benefits to the group. It is also dubitable to argue that the 
affiliation status had stimulated the support from the professionals. 
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While the affiliation status of the group did not evidently associate with the legitimacy 
achieved in the hospital, it was either not demonstrated to have enhanced the 
out-hospital legitimacy of the group. However, it would be quite a false to conclude that 
the factor of affiliation was not associated with the factor of out-hospital legitimacy. A 
proper conclusion supported by the evidence would be the group's affiliation status did 
not help the group enhance its out-hospital legitimacy in the current case. Therefore, the 
connection between affiliation and out-hospital legitimacy was only hypothetical. 
Affiliation, Out-hospital Legitimacy and Finance 
For Case A, the financial strain was indicated to directly affect the group's maintenance 
and development. Without external support either from the hospital or the society, the 
parents had to fund the group by themselves, which was proved unsustainable. 
Hypothetically, the group would be better off if it were receiving support from either the 
hospital or through other channels, for example from the patronage of some companies 
as indicated by the parents that the group would have had no problem on finance if the 
group could act in the public. However, since the group in fact did not receive any 
external aid, we could not test our assumption. Therefore, hypothetical relationships 
were depicted between affiliation and finance, and out-hospital and finance. 
Membership and Leadership 
The main difficulty on the factor of membership was shortage of new members. 
According to the conceptual framework, the factor of membership was expected to have 
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a direct influence on the maintenance and development of the group. In the current case 
however, it was not possible to confirm whether the member shortage accounted 
partially for the paralysis of group. An alternative explanation here is that the shortage 
of new members would have impeded the persistence and sustainability of the leaders 
and the core members, and when the leaders or core members face with a personal 
balance problem, there would be no assistance lent from the newly recruited members. 
However, this impact is predicted to be not immediate, and thus did not overtly manifest 
in the current case. In Figure 4.4，the relationship has been depicted as hypothetical. 
Let us move to the issue of leadership. After there emerged a group of core members 
and leaders, the group initiated. However, the leadership structure in the group was 
indistinct. Later after one leader left the group due to the personal balance problem, the 
• remaining members of the group were loosely organized. As a result, the group 
activities were not properly planned and scheduled, and the future direction of 
development was vague. With the fact that the group activities came unstable and 
finally into a halt, we might conclude that the difficulty on leadership to a considerable 
extent accounted for the adversity of maintenance and development of the group. 
Leadership, Logistics, Finance and Maintenance & Development 
The factors of leadership, membership, and practical issues (logistics and finance) were 
prescribed in the conceptual framework to have direct influence on the maintenance and 
development of the groups. In this case, research findings showed that while the 
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leadership, logistics and finance are three factors that might dictate the condition of 
maintenance and development of the group, the factor of membership did not manifest 
an immediate influence on the group's maintenance and development. Another finding 
was that logistics was not sufficient alone to decide sound maintenance and 
development of the group, though it was indicated necessary. For the other two factors 
of leadership and finance, we could only make a conclusion that the difficulties on them 
together induced the ailing condition of the maintenance and development of the group. 
To generate more conclusions, further analysis coupled with comparisons with Case B 
might be necessary. 
4.5 Role of social work profession 
4.5.1 Social work practice in SCMC 
Before we move to the profession's role related to the parents group, we shall first have 
a glance at the social work practice in the SCMC, which should provide background 
information for understanding the succeeding analysis relevant to the parent group. 
The social work department in SCMC established in 2004，and by the time consisted of 
only one social worker, Mrs. JQY, who holds a MSW degree. In the succeeding year, 
the department absorbed a new member, Ms. CYT, who is a social work graduate. As 
stated in the departmental goal, this unit in the hospital is responsible for services in five 
major areas as 1) to organize hospital programmes and projects, for example, the 
drawing competition mentioned previously; 2) to raise fund for supporting the families 
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in financial needs; 3) to conduct support groups and recreational activities for the 
patients and parents; 4) to manage affairs of volunteers; 5) to collaborate with the 
universities and providing supervision for social work practica. For the whole year of 
2007，the department raised charitable fund about 1.5 million RMB. It is also leads over 
three hundred volunteers. At the same time, the director of the department supervises 
social work students from four universities. Moreover, the department organizes the 
annual "Children's Health Day，，，a community education programme for the children 
and parent. Besides the above, the social work department is responsible for various 
conferences and seminars on social work education and medicine held in the hospital. 
However, on the other hand, the social worker expressed their weakness in providing 
individual and group services. While there was a few group work conducted by the 
social work department addressing the psychological needs of the parents, these groups 
were unexceptionally one-shot, which obviously disagreed with the departmental 
missions set to support the parents. One fact that should be noted is there were series of 
groupwork conducted by the intern social work students under the supervision of the 
social work director. These activities nevertheless failed to be included in the regular 
practice of social work department, although they are demonstrated to be necessary and 
effective. 
The absence of micro foci services was ascribed to the lack of manpower and 
professional skills according to the social workers. On the one hand, the department was 
in need of more social workers to carry out stable individual and group services, when 
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the current two social workers were burdened by the administrative matters. On the 
other hand, the social workers were not confident about their professional skills for 
caseworks or groupworks. Particularly, the new social worker, Ms. CYT, explicitly 
expressed her diffidence on the professional skills. In a nutshell, the social work 
department in SCMC was a brand new trial. For the social workers, they are facing the 
problem shortage of manpower and lack of professional skills. These deficiencies, as 
shall be discussed, accounted for the situation of social worker's involvement in the 
parents group. 
4.5.2 Involvement of social workers in the parents group 
In the section of affiliation and professional involvement, the involvement of social 
workers in the group has been partly covered. After the social work department came 
into functioning, it organized the debut event in October 2004. The social worker for the 
first time related to the group, though indirectly. Until the ICCCPO Shanghai 
conference in 2006, the social workers had not directly involved in the group. As 
described in the case chronicle, being the coordinators of the ICCCPO conference, the 
social workers were responsible for calling in a group of parents. Since this event, the 
social workers built up contacts with parents and the group. In the months after the 
conference, the parents for several times discussed the group affairs with the social 
workers. Mainly, the social workers' played the following role relevant to the group. 
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Gatekeeper 
Readers might still remember, after the ICCCPO conference, the parents were planning 
to cooperate with a firm and register a legal social organization. The plan and proposal 
were submitted to the social worker director to be discussed with. Representing the 
hospital, the social workers declined the parents' request of registering the group with 
the hospital being the host. In the later contacts with the parents, the social worker 
director played again the role of a gatekeeper, as according to Mrs. JQY, one of the 
social workers' responsibilities was to "define the boundary, function and rights of the 
parents group in the hospital，，. In more explicit presentation, the group shall conform to 
the hospital, and the social workers were to define what was or was not appropriate for 
the group to do according to the interests of the hospital. 
Logistical supporter 
The social workers promised logistical support to the group 一 a room with telephone 
and internet access. However, since almost all the group activities, such as ward 
visitation, educational lectures, and supportive sharing meetings, were conducted in the 
unit of pediatric oncology, use of the common rooms and other facilities in that area 
needed only to be approved by the physicians or Charge Nurse. The group scarcely used 
the room and telephone line provided by the social workers. 
Emotional supporter 
According to the Ms. CYT and Ms. QXW, the worker Ms. CYT for sometimes 
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emotionally supported the member parents in the group. However, these conversations 
were in forms of casual chats, and turned out to be infrequent and irregular. 
In a nutshell, the social workers were involved in the group on two aspects. Firstly, they 
provided support to the group, logistically and emotionally. Secondly, they were 
involved in the discussions of group affairs, and served as a gatekeeper for the hospital 
to define the group's role in the hospital. According to the informants, the support from 
the social workers was infrequent, and the social workers never took the initiative to 
help the group in any way. 
4.5.3 Expectations from the medical staff 
While the involvement of social workers in the group was found irregular and 
infrequent, the physician informants laid expectations on the social workers, and 
encouraged the social workers to be more involved. Prof. GLJ had a piece of 
representative comment: 
Excerpt: 
I guess it shall be advantageous, if there were social workers stably involved. The 
doctors are too busy with the medical treatment to think of the group. [The group] 
should be a main concern of the social workers. The parents and the physicians are 
not specialized in it (to organize the group). 
(CA-INT-GU-p4-d6; p5-d7) 
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The same expectation was shared by Dr. XHL. He indicated that the physicians did not 
actively promote the group, as they felt it should be the role of social work department 
to do this. 
Replying the expectations from the physicians, the social workers expressed 
helplessness. The social workers generally recognized the value of the group and 
acknowledged the conformity between the group functions and the professional aims of 
social work in the hospital. However, when referred to the substantial help the social 
workers could give to the group, the social workers thought the shortage of manpower 
was the key reason why the social workers did not actively support the group. 
Sometimes, the social workers were not able to spare time to help the group, even they 
intended to. 
4.5.4 Social workers or administrators？ 
Another problem revealed was the ambiguous identities of social workers in the hospital, 
which might account for the role of gatekeeper taken by the social workers in working 
with the parents group. Interestingly, the parents in fact did not purposefully 
differentiate the social workers and medical workers. Firstly, "social work" is a word in 
Chinese causing diverse ambiguities. This is not only because the social work is 
newly-imported profession in China, but due to the translation problem. Even after 
being told that there was a social work department in the hospital, the parents confessed 
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that they knew the social workers, as hospital staff, but not as social workers in the 
sense of professionals. I explored this phenomenon, and found that the social workers 
never identified themselves as "social workers", but as administrative staff of the 
hospital. The parents referred to the worker Ms. CYT as "CYT of the President's 
Office，，and the Mrs. JQY as "Chief Manager Mrs. JQY of the President's Office", both 
of which were the social worker's administrative titles. The identity confusion might be 
understood after probing into the administrative structure relevant to the social work 
department in SCMC (see Figure 4.5). 
Figure 4.5 
Administrative structure relevant to social work department in SCMC 
Mrs. JQY 
Social Social Work President's 




As Mrs. JQY was the director of the three administrative units at the same time, she 
often appeared in the title of the Chief Manager of the President's Office. For Ms. CYT, 
although she was recruited as a social worker, she had to take upon administrative 
duties in the other two departments. In fact, the social development department and 
social work even shared the same only employee, Mrs. JQY and Ms. CYT. However, 
when I asked her about the identity problem, she indicated that she worked with the 
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parents in the identity of a social worker, though never explicitly identified. It shall be 
quite plausible to argue that an administrative identity would undermine the 
professional values and attitudes the social worker carried when worked with the 
parents, but the confusion of identity itself was a problem, revealing the ambiguous role 
of social workers in the hospital. This problem would have influenced the social 
workers' relations with the parents group, judging from the attitudes the social workers 
adopted towards the group. Often, the social workers stood on the ground of the 
hospital's interests to assess the group. Both the social workers indicated that they 
would consider the interests of the hospital and reserved help when the group deviated 
from the hospital's interests or diverted too many resources of the hospital. 
4.5.5 Summary 
In this section, I explored the roles of social workers in the group. On the whole, the 
social workers' involvement in the group was not as intensive as it was expected, and 
the nature of the involvement was administrative rather than based on the professional 
skills and values of social work. Although the social workers sometimes played the role 
of emotional supporters of the member parents in the group, these help has been proved 
irregular and infrequent. Besides the role of social workers, I also identified the external 
expectations from the physicians on the social work profession. The physicians 
generally expected the social workers to involve more in the group, as they believed that 
it was the social workers' specialty to help the parents and the group. 
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Chapter Five 
Case B: Within-Case Data Display and Analysis 
5.1 Chronicle of case B 
The two parent groups in Guangzhou and in Shanghai are twinborn groups initiated 
during the 2006 ICCCPO Shanghai conference. The former nevertheless faced a 
contrasting fate to that of the latter, which has been described in Chapter Four. At the 
time when I completed the field work for this study in Guangzhou around June 2008, 
the group of Case B was enjoying a flourishing condition. In 2007, it joined ICCCPO as 
the first group of such kind from mainland China in this international organization. The 
leader of the group claimed the Guangzhou Childhood Cancer Parents Group to be the 
only successful case throughout the country so far. Although the group has been now 
regarded as a success by the leaders and members as well as other involvers, there were 
and still are difficulties facing the group, though in a slightly different way as in Case A. 
In addition, some of the difficulties occurred in the beginning phase of the group were 
later overcome and turned into favorable conditions for the group. Therefore, it is rather 
meaningful to probe into difficulties that once faced the group, and how the group 
solved them. Comparisons between the successful and failed cases would also be 
permitted to draw conclusions that not accessible with only one case. 
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5.1.1 Before establishment 
Unlike the group in Shanghai, the group of Case B did not experience a long period of 
pre-formalized stage before formal establishment. According to Mrs. WGY, prior to the 
2006 ICCCPO Shanghai conference, there existed informal mutual support among the 
parents of childhood cancer patients in only the Second Affiliated Hospital of Sun 
Yat-Sen (Z2), where Mrs. WGY was the most active organizer and helper. The form of 
activities was not beyond experiential sharing between the experienced parents and the 
newly admitted parents, who needed emotional support or knowledge on the childhood 
cancers. However, the activities were indicated to be infrequent and unplanned. Not 
until the parents formally initiated the Guangzhou Childhood Cancer Parents Group, 
had the activities been settled and regularized. 
Table 5.1 
Chronicle of Case B 
Time Periods Group Events 
Before 2006 Informal activities among the parents and between the parents and 
physicians 
6-7 April, 2006 SIOP & ICCCPO Shanghai Conference at SCMC 
30 June, 2006 Foundation of the "Guangzhou Childhood Cancer Parents Group" 
26 October, 2006 The website was set up for the Guangzhou Childhood Cancer Parents 
Group at www.jiazhanghui.org.cn 
December, 2006 The group received first sum of financial support from PKW Charitable 
Fund as support of ICCCPO 
April, 2007 The group leader delivered a speech on the annual meeting of ICCCPO 
held in Indonesia. 
June, 2007 The group was accepted as a "organization member" of the "Guangzhou 
Anti-cancer Association" 
2 September, 2007 The group leader introduced the programs plans of the group to bid for 
governmental funds for "Voluntary Service Projects" 
2-6 November, 2007 The group was accepted by the ICCCPO as the first member from 
mainland China. 
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5.1.2 After ICCCPO Shanghai conference 
In April 2006，sixteen parents from seven hospitals in Guangzhou joined the ICCCPO 
Shanghai conference, according to the conference records. Details of the conference 
have been described in the previous section of "ICCCPO Shanghai Conference" in 
Chapter Four. On the discussion session of the conference, the parents from Guangzhou 
elected leaders for the group, and Mr. CWX was nominated to be the leader coupled 
with a vice-leader. Due to personal reasons, the vice-leader never participated in the 
group activities after the conference, which left the group only one leader, Mr. CWX. 
The remaining parents became the first cohort of core members of the group. 
5.1.2.1 Activating the group 
After the ICCCPO Shanghai conference, the parent participants returned to Guangzhou 
and were busy with their own business. In the following two month, the group remained 
a stagnant status. The parents communicated from time to time on the phone to share 
how they were doing. The turning point was a regular academic meeting of physicians 
from pediatric oncology units of hospitals in Guangzhou in late June, where the parents 
decided to take the opportunity to announce the establishment of the group. Their 
consideration was that the group should first be backed up by physicians, and if the 
physicians accepted the group and agreed to lend support, the group would encounter 
fewer problems. Mr. BJJ, the chairperson of PKW Charitable Fund was invited from 
Hong Kong to discuss the matters of establishment. The group announced establishment 
on the conference, witnessed by the physicians from six hospitals in Guangzhou. The 
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name of the group was "Guangzhou Childhood Cancer Parents Group"(廣州市癌症患 
兒家長會）.As the name has implied, the group would not like to confine its scope of 
activities within any single hospital, but intended to expand its coverage to the whole 
city of Guangzhou. The group set its goal as simple as three-fold: 1) to promote the 
experiential exchange and mutual support among the parents; 2) to provide relevant 
information and organize rehabilitative activities; 3) to represent the parents, and attract 
more attention to the childhood cancer from the society. To implement these group 
goals, four major forms of activities were planned to be carried out. Among them are 1) 
ward-visitation programs, 2) professional consultations and lectures, 3) rehabilitated 
parent lectures, and 4) patient family gathering. With regard to membership eligibility, 
it was stated that all parents of childhood cancers in Guangzhou were welcomed to 
participate in the group and activities. It should be noted that the parents in Guangzhou 
either did not draw up group proposal stating the group regulations and goals 
immediately. The documents on group goals and group activities were later composed 
when the website of the group was set up. 
Until early August, the parents did not take any initial actions. At that time, as the 
parents from Z2 hospital were the only parents who had some experience of conducting 
sharing sessions and parents meeting, the group initiated in that hospital. After a 
discussion joined by parents from the group and physicians, the physicians in Z2 
hospital agreed to assist the group in the early phase of establishment and support its 
regular activities in the hospital. Among the first array of activities of the group in Z2 
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hospital were reported to be ward visitations, sharing sessions among the parents, and a 
lecture on diet for the in treatment and post treatment children. The lecture was the first 
collaboration between the group and the physicians where a professional nutritionist 
was invited by the physicians, and at the same time, the parent group was responsible 
for disseminating the information and calling in parent listeners. The lecture was highly 
appraised by the parents and physicians. The group and the physicians both felt that this 
kind of activities would be meaningful for the parents. 
During the following months, the group managed to spread the activities to the other 
five hospitals in Guangzhou under the support of physicians of Z2 hospital, who used 
their personal network to advocate for the group among the physicians from other 
hospitals. By the end of the 2006, the group had commenced stable activities in six 
hospitals in Guangzhou. Among the hospitals are: The First Affiliated Hospital of Sun 
Yat-Sen University (Zl); The Second Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-Sen University 
(Z2); Cancer Center Affiliated to Sun Yat-sen University (ZL); Guangdong Provincial 
People's Hospital (RM); Nanfang Hospital (NF); Guangzhou Children's Hospital (ET). 
Since October 26th this year, the website of the parent group was in use as a platform 
for sharing and communication among the members of the group. The members post 
announcement of activities and exchange photos of the activities. The website also 
contains the documents of the group, such as the group introduction, regulations, and 
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ward-visiting rules, easy to be downloaded. Thus the website also promotes the group to 
the public and the parents who are facing the same problems. 
Since establishment, the group was totally self-funded, relying on the contributions of 
the parent participants. The group leader and some members for several times 
contributed sums of money to the group during the period from August to December. 
However, these personal donations were quickly drained, and coming into December, 
the group was in quite a financial strain. In the same period of time, the group attempted 
to register as a legal social organization. The group drafted an application submitted to 
the Civil Affairs Bureau. However, the application was declined and the group remained 
in an illegal status. As the group leaders and members recalled, although the group 
successfully spread the activities in the hospitals, the last months in 2006 were relatively 
the most difficult period of time in the history of the group. 
5.1.2.2 Evolution 
The group was finally relieved from the financial strain in the end of year 2006, when 
PKW Charitable Fund provided a sum of money to help on the basic expenditures and 
propel further development of the group. As a trustee and the vice-president of Asia 
branch of ICCCPO, the president of PKW Charitable Fund took it as his duty to 
promote the practice of parents group in China. 
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In the new year of 2007，the group was enjoying a stable development. Regular 
visitation activities in each hospital were carried out monthly. The members of group 
board met as frequent as once a month to discuss the group affairs and plan new 
activities. Moreover, after negotiation with the hospitals, the parents group was allowed 
to post at the poster areas of the wards. Recruitment information was accessible in the 
hospitals afterwards. Simultaneously, a hotline was set up for the general enquiries from 
the parents in the hospitals. One member of the group was in charge of the phone and 
responsible for answering the questions and introducing the group to the interested 
parents. 
Until June 2007，the first anniversary of the group, although the group had been active 
and steadily established its reputation among the parents in the hospital, it was still 
“illegal” in terms of registration and affiliation status of the group. By that time, the 
group was not registered, nor adhered to any specific hospital or organization to 
legitimatize its identity. The absence of a legal identity was considered adverse for the 
group's development, particularly when the group was willing to reach more parents in 
the hospitals and raise funds for the purpose of financial support or organizing programs. 
The group later managed to join "Guangzhou Anti-cancer Association" (GACA). 
When the affiliation status brought no significant change on the group activities inside 
the hospital, it empowered the group to act in the broader society, and enabled access to 
more resources. The group increasingly involved in the public programs and projects 
* Founded in April 1992, the Guangzhou Anti-cancer Association is an academic, non-profit social organization, 
voluntarily formulated by the researchers and practitioners in the field of oncology. In 2000，the association was 
lawfully registered. Reader may find more relevant information at http://www.gzast.org.cn/'n501 c22.aspx. 
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after it affiliated to the GACA and obtained a legal identity. One noteworthy event was 
that in September, on a public bidding for governmental grant funding voluntary 
services, the group leader introduced the group programs to bid for the funds. Although 
the application was declined at last, the attempt was deemed as a step forward of the 
group, as the funds was subsidized by the local government, and the opportunity to bid 
itself reflected the public recognition. The issue of affiliation and legitimacy and their 
influence on the group will be discussed in the later sections. 
In November, the group was officially accepted as a member of ICCCPO. Back In April 
of the same year, the group leader, Mr. CWX, was invited to attend the 2007 ICCCPO 
conference held in Indonesia and give a presentation about the experience of the 
Guangzhou parents group. His trip was sponsored partially by the PKW Charitable 
Fund. This introduction paved the way for the Guangzhou group to formally join this 
international organization. After affiliated, the group was eligible to regularly receive 
the publication of ICCCPO, which contains information on the childhood cancers and 
the relevant experience of groups in other countries. 
By the end of June 2008，the Guangzhou parents group will celebrate its second 
anniversary. After the two-year development, the group has steadily achieved the 
recognition from the society. In a recent group meeting, the group leaders proposed to 
reform the administrative structure of the group and hire staff. Gradually, the group has 
been aiming for a more structured organization. 
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5.2 Difficulties encountered by the group on the factors contributing to 
the maintenance and development in Case B 
As the chronicle of Case B has shown, this case has presented a different situation of 
group development, which is much more positive than that of the Case A. Besides 
contrasting current conditions the two groups are experiencing, there are many other 
differences imbedded in various aspects of the group. In this section, we shall go 
through each factor contributing to the maintenance and development of the group so as 
to explore the different path the two groups had taken, leading to the contrasting 
endings. Reader would notice a slightly different arrangement writing in this chapter. 
First of all, each factor will not begin with a response to the conceptual framework as in 
the data analysis of Case A. Reader might refer to Chapter Four on Case A for relevant 
information. Secondly, unlike in Case A, analysis in this case shall not only focus on the 
difficulties occurred on the factors, but incorporate more information on the operation 
and current condition of the group in regard to the specific factors so as to find the 
mutual influences among the factors and their contribution to the maintenance and 
development of the group. The successful experience of Case B itself is believed to be 
revelatory to other similar self-help and mutual support groups. After the analysis on 
Case B，a comparison will be applicable between the two cases to generate more 
meaningful conclusions on the difficulties facing the group. 
5.2.1 Leadership 
5.2.1.1 Leadership structure 
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The leadership structure of the Guangzhou group emerged during the ICCCPO 
Shanghai conference. In April 2006，when the conference was held in the SCMC, 
sixteen parents from seven hospitals in Guangzhou were present. Among them, two 
parents were elected as leader and vice-leader of the group. Upon inauguration of the 
group in late June, seven parents quitted due to various reasons, including the 
vice-leader. The remaining eight parents, the first cohort of group members, formed an 
administrative "board", as the parents called it. 
A clear leadership structure of the group was setup, and division of roles in the group 
appeared. The core members took charge of the hospitals they respectively connected to, 
responsible for the organizing works and communication with the physicians in the 
particular hospitals. This was a reasonable setting, as the parents came from different 
hospitals, and were only familiar with the physicians in the hospitals which their 
children was treated. In the beginning months, when the group was still struggling to 
stabilize the activities in each hospital, the practice that parents took charge of their 
home hospitals was a success in facilitating the group to strengthen connections to the 
hospitals. At the same time, the leader, Mr. CWX, was in charge of the general group 
affairs. Mainly, he was responsible for group planning, resource mobilizing, and 
considering the direction of development of the group. He was also in charge of the 
monthly group meetings, where the leaders and core member gathered together to 
summarize the experiences of past group activities and discuss on the coming ones. 
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While the core members actively joined the group meetings, not every of them took part 
in the decision-making processes of the group, as some of them considered not 
necessary to have so many decision-makers in the group. A core member, Ms. ZZ，had a 
typical attitude on this: 
Excerpt 
"We do not need so many people to think, but we need many more to do. For me, I 
just follow the leader, and he with some core members will make the decisions. They 
are smart!，， 
(CB-INT-ZZ-pl-dl) 
As a result, the structure of the board gradually evolved into two tiers. The “some core 
members" Ms. ZZ mentioned were the first tier core member. With the leader, these 
members were more often involved in the planning and organizing works in the group. 
The rest of the members, such as Ms. ZZ, have constituted a second tier, which were 
mainly responsible for undertaking specific tasks assigned by the leaders and carrying 
out activities. Ms. HS, another member in the second tier, had more on the division of 
roles among the members. She said: 
Excerpt 
"Each time there is an activity, he (leader) sends messages on the website or through 
mobile phones to inform us. I help him if I am available. When I don ’t have time, I 
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just tell him [I can not help]... So he is hard-working. We mainly do the supportive 
work. Less do we do organizing work.，， 
(CB-INT-HS-p2-d5; p3-d6) 
The second tier core members are not necessarily absolutely away from the 
decision-making processes. They from time to time joined the board meetings to feed 
back the current situations of activities, and provided their suggestions to the future 
activities. However, it is true that they do not make any critical decision of the group. 
5.2.1.2 A strong leadership 
A "thinker" and a "doer" 
The leadership structure created in the group has to a great extent helped the group to 
develop itself and strengthen the relationship with the hospitals. Particularly, in this 
beginning phase of the group, as what Ms. ZZ said, "more doers are needed than the 
thinkers". When the core members were active to organize group activities and 
implement the group plans, the leader was the most pivotal, if not sole, thinker in the 
group making decisions for the group, particularly those concerning the future direction 
of development. 
During the interviews with the leader, I found that he had a clear plan of the future of 
the group, and a tight grasp the critical factors influencing the development of the group. 
He pointed out that the members are the most important resources for the group, and he 
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is purposefully fostering the teamwork among the members. He took an event organized 
by the group as an example and said: 
Excerpt: 
The development of such (voluntary) organization follows certain routes, which I am 
still learning. Through the “Bean “ program, I told the members how to operate this 
organization, and then we will have a team. We can do larger programs. Our team 
will gradually grow. 
(CB-INT-CWX-p8-dl 6) 
The leader was more than a thinker. He had devoted enormous time in the details of 
group affairs. For example, when I was talking with the leader in front of a poster board 
in one hospital, the leader could remember each nail he hammered on to fix the board. 
During our first conversation, he joked by saying that he was almost a full-time worker 
in the group. He Said: 
Expert: 
I am almost a full-time worker [in the group]. Why we could do so many things? We 
devoted as full-time staff. If the leader does not fully devote, the member will 
definitely not! If the leader does not hold the spirit, it (the group) is impossible. 
You 'II face tough challenges, because we are deviant from the value of this society. 
(CB-INT-CWXl-p2-d3) 
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The leader believed in what he was doing and considered the devotion in the group as 
one of the most important parts of his life. He thought he gained the trust and support of 
the group member through persistently doing and devotion in the group. 
Early in the year of 2007, Mr. CWX personally participated in the training workshops 
on administration in non-governmental organizations in Guangzhou. He said that he was 
eager to bring what he had learned to the practice of group. He was using his own 
devotion in the group affairs as the best way to lead the group, as he persevered. 
A resource mobilizer 
Facilitated by the large personal network, the leader mobilized most resources for the 
group in forms of cooperations with the commercial firms and charitable organizations. 
Sometimes, the leader mobilized his resources to the win patronage from a charitable 
organization to implement a group event, through which the group further gained 
credibility and established reputation. All along, the leader was putting efforts in 
upgrading the legitimacy and public recognition of the group. He was very sensitive to 
the potential opportunities for the group. For instance, when he found out that there was 
a doctor of Guangzhou Anti-cancer Society who was promoting charitable activities, he 
took the initiative to contact that doctor and finally procured the group's affiliation to 
the Society. For more details on the external resources acquired by the leader, readers 
might consult the section on practical issues of this group. 
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5.2.1.3 Dealing with inner group divergences 
With a strong leadership, the group was able to successfully maintain and develop 
properly so far. However, divergences and conflicts were not absolutely absent among 
the members，and between the members and the leader. From the information provided 
by the different group members and leaders, there were apparently disparities of 
standpoints, and even conflicts occurred in the group on the direction of development 
and setting up new activities for the group. Meanwhile, divergences also occurred on 
the implementations of routine activities and trivial specifics, which is inevitable though 
less seriously affecting the group. To manage divergences and conflicts, the overall 
strategy taken by the leader was to shelve them and reconcile the debaters. 
To deal with the divergence among the members, the leader adopted a bypassing 
strategy. When the members had disparities on certain group affairs, they were very 
likely appeal to the leader to make a judgment and final decision. Mr. CWX in these 
cases would take neither side, and avoid being involved in the debate among the group 
members. He tended to let the member make a solution themselves after the debate and 
he himself rarely imposed his own idea at the risk of offending any side. This strategy 
was so far successful, as the divergences among the members were at most time about 
the details of implementations, not decision-making in the group. 
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On the divergences occurred between the leader and the members, which were more 
likely to be critical in the group development, and the leader thus could not avoid, he 
believed that to do is the best way to prove. He said: 
Excerpt: 
In the voluntary organizations, people would insist their own idea. I would not 
impose my idea as a leader. But by one thing I am convincing — I persist on what I 
said, not as some people who talked only. I did, and made it happen, once, twice, and 
I won trust. 
(CB-INT-CWX2-p4-dl 0) 
The leader gradually added to his authority by enormous personal devotions in the 
group. Interestingly, although there existed some divergences in the group, the 
maintenance and development was not evidently affected. The group members 
generally trusted the leader and felt pleasant to follow him. For the leader, he himself 
recognized that he should not be distant from the members. For a while, he shall "stop 
to wait until the members catch up". He implied here that the group member would step 
by step understand the leader, and the group would finally achieve inner conformity. 
Moreover, he recognized that working in the parents group demands passion, which 
depends on the personal values and attitudes on life. Therefore, he never required the 
members to work as hard as he did. With enormous responsibility on his shoulder, the 
leader so far has rarely been found to have any personal balance difficulty. 
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His clear vision, devotion and understanding might account partly for the harmonious 
atmosphere in the group. The members, no matter in first tier or second tier, were 
generally glad to follow him and give support, despite the divergence occurred 
sometimes. The group members regarded the leader as "smart" and "reliable". The 
leader in the group has set up a role model for the members. Bracing the group was the 
same “passion’，and "persistence", according to the members. The leader himself also 
felt support from the members. He recognized that "the group would not be sustainable 
without a group of people holding the same belief. As a result, the group was not 
suffering from difficulties of inner divergence, but enjoying a fairly clear direction of 
development. 
5.2.1.3 Summary 
As the above discussion has showed, the group did not encounter difficulties on the 
factor of leadership. The group had a clear leadership structure and was led by a 
committed leader who was able to fully devote in the group. The strong leadership was 
an important, if not the only, account for the sound maintenance and development status 
of the group. A member, Mrs. WGY, vividly compared the leader in this group to a 
needle, and the members to thread. She illustrated that once needle is held, the thread is 
on, but neither the needle of thread is of higher importance, as they are a dynamic whole. 
This metaphor of needle and thread has well summarized the leadership situation in the 
group, which has assisted the group to achieve a stable condition of maintenance and 
steady development. 
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In Table 5.2.1.3, the condition of leadership in Case B，has been summarized. In the 
bottom row of the table, ‘‘--，，denotes that the group did not encounter difficulties on this 
particular factor contributing to the maintenance and development of the group. 
Table 5.2.1.3 
Leadership in Case B 
Situation on the factor A clear leadership structure and a strong and committed leader 
Difficulties N/A 
5.2.2 Membership 
As defined by the group regulation, all parents of children treated in hospitals in 
Guangzhou are eligible to become members and join the activities of group. However, 
this is too broad a definition which has included many people who were in fact 
irrelevant or distant from the group. Therefore, in this section, “member” shall mainly 
refer to the core members who are the hardcore force in the group to plan and 
implement the group activities. Acquaintance on this cohort of parents shall help us 
understand the difficulty on the factor of membership and its relationship with other 
factors and the maintenance and development of the group. 
5.2.2.1 Difficulties on membership: shortage of new core member 
After the leader was elected on the 2006 ICCCPO conference, the other founders of the 
group made up a group board to administrate the group affairs and take part in the 
decision-making processes. In September and December the same year, two new 
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parents joined as core members, which brought up the total number of the group to 
eleven. In April of 2007, one parent left the group, and there was no turnover afterward. 
Therefore, up to June 2008, the group was comprised of ten parents. As the group was 
organizing activities in six hospitals, the administrative matters might well burden the 
existing members, and the group was in a marked shortage of manpower. Especially 
when the some on duty members was busy with personal and familial affairs, for 
instance, one of the parents was carrying a baby while I was conducting the study, and 
she was almost absent from the group activities. 
Judging from the change on total number of members, it seemed that recruitment of new 
member caught up the member attrition. However, a glance at the nature of recruitment, 
the group was found in a danger of new member shortage. For the two new members, 
one of them was a friend of the leader who faced with the same childhood cancers 
problem, and the other was referred by the doctor. Both the two cases were accidental in 
nature, as in the history of the group, there was no new member recruited to the group in 
these two ways afterwards. Particularly, the doctors' referrals were in fact uncommon 
and unreliable, and the parents recommended by the doctors were mostly not persistent. 
To attract new parents, the group setup promotion posters in each hospital and 
disseminated leaflets of the group during the ward visitation sometimes to attract new 
members. However, the existing core members unexceptionally pointed out that to find 
new members for the group was very hard. The group leader, Mr. CWX, indicated the 
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group was "in lack of core members", while admitted that it was a miracle that half of 
the parents back from the ICCCPO Shanghai conference were still there in the group. 
Mrs. WGY and Mr. LZY shared the same point of view that the group was short of core 
member. Mrs. WGY urged the group to recruit more new core members, as she 
regarded this as imperative for the group currently. 
5.2.2.2 Causes for shortage of new core member: non-persistent parents 
For those parents showed interest in joining the group, devotion in the group was the 
threshold. However, the impression of the core members was that few parents were in 
fact persevering. Mrs. WGY expressed her understanding towards these parents who 
were also fighting with the childhood cancers. She commented that: 
Excerpt: 
I always mentioned this problem — to expand the core members. We don't lack 
participants, but if we ask these parents to be core members, they will not be 
available, physically and emotionally. In China, people would say, "don't remind me 
the unpleasant: 
(CB-INT- WGY-pl 0-dl 9) 
As it has been discussed previously, the families having children with cancers are very 
likely to go through economic hardship in China. Due to the enormous financial and 
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attendance burdens, the parents were not likely to have extra time or energy to 
participate in the group affairs. Like Mr. CWX said, the parents "would rather take a 
nap were they have extra time". An illustrative fact is that, there were some parents 
contacted the group in one way or another to express their willingness to help, however 
few of them actually did. In a discussion on the group affairs with the core members, Mr. 
CWX cited his experience about the group's website to demonstrate that persistent 
parents were rare. He recalled that: 
Excerpt: 
At the end of 2006’ there was a volunteer said our website was no good, and he 
would like to help upgrade. We spent a lot of time on it. But later he disappeared! 
Around April 2007, another person who studies computer science said he would help 
renovate our website. But he finally disappeared again. Later a fried talked about our 
website again, I told him, I'm not against your idea, but if repeating ten thousand 
times what you said could upgrade our website, I would stand here and keep 
repeating! 
(CB-DOC-GP-STR-p2) 
During the two years, only two new core members were recruited. However, they are 
among many other parents who only showed a flash of interest or served the group as 
one-shot helpers. The leader admitted that to recruit new member demands time and 
efforts. 
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5.2.2.2 Possible impacts of membership difficulties 
In this case, shortage of new core member was not found to have any immediate 
impacts on the group, particularly on the maintenance and development of the group, 
possibly because the group was braced by a strong leadership. However, long-term 
impacts may occur to undermine the group, as the core members are the only regular 
participants, organizing the group activities and responsible for the implantation. One 
might predict that if the number of members would continue to drop, the group should 
be at risk. As an outsider, Mr. BJJ，who is the president of PKW Charitable Funds 
observed that: 
Excerpt: 
Voluntary organizations are all the same around the world. In any condition, 
manpower would be a problem, because we are not full-time workers in the groups, 
we are voluntary with limited time and capacity. The manpower is a headache. What 
if some one was not able to participate any more? There must be successors. How to 
train the successors? Don't always burden some particular parents. If they (the 
group) offer more opportunity for the others, other parents would have chances to 




As Mr. BJJ predicted, in a long-term perspective, the membership difficulties would 
have impact on the leadership and consequently affect the group's maintenance and 
development. Moreover, the members are basic resources of the group. Their absence 
thus is essentially a substantial threat to the group. 
5.2.2.3 Summary 
In the above analysis, we went through the difficulty on membership the group has been 
experiencing. While the shortage of new core members was identified to be the 
difficulty, the non-persistence of the new parents was identified to be the main reasons 
for the shortage. At the current stage of the group, this difficulty was not found to have 
any immediate impact on the group's maintenance and development. However, it is 
nevertheless predicted to affect the group in the long run. In Table 5.2.2.3, the condition 
of Membership in Case B，and the difficulty manifested on this aspect of the group had 
been summarized. In the bottom row of the table, “+” denotes that the group 
encountered difficulties on this particular factor contributing to the maintenance and 
development of the group. 
Table 5.2.2.3 
Membership in Case B 
Two new members joined since the establishment, and both were not recruited Situation on the factor , , , , through the regular recruitment channels of the group 
Difficulties Shortage of new core members 
+ 
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5.2.3 Practical issues: logistics and finance 
5.2.3.1 Logistics 
According to the leader and core members, the group did not face any logistical 
difficulties. Support from the physicians in the six hospitals is reported to be a 
prerequisite of the smooth logistics. Reader might still remember that the group 
commenced in Z2 hospital because the physicians in Z2 hospital were the first to 
recognize the group. Mr. LZY recalled that the first activity conducted by the group was 
a sharing session in a meeting room in the pediatric oncology unit of Z2 hospital. As the 
group activities were mainly carried out in the hospital, and often utilized facilities of 
the hospital, the consents of physicians in charge must be gained beforehand. Therefore, 
the group “was able to do nothing before supported by the doctors", as Mrs. WGY 
asserted. After the group started from Z2 hospital, it gradually gained trusts and support 
from physicians in other five hospitals. Dr. LXQ from Z1 hospital said: 
Excerpt: 
We allowed them to use the meeting room for their meetings and discussions. And if 
they wanted to visit the parents, they would first inform us. We would support. They 
planned to have a cabinet in the ward. We are going to help. They needed a poster 
board, we permitted. At the beginning, the hospital held adverse attitudes, but I 
insisted. We have the same aims of the patients. 
(CB-INT-LXQ-p5-dl 0) 
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Although the physicians in these hospitals rarely joined the group activities in person, 
the group was allowed to use the meeting rooms and other facilities in the hospitals, 
under the consents of the physicians. These support satisfied most of the logistical needs 
of the group. In addition to martial support, the physicians sometimes also helped the 
group find lecture speakers. A physician informant, Dr. HK, from Z2 hospital cited an 
example, 
Excerpt: 
They were looking for a nutritionist, as some patients wanted to learn about the diet, 
and we helped to find one. We are in the convenience being professionals to find 
specialists in this area. They arranged the time and place, we looked for the teacher. 
It was collaboration. 
(CB-INT-HK-p2-d4) 
Although lectures were not frequent activities of the group, the support from the 
physicians was noteworthy. Particularly, the collaboration relationship recognized by 
the physicians demonstrated the supportive stance the physicians took, which helped the 
group achieve legitimacy in the hospital, as shall be discussed in the later section of 5.6 
on group legitimacy. 
After the group had a legal identity in June, the group was enabled to connect to more 
external logistical help in the society, mainly in forms of cooperation with the voluntary 
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or charitable organizations. For example, the group has built up a good relationship with 
Guangzhou Youth Palace which is a recreational center for children and youths. The 
group was allowed to hold group meetings in the classrooms or meeting rooms of the 
Palace. In a few occasions of large-scale events conducted by the group, the yard was 
temporarily opened to the group for the purpose of gathering. With these stable 
assistances from the hospital and peer organizations, the group encountered no difficulty 
on logistics. As a result, the implementation of group activities was ensured. 
5.2.3.2 Finance 
Relieved strain 
The group encountered with financial strain right after it started activities in August of 
2006, as there was no initial funds to begin with. The leader and other two members 
each contributed a sum of money for the routine expenditure in September. However, 
the small pool drained rapidly. Later the group relied on irregular personal contributions 
of the leaders and members of the group. Around October and November 2006, it was 
remembered as the most difficult time of the group when the initial sum of money was 
depleted, but no new source of financial supply reinforced. Without sufficient financial 
support, the group activities were truly unsustainable, as the group member could not 
afford the too much extra burden on their tight economic condition. 
A favorable turn was at the end of December of the same year, when the PKW 
Charitable Fund decided to give a generous sum of money in Hong Kong Dollar to 
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subsidize the expenses of routine activities of the group. The sum of money was 10,000 
Dr. HKD (1,400 USD). The group finally shook off the financial strain. In the year of 
2007, the increasing group activities required more of the group finance. As the leader 
found new resources in the society, and the support from PKW Charitable Fund was 
renewed, the group broke even for the year of 2007. So far, the group has not been 
facing the difficulties on finance any more. We shall see the how the group had 
managed to sustain its finance as folio wings. 
Three sources of financial support 
The group obtained financial support mainly from three sources, support from charitable 
organizations, patronages for group programs, and parents' donations. The first one was 
stable, while the latter two were relatively insecure. 
Affiliation 
The most stable and regular financial support was from the PKW Charitable Fund in 
Hong Kong. The Fund agreed to support the group because the president of the Fund, 
PKW, was a trustee in ICCCPO, who was responsible for promoting the parent groups 
in Asia. PKW expressed his willingness to help the group in China many times during 
the interview. Although the first sum of money was granted before the Guangzhou 
parents group join the ICCCPO, it was the affiliation relationship that guaranteed this 
source of support. According to PKW, his role in the ICCCPO is to promote this kind of 
parent group in Asia. Therefore, when the 2006 ICCCPO Shanghai conference was held, 
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he decided to support the groups in China. Unfortunately, the Fund did not support the 
SCMC parents group for two reasons revealed by PKW. First was the geographical 
reason, as Shanghai was far away from Hong Kong, and thus PKW could not join any 
group activities in Shanghai. Secondly, the Guangzhou parents' efficiency impressed 
PKW. He decided to support the group on a ground of that he witnessed several group 
activities was efficiently organized and well implemented during the end of 2006. The 
support from the Fund enormously helped the group live through the difficult time of 
financial strain. However, as PKW expected，the group shall gradually depend on itself. 
He said that: 
Excerpt: 
The problem of resource, I just mentioned. The international organizations like us 
have a principle that we would only help them take o f f . In the future, they should 
raise fund locally, and operate on their own. 
Fortunately, the group was not solely relying on the support from the Fund, there were 
other two channels through which the group could raise fund. 
Patronages for group programs 
The second source was the patronage of commercial firms and other social 
organizations in the group activities. The leader of the group was very effective in 
searching for new resources for the group. As a result, the group started to organized 
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large-scaled activities together with or under sponsorship of other social organizations. 
The group events should not be profitable, but if well planned, a sum of money could be 
saved each time according to the leader, Mr. CWX. He quoted a group event as an 
example: 
Excerpt: 
For example, in the recent program, we were sponsored 12,000 RMB, we spent 9,000, 
and saved 3,000. Now the group was like this. But other organizations are alike, with 
no stable financial support, but only to rely on the programs. 
(CB-INT-CWX2-p8-d21) 
He believed that through organizing large programs, the group kills two birds with one 
stone. On one hand, the programs themselves were good opportunities, where the 
teamwork of core members was fostered. Through these programs the group boosted its 
reputation and consequently attracted more patronages. On the other hand, the group 
was able to save the balance of the lump sum, and directly increased the savings. 
Parents' donations 
The last source was the parents' donation. External and internal donations for the group 
were increasing. In the whole year of 2007, there were approximately seven parents 
donated 8,000 RMB (1,100 USD) to the group, which helped the group substantially, 
though it was not a large sum. Those parents who donated money to the group were 
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unexceptionally reached by the group during ward visitations. Some parents donated 
money as they were not available to join the group. 
5.2.3.3 Summary 
On the factor of practical issue, the Guangzhou group did not encounter any difficulty 
on logistics, since the group was supported by the physicians in the hospital, and able to 
access to the external resources in the society. In respect to finance, the group 
encountered difficulties in the beginning phase of the group, particularly when the 
group was separate from external financial aids. Fortunately, the financial strain was 
relieved after the group received support from the PKW charitable Fund, and the group 
gradually got rid of the financial difficulties as it managed to raise funds through other 
channels. 
In Table 5.2.3.3, the condition of practical issues in Case B, and the difficulty 
manifested on this aspect of the group had been summarized. In bottom row of the 
column of logistics, “-，，denotes that the group encountered no difficulties on this 
particular factor, while at the same place of column of finance, the arrow is used to 
indicate that on the factors of finance, the group encountered difficulties at the 
beginning, and these difficulties were solved later. 
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Table 5.2.3.3 
Practical issues in Case B 
Logistics Finance 
Logistical needs are Tight at the beginning; later solved by support satisfied under the Situation on the factor from the host organization and the patronages in supported from the the society professionals 
Difficulties N/A N/A 
- -
5.2.4 Professional involvement 
Professional's role in the group: ratifiers and logistical supporters 
In Case B, "professionals" refers to the physicians of pediatric oncology units in the 
hospitals. As described in the previous section, the group's activities in the hospitals 
relied heavily on the logistical helps as well as sanction of the physicians. The members 
of the group agreed in common that their activities were supported by the professionals. 
Ms. HS, who actively participated in activities conducted in every hospital said: 
Excerpt: 
Nurses and doctors in every hospital welcomed us, saying, how quick you come again! 
They are supportive. They provided free meeting rooms for us. I think it is very 




The success of the group was ascribed to the professionals' support. Such viewpoint 
was shared among other parent members. They believed that to gain the consents and 
support of the professionals was a prerequisite for the implementation of group 
activities, particularly at the early stage when the group attempted to spread the 
activities in new hospitals. Mrs. WGY had an illustration: 
Excerpt: 
We must let the bosses know what we are doing. They know we bring benefits. They 
know we are not for money. So later they would first inform us when there were new 
patients. To spread the activities in the new hospitals were not easy at all. The 
doctors' agreement is important. 
(CB-INT-WGYl-p8-dl4) 
The "head" she mentioned, referred to those doctors in charge. The group only 
contacted one doctor in each hospital, commonly the director of the pediatric oncology, 
since once the director，consent was gained, there would be no difficulties to carry out 
activities in that hospital and gain access to the hospital facilities. 
In sum, the professionals mainly played two roles in the group as ratifiers and logistical 
supporters. As ratifiers, the professionals, particularly the physicians in charge 
sanctioned the group activities conducted in the hospitals. As logistical supporters, the 
physicians provided meetings rooms and facilities free of charge to the group 
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accommodating its activities. These two roles came in tandem, and should not be taken 
separately. In the succeeding discussions on group legitimacy, I shall further argue that 
the ratification of professionals lent legitimacy to the group inside the hospital. Here in 
this section, we shall draw the conclusion that as secured by with the professionals' 
support, the group enjoyed a smooth situation in logistics, which positively contributed 
to the maintenance and development of the group. In Table 5.2.4, the condition of 
professional involvement in Case B，and the difficulty manifested on this aspect of the 
group had been summarized. In the bottom row of the table, “-，，denotes that the group 
encountered no difficulties on this particular factor contributing to the maintenance and 
development of the group. 
Table 5.2.4 
Professional involvement in Case B 
Situation on the factor Ratifiers and logistical supporters 
Difficulties N/A 
5.2.5 Affiliation 
The group announced foundation in June 2006, and commenced activities in August the 
same year, but was not formally affiliated to any organizations in the following whole 
year until June 2007. Interestingly, the group joined two organizations in succession in 
the same year of 2007，the Guangzhou Anti-cancer Association (GACA) in June, and 
the International Confederation of Childhood Cancer Parent Organisations (ICCCPO) in 
November. The dual-affiliation status enabled the group to access financial support, and 
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meanwhile achieve legitimacy in the society. In the following analysis, we shall work 
on the two affiliation relationships respectively in detail. 
5.2.5.1 Affiliation to GACA 
In May 2007, the group leader Mr. CWX learned that a member of GACA was 
expanding the charitable engagement of his association, however was not successful. 
The leader considered it an opportunity of the parents group to connect with large legal 
social organizations, as at that time the group was practically illegal. Hence, he 
contacted that person to introduce the group and the activities. That member from 
GACA recognized that the group was genuinely a "group for public good", and 
expressed agreement of acceptance. Shortly, the GACA replied, and without any 
difficulty, the group was accepted as a "member organization" of GACA after formal 
procedures of registration was completed. The group was endowed a certificate and the 
group's name was listed on the website of GACA. For the membership, the group paid 
1,000 RMB (140 USD) annually as association dues. 
Except the dues, the group was not required to contribute in any form to the association, 
and in turn the association would not interfere and regulate the group on the activities. 
In practice, the group was in substance detached from the host. The only benefit was a 
certificate of GACA, with which the group was equipped with a legal identity and was 
more confident in dealing with relationship with the hospitals and other organizations. 
As the leader Mr. CWX said: 
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Excerpt: 
It's but for more sense of security and confidence. When some one asks, we shall say 
we are for GACA. The Children ’s Hospital intended to check at first, but didn't at last. 
To conduct all these activities requires a formal organization identity. We are now 
more confident. If some one wants to check the certificate, I will show him. 
(CB-INT-CWX2-p6-dl 6) 
Besides a legal identity, affiliation to GACA also allowed the group to raise fund legally 
in public. As a member of GACA, the group could use the donation account of GACA, 
though the account was actually used by the group for only once. Almost all the 
donations and financial aids were directly transferred to the group's own account, since 
this practice was found more convenient and flexible. 
5.2.5.2 Affiliation to ICCCPO 
The group was formally accepted as a member of ICCCPO in November 2007 on a 
regional meeting of the confederation held in Indonesia, becoming the confederation's 
first member from mainland China. In spite of the relatively late admission, the group 
had for long connected to this international organization, since the 2006 ICCCPO 
Shanghai conference. Owing to the particular interest in promoting the practice of 
parents group in underdeveloped countries, as stated in its mission, the confederation 
purposefully chose Shanghai to hold its regional conference. The key organizer of the 
2006 Shanghai conference, Mr. BJJ, was a trustee of the Asian branch of the ICCCPO. 
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Moreover, his PKW Charitable Foundation was a member of ICCCPO. Therefore, it 
was his duty to promote parents groups in China. After the Shanghai conference, he 
maintained contacts with two groups in Shanghai and Guangzhou, and was concerned 
about the situation of the two groups. However, due to the geographical reason, he 
devoted more attention to the Guangzhou group. When the group announced 
establishment in June 2006, and held the first group meeting in August, Mr. BJJ was 
present at both occasions. Two months later, in October 2006, the group had been on the 
track. Mr. BJJ at that time decided to financially support the group. In December the 
same year, in the name of PKW Charitable Foundation, Mr. BJJ aided the first sum of 
fund to the group. In the year of 2007，this financial aid was renewed, and the total sum 
was doubled. The following admission by the ICCCPO seemed natural and formal, 
taking into consideration of the long relationship between the group and ICCCPO. In 
the year of 2007, Mr. BJJ attended the group meetings quarterly to audit the progress of 
the group and in this way to monitor the accountability of the group. Besides the 
financial aid, Mr. BJJ expected that ICCCPO could provide necessary information to the 
group, specifically experiences of parents groups in other countries, which was believed 
to be useful particularly at the beginning phase of the group. At the same time 
nevertheless, Mr. BJJ himself also felt that the development of the group mostly 
depended on the motivations of the parents and local situations, and his help was 
secondary. On the side of the parents in Guangzhou, they generally believed that the 
affiliation to ICCCPO did not bring any direct benefits to the group, except the financial 
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support. The most important reason indicated by the leader was the language barrier, as 
the parents in Guangzhou were not able to read English. 
5.2.5.3 Summary 
In this section, the dual-affiliation status of Case B was described. The group 
simultaneously affiliated to two different organizations, one local and one international. 
The group made utilization of the two affiliation status differently. While affiliation to 
the GACA equipped the group with a legal identity in the society, the affiliation 
relationship with ICCCPO had brought financial resources for the group. In sum, the 
group broke away from the isolated status of the beginning stage through establishing a 
dual-affiliation relationship, which had positively facilitated the maintenance and 
development of the group. In Table 5.2.5.3, the condition of affiliation in Case B, has 
been summarized. In the bottom row of the table, the arrow shows that on the factors, 
the group encountered difficulties at the beginning, and these difficulties were solved 
later. 
Table 5.2.5.3 
Affiliation in Case B 
Refused to be registered at beginning; 
Situation on the factor Dual-affiliation was established later with 





Same as in Case A，the analysis on legitimacy for Case B shall converge on the 
recognition from the immediate and boarder settings the group located. However, what 
made a difference was that the Case B appeared to be more connected to the broader 
society outside the hospital owing to its dual-affiliation relationship and public attention 
attracted. 
5.2.6.1 Within hospitals: achieved legitimacy 
The Guangzhou parents group initiated on an academic conference of pediatric 
oncology under the acquiescence of doctors from six hospitals in Guangzhou. Therefore, 
the group decided to conduct activities in these six hospitals. The first group activity 
started in Z2 hospital in August 2006. In the same and following months, the group 
initiated the activities in other hospitals. At the outset of activities, it was not smooth as 
it seemed to be. As Ms. LYR, the vice leader of the group at that time, recalled, some 
physicians were worried about negative effects the group would incur, as they had never 
seen such form of groups. However, immediately after witnessing the sharing sessions 
and other mutual-support activities, the wariness was gone, and the physicians became 
more supportive. Two months later, up to October 2006, the group had spread the 
activities in all six hospitals. The change of attitudes reflected that the physicians' 
recognitions on the group, as perceived by the parents members of the group. In fact, the 
interests of the parents and the physicians converged on the functions of the group as to 
improve the overall efficiency of treatments. In Table 5.2.6.1，the congruent recognition 
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on the functions of the group in the treatment was displayed. Within the hospitals, the 
two main parties involved achieved accordance of views on the functions of the group 
and the benefits the group brought to the treating processes. Therefore, the group 
activities were approved and supported in the hospitals. 
Table 5.2.6.1 
Within hospital recognition in Case B 
Physicians Parents Notes 
Overall The existence of the group was This group was necessary for The existence of 
Appraisal valuable the new parents. the group was 
recognized and 
The group was accepted and therefore accepted 
recognized by physicians widely by the physicians, 
among the hospitals. 
Common The group improves the Mutual-support could help The two parties 
Interest communication between the the parents rebuild hope to shared the same 
patients and the physicians as a persist in treatments. interests in the 
bridge. group. The interests 
The group soothes the new particularly 
It help the parents rebuild hope in parents by offering converged on the 
treatment psychological support. positive effect the 
group brought to 
It offered psychological support The group enhances the treatment 
among the parents, which the communication between the through providing 
physicians are not able to provide, parents and the physicians. support to the new 
parents. 
5.2.6.2 Tightening the relations with the professionals 
The group gained the physician's ratification in the hospitals as they shared the same 
interests with the physicians in the treatment processes. Besides, it had other strategies 
to strengthen such a favorable relationship. Generally, there were two ways in which the 
group tightened the relations with the pivotal figures in each pediatric oncology unit. 
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The first way is that the group actively joined the academic conferences of the 
professionals, and strengthened the mutual understandings between the group and the 
professionals. Dr. HK, a physician of Z2 hospital said: 
Excerpt: 
Our oncology society has academic conference regularly. We offered a platform for 
them. When we had conference, they (parents) would join. We hope the parents ’ 
activities could be brought more close to the doctors' ideas. So they were active to 
participate. 
(CB-INT-HK-p4-d8) 
The connection between the group and the professional was strengthened as the 
professionals from each hospital were be informed of the progress of the group, and 
discussions on the group among the professionals increased, which improved the 
understandings and recognitions on the group. The physician informants believed that 
the group had been widely recognized and accepted among the professional participants 
from hospitals in Guangzhou. 
The second way that the group strengthened favorable relationships with the pivotal 
figures in the hospitals was to dine the directors of pediatric oncology units annually 
around the New Year. This practice was initiated by the leader of the group. According 
to the leader, personal relations with the directors were very important for the group, 
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and sometimes only personal relations could "make thing happen". With these two 
strategies, the group maintained a desirable relationship with the professionals, both 
organizationally and personally, which were appraised as a guarantee the smooth 
implantations of activities in the hospitals. 
5.2.6.3 Legitimacy in the society: from illegal to legitimatized 
Failed attempt to registration 
Unlike the legitimacy within hospitals achieved through gaining recognition from the 
physicians, the legitimacy in the broader society was the "Achilles' heel" of the group 
for a long period of time. Around October 2006，as the group had commenced activities 
in the hospitals, the leaders and members considered that the group should have a 
legitimate identity. According to the informants, the group was always haunted by the 
fear of being asked to present an authorized identity. The group thus decided to register 
a social organizational. An application was submitted to the Civil Affairs Bureau. The 
reply was that the Public Health Bureau should take charge, because the group 
concerned the relationship between patients and physicians. The parents turned to the 
Public Health Bureau and received a reply that the group should be registered as a social 
organization, as the nature of the group was not about medicine but social service. 
Finally, an officer of Civil Affairs Bureau advised the parents give up the application, 
indicating that "the government was having a control on any social organization and 
their application shall have no chance’，. With no other choice, the group had to abandon 
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the attempt to register. The problem of illegitimate identity was not solved until the 
group affiliated to GACA. 
Obtaining a legitimate identity 
As the group was accepted by GACA, it simultaneously gained a legitimate identity, 
with which the group leader and members felt "secure", when the group organized 
activities inside or outside the hospitals. As GACA was an officially recognized and 
lawfully registered social organization, the affiliation relation with the association 
guaranteed the group legitimacy to act in the society. In particular, as Mr. LZY 
perceived, in contacts with the governmental organs and cooperation with firm and 
formal social organizations, the legal identity of the group was a "must". 
Compelling changes were found on the appearance of group in the public and 
cooperation with other organizations. Before the group gained a legitimate identity in 
June 2007, it never directly showed up in the public or cooperated with other 
organizations. From June 2007 to June 2008, the group for at least seven times 
participated in or co-organized public events. The increased public participation has 
been depicted in Figure 5.2.6.3. 
Through participations in the public activities and events, the group was able to build its 
reputations. As the leader said, participating and organizing these events helped 
enhancement of credibility and accountability of the group, and make the group popular 
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among other voluntary organizations. As a result, the group could access more resources 
in the society and attract thus more attention like a rapidly growing snowball. 
Sometimes, to organize the events was a crucial means to attract sponsorship, which 
was an important financial source for the group as manifested in the previous analysis. 
Figure 5.2.6.3 







Period of Time. 
2006 (2nd Haif) 2007 ( I s Half) I 2007 (2ad Half) 200S (1 2 Half) 
Without Legitimate Identity With Legitimate Identity 
Affiliated to GACA in June 2007 
Still haunting worries 
However, some parents were still worried about the group's future concerning its 
legitimacy, as they felt a negative stance the government was taking on the issue of 
social organization. Best reflected in the following excerpt of conversation was the 
uncertainty carried by the parents: 
Excerpt: 
Frankly, under the political situation of China, what can you expect? You don't 
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imagine your hope would come true. Let alone the politics, everywhere is pet project 
nowadays! No one wants to do something basic. By now, we have been lucky and 
encountered minor problems. If someday, we run into ill luck, [the government] shall 
ban the parent group. You can ’t anticipate, can you? For all the groups, the most 
important force is government ’s support. Nothing is impossible if the government 
supports. You are immediately banned, if the government sees you as illegal. 
Everything depends on the government. 
(CB-INT- WGYl-pll-d22; pl2-d25) 
The social-political circumstance was beyond the investigation of the current study, 
however, it is noteworthy that although the Case B was relatively well-off compared to 
the Case A, the parents from the two groups did not differ much on the views of the 
government's attitude toward their group. The unfriendly governmental stance could be 
oppressive to the future development of the group as perceived by these parents. 
5.2.6.4 Summary 
In this section, the legitimacy issue of the group was analyzed. In the hospitals, the 
group was accepted and recognized by the physicians, since the parents and physicians 
shared the same interests. The group was recognized to be effective in performing three 
functions in the processes of treatment. Firstly, it bridged the parents and physicians and 
contributed to the smooth communication between the two parties. Secondly, the group 
was effective to help the new parents rebuild their hope in treatment. Thirdly, the group 
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could provide psychological support among the parents. In a nutshell, the group 
achieved legitimacy in the hospitals. In the broader society, the group began with an 
illegal status, and the attempt to register was proved a failure. Fortunately, the group 
solved this problem through affiliating to GACA. With a legitimate identity conferred 
by the affiliation relationship with GACA, the group was enabled to participate in the 
public events and access more resources. However, some parents were still haunted by 
the unpredictable future of the group under the social political atmosphere perceived as 
adverse to the development of the group. In sum, the group was temporarily relieved 
from the legitimacy difficulties in the society, though the future was seen as 
unpredictable. 
In Table 5.2.6.2, the condition of legitimacy in Case B, have been summarized, where in 
bottom row of the columns, in bottom row of the column of in-hospital legitimacy, “-” 
denotes that the group encountered no difficulties on this particular factor, while for 
out-hospital legitimacy, the arrow is used to indicate that on this factors, the group 
encountered difficulties at the beginning, and these difficulties were solved later. 
Table 5.2.6.2 
Legitimacy 
In-hospital legitimacy Out-hospital legitimacy 
Within hospital legitimacy In lack of out-hospital legitimacy at first, 
Situation on the factor achieved through being and later achieved through affiliating to 
recognized by the physicians GACA 
Difficulties N/A N/A 
- -
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5.3 Responding to research question 1: what are the difficulties? 
In the previous paragraphs, the condition on each factor contributing to the maintenance 
and development of the group were displayed. Fewer difficulties have been found in 
Case B than in Case A. Among the difficulties, shortage of new core member was 
identified to be a long lasting problem of the group. Although the group so far had not 
encountered a net decrease in members, the absence of new core member was indicated 
to be a future danger to the group. In some way, the group was purposefully managing 
the recruitment, but the parents attracted to the group were unexceptional 
non-persistent. 
On three of other aspects, the group encountered difficulties at the beginning, and later 
was able to find a solution. Firstly, the group was experiencing a financial strain during 
the beginning stage, as it had been solely relying on the financial contribution of the 
parent participants, which was proved unsustainable. In October and November of 2006, 
the group was in considerable austerity. At the end of December 2006, the group was 
relieved from the strain, supported by the PKW Charitable Fund, a peer organization in 
ICCCPO. The support was renewed for the year of 2007, which covered the basic daily 
expenditures of the group. As the group obtained a legal identity, it further broke away 
from the economic difficulties and managed to financially sustain itself through 
different channels. 
Secondly, the unaffiliated status was another difficulty initially facing the group. 
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Although the group was able to spread and maintain the activities in the hospitals, it was 
vulnerable as disconnected to and unassisted by external resources. Since the ICCCPO 
decided to financially support the group, the situation started to change, and in the 
following year of 2007, the group established two affiliation relationships with two 
organizations, the international ICCCPO and the local GACA. As affiliated with 
ICCCPO, the group ensured a stable financial source, and with GACA, the group gained 
a legal identity, both of which were demonstrated as critical propellers for the group. 
Thirdly, the legitimacy of the group in the society was a fatal threat to the group, as the 
parents perceived. For the first whole year, the group was haunted by the illegitimatized 
identity, and substantively affected by this difficulty in a way that external resources 
were considerably cut off. Along with the established affiliation relationships with 
GACA, this difficulty was finally solved. The group gained a legal identity in the 
society finally. Remarkable increase on the group's involvement in the pubic programs 
and large-scale events appeared after the group's identity was legitimatized. The group 
was consequently enjoying a better condition in its maintenance and development. 
A noteworthy fact was that except the membership difficulties, other difficulties 
appeared in the early stage of the group was all solved later owing to the affiliation 
status of the group, which implied that access to the external resources might to a great 
extent stimulate the group to a better condition of maintenance and development. 
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Factors contributing to the maintenance and development of the group have been 
summarized in Table 5.3, where in the last row a “+” denotes that difficulties were 
reported on the particular factor, and a ‘‘-” shows that no difficulties were found on that 
factor. Arrows were used to indicate that on certain factors the group encountered 


























































































































































































































































































































































































5.4 Responding to research question 2 & 3: how are the difficulties 
mutually linked, and linked with the maintenance and development of 
the groups? 
In previous discussions in this chapter, we went through each factor contributing to the 
maintenance and development of the group in Case B and found that only on few 
factors the group experienced difficulties. As the group was on the other extreme of 
group condition compared to Case A, it shall be meaningful to compare two groups on 
the particular factors. Furthermore, the group of Case B encountered some difficulties in 
the beginning phase, but later was able to solve them. It is thus rather beneficial to 
understand how the group solved the difficulties. For the propose of clearer presentation, 
another figure depicting the critical factors prescribed in the conceptual framework, and 
their mutual influences manifested in Case B was displayed (see Figure 5.4). Arrows 
here were used to indicate positive associations between the factors. The dashed arrows 
denoted hypothetical positive associations which have not been confirmed in this case. 
Grey box, namely the one containing membership, indicated that difficulties occurred 
on the factor, while the white ones indicated that there were no difficulties on the 
particular factors. It should be noted that the figure depicted the group condition of Case 
B as recent as I completed the study in June 2008，and therefore the factors of finance, 
affiliation, and out-hospital legitimacy were showing status of no difficulties. Detailed 
explanation on each arrow shall be articulated respectively as followings. 
Professional Involvement and In-hospital Legitimacy 
Same as in Case A, the factors of professional involvement and in-hospital legitimacy 
were found to be overlapping in terms of the iterative investigations. In this setting, they 
were both reflecting the recognitions from the professionals. The achievement of 
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in-hospital legitimacy embodied the professional involvement. Inversely, if the group 
were not recognized by the professionals, or had the professionals involved, it would 
not have been achieved the in-hospital legitimacy. Still, it has to be noted here that the 
professional involvement was not hereby considered an unnecessary factor in the group. 
It was combined to another factor only because these two factors have employed 
overlapping investigations on the same aspects of the group in the current case. 
Figure 5.4 
Mutual linkages among factors contributing to the maintenance and development in Case B 
Out-hospital btrhofpitalLtgilaiuiiy 
AFFILIATION GACA ‘ 
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In-hospital Legitimacy and Logistics 
For Case B，the logistical problems were similarly solved since the group was supported 
by the professionals, in other words as it achieved in-hospital legitimacy. However, 
while it is right to conclude that the achievement of in-hospital was a sufficient 
condition, it is wrong to conclude that to achieve the in-hospital legitimacy was the only 
way to meet the logistical requirements of the group, as there might be other methods. 
For example, the group also relied partly on the external support from organizations 
such as the Guangzhou Youth Palace to meet the logistical needs, after it gained legal 
identity. 
Affiliation and In-hospital Legitimacy 
As recorded in the chronicle of Case B, the two affiliation relationships were confirmed 
in June and November of 2007. Even before ICCCPO financially supported the group, 
which reflected a substantial affiliation relationship, the group had been active and 
achieved the recognition of professionals in all six hospitals. Therefore, it is wrong to 
conclude that the affiliation status had propelled the achievement of in-hospital 
legitimacy of the group. There was either no evidence showing that the group's 
legitimacy in the hospital was enhanced by the affiliation status. Therefore, a link 
between the two factors was not included in Figure 5.4. 
Affiliation and Out-hospital Legitimacy 
The affiliation relationship with GACA equipped the group with a legitimate identity in 
the broader society. The group was not able to act in the public until it had such a legal 
identity. Therefore, it was proper to conclude that the affiliation status of Case B was 
sufficient for achievement of the out-hospital legitimacy. 
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Affiliation and Finance 
The affiliation relationship with ICCCPO solved the financial problem of the group at 
the group's most difficult time. Later this sum of support became a stable financial 
source for the group, though it was not the only source. 
Out-hospital Legitimacy and Finance 
As described in the section on affiliation of the group (see Figure 5.2.6.3), after the 
group obtained a legal identity, it was enabled to participate in public programs and had 
more opportunities to cooperate with other organizations in the societies, which 
broadened the financial sources for the group. Patronages together with program funds 
constituted another important source of finance for the group. 
Membership and Leadership 
The main difficulty on the factor of membership for Case B was shortage of new core 
members. According to the conceptual framework, the difficulties on the factor of 
membership would directly affect the maintenance and development of the group. 
However, in this case, such impacts were not confirmable. Likewise in case A，the 
difficulty of core member shortage was instead found to exert certain influence on the 
factor of leadership. The parent informants anticipated such influences would appear in 
the future, but at same time indicated that there had not occurred such influence. 
Therefore, the impacts on the leadership were hypothetical, indicated by a dashed 
arrow. 
On the factor of leadership, the group had no difficulties as there was a strong leader in 
the group. He committed in the group and devoted much time on the group affairs. 
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Meanwhile, he also held clear plan for the future of the group, and thus led the group 
away from ambiguous direction of development. Moreover, he made use of his personal 
networks to attract a great deal of external resources for the group. Therefore, the group 




6.1 Comparing the two cases 
In the preceding two chapters, I focused on the two cases respectively to reach 
understandings on the difficulties facing the groups in their maintenance and 
development. In this chapter, the findings from the two individual cases shall be 
synthesized to make comparisons. Before making comparison on the factors 
contributing to the maintenance and development of the group, I shall first exhibit the 
comparability of the two cases in an attempt to exclude the possible interference of 
other external or internal factors. This work is intended to put the two cases in the same 
context so that the comparison should focus only on the factors found in relation to the 
maintenance and development of the group. 
6.1.1 Commonalities 
6.1.1.1 A shared history 
As described in the chronicles of the two cases, the groups initiated on the same 
ICCCPO conference and at the same time. Even before the two groups came into the 
formalized stage, they shared the similar history of unplanned and instable 
mutual-support inside the hospital. The two cases therefore could be viewed as twin 
groups as they started. The common history help exclude the influence of time 
difference, as it would be problematic to compare two groups living in much separated 
time periods. 
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6.1.1.2 Common group type 
The two groups shared same type, being parents group of children with cancers. The 
same group type in succession decided that the groups shared the same group goals and 
similar forms of activities. It has been confirmed in my study that the group goals of the 
two cases were similar as stated in the group documents and manifested in the group 
actions. Moreover, the two groups had identical forms of practice in the beginning phase. 
Sharing meetings among parents within the hospital, educational lectures, and ward 
visitations were among the most frequent forms of group activities. With the same goals 
and forms of activities, the two groups were sharing the same needs on the resources. 
6.1.1.3 Similar social-political circumstances 
The form of group activities has decided that hospital is their immediate setting. 
However, as the groups were separated in two different cities in China. The different 
local social-political circumstances would become a threat to the comparison. 
Responding to such threat, I would argue on the following three key points to prove that 
the influence of social circumstance shall not distort the comparisons. Firstly, the cities 
where the two groups located were Shanghai and Guangzhou, which are both 
metropolitan cities enjoying same level of economic development. Secondly, the two 
cities are ruled under a same political regime, and influenced by same political agenda, 
which secures that the local governments were not taking distinct standpoints on such 
groups. Thirdly, concerning the policies regulating the public affairs of social 
organizations, both cities are governed by the Regulation on Registration and 
Administration of Social Organizations issued by the central government. Hence in this 
case, there is no remarkable difference on the social-political circumstances in the two 
cases, which is expected to secure more meaningful comparisons. 
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6.1.2 Differences 
6.1.2.1 Contrasting situations on maintenance and development of the groups 
Although the two groups set out at the same time, they ran into contrasting situations 
after a period of time. The group in Shanghai came to a cessation after being active for 
eight months at the beginning of year 2007, while the group in Guangzhou has 
successfully sustained itself, and in June 2008 celebrated its second anniversary. For this 
study, contrasting situations of maintenance and development is the most meaningful 
difference between the two cases. As the two cases showed differences on this feature, 
the comparisons made on the factors maintenance and development would draw more 
meaningful outputs, when influences of other factors were excluded. 
6.1.2.2 Different hospital coverage 
Another major difference between the two groups was that their activities covered 
different number of hospitals, as the group in Shanghai only served one hospital, while 
the group in Guangzhou served six. However, this difference did not induce 
dissimilarities on the group goals and form of group activities. Still, possible consequent 
changes due to the different coverage of hospitals would be on the leadership and 
membership structure or other aspects of the group. Unfortunately, in this two-case 
design, I am not able to address variations on the number of the hospital, and if this 
factor were to be controlled, more cases should be included. 
6.2 Controlled comparison 
6.2.1 Controlling the factors 
Controlling Affiliation, Out-hospital Legitimacy, and Finance in Case B 
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As described previously, the Guangzhou group experienced difficulties since the outset 
for a period of time (see Table 5.4). The difficulties mainly existed on the factor of 
Finance, and the Out-hospital Legitimacy, and later were solved along with the receipt 
of financial support from PKW Charitable Fund and affiliation to the GACA, which 
were both categorized in the factor of affiliation of the group. Therefore, to rule out the 
influences of these factors, we shall turn back to the outset of the group and excerpt the 
specific period of time before the group received the financial aids from PKW 
Charitable Funds and maintained its activities inside the hospital. This period of time 
started from August, when the group commenced its activities in the hospitals, and to 
December 2006, when the group firstly received external financial aids. 
This period of time of Case B is considered a suitable counterpart of the Case A for 
making comparisons, not because of a matter of “time’，- although Case A coincidently 
declined at the same time period, but because of theoretical considerations, as the group 
were in relatively even situations in respect of factors contributing to the maintenance 
and development of the groups. Specifically, the two groups were not receiving any 
external support and their affiliation status by then had not brought them any significant 
assistance. After the ruling out the influences from factors of affiliation, out-hospital 
legitimacy on the factor of finance in Case B, the two cases have been fairly standing on 
an even ground. Therefore, comparisons could be conducted only to probe the 
difference on the remaining factors, namely in-hospital legitimacy, leadership, 
membership, finance, and logistics. 
6.2.2 Making comparison 
Table 6.2.1.2 has included a Factor-Ordered Cross-Case Matrix displaying the 
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difficulties on each factor two groups encountered during this period of time, with 
factors of affiliation and out-hospital legitimacy precluded. From the matrix, we might 
have an overall understanding of the conditions of the two groups. Along with the static 
difficulties occurred on certain factors, the association among the factors depicted in 
cases respectively would also be necessary for the comparison, as our comparison shall 
focus on the factors directly influencing the maintenance and development of the group. 
After the factors of affiliation, out-hospital legitimacy were manipulated, the remaining 
factors and their relationship with maintenance and development of the groups are 
showed in the Figure 6.2.1.2. Given the patterns of factors and the difficulties occurred 
on them, I shall mainly use the "case-oriented comparative method” discussed by Ragin 
(1987: 34), based on the Mill's canons of comparative inquiry (Mill, 1843). The logic 
here is to compare the cases as they showed different outcomes (Ragin, 1987: 47)， 
which in this comparison was the varied situation on the factor of maintenance and 
development for each group. As the differences and similarities have been identified 
through empirical investigations, which certainly based on a theoretical ground of 
existing knowledge on the phenomenon, given the contrasting outcome, we shall be able 
to explore the decisive factors for the outcomes. Specifically, if a particular factor 
exhibits same conditions in both cases, it shall be eliminated from the responsible 
factors of the outcome. 
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Figure 6.2.1.1 
Remaining factors after influences of affiliation, out-hospital legitimacy on finance 
in Case B controlled 
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6.2.3 Results of comparison 
From the above comparison, we may conclude that difficulty on the factor of leadership 
is main predictors of a declining condition on maintenance and development of the 
groups. With Case A alone, we were only able to know that the leadership difficulties 
and financial strains together accounted largely for the declining condition of the group, 
but inhibited from scrutinizing the relative significance of the factors. Adding the Case 
B，we are allowed to manipulate the factor of finance. As Case A and Case B showed 
same condition on the factor of finance - having difficulties of financial strain, this 
factor was thus controlled. Given the other two factors, membership and logistics 
showed the same conditions across the two cases, comparison focused on the only 
variant factor, leadership, was applicable. This result might be interpreted as: for the 
groups, difficulties on leadership could be a more serious problem than the difficulties 
on finance. This finding is meaningful particularly for understanding Case A, as it 
seemed that the group was facing too many difficulties a one time, therefore resulting in 
a confusing scene. However, after contrasted by Case B, we might now have a further 
understanding that although the financial strain should be a serious difficulties for the 
group, which as been clearly identified by the parents, it was not a sufficient condition 
leading to a paralysis of the group. On the contrary, the difficulties on leadership were 
more serious problems for the group, which could sufficiently cause adverse conditions 
on the maintenance and development of the group. 
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However, this is a tentative conclusion calling for strengthening by implementing more 
replications on similar cases. To gain further confidence on this conclusion, more cases 
exhibiting the adverse conditions on finance and smooth conditions on leadership, while 
showing conforming conditions on other factors should be examined. Especially, those 
cases with such pattern on the factors of leadership and finance, combining an adverse 
condition on maintenance and development would provide critical opportunity to test 
this proposition, as in these cases, new factors causing the adverse condition of the 
sound maintenance and development of the group would possibly exist and be found. 
Similarly, cases exhibiting the adverse conditions on leadership and smooth conditions 
on finance would be welcomed, as they would offer opportunities for further examining 
how leadership would cause the mal-functioning of the group. Certainly, cases with 
such pattern, but showing a sound condition on maintenance and development would 
immediately overthrow the conclusion made in this study, as this combination is 
predicted not possible. However, interesting new factors would be bound to appear 
against the adverse conditions on factor of leadership, stimulating the sound 
maintenance and development of the group. 
6.3 Uncontrolled comparisons 
In the last section, I compared the two groups on the factors directly influencing the 
maintenance and development of the group, using a controlled comparative method to 
manipulate the factors of finance by ruling out the influences of affiliation and 
out-hospital legitimacy, and achieved a conclusion that the difficulties on leadership 
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should be more serious problem for the groups compared to the difficulties on finance. 
However, the comparison in this section shall not secured by a controlled method due to 
the infeasibility of factor manipulations. Instead, loose exploratory comparisons would 
be conducted to entertain the purpose of explorations in the factors that offered 
drastically different conditions in the two cases. 
In this section, I shall mainly examine three factors, affiliation，out-hospital legitimacy, 
and finance, which were precluded in the previous controlled comparison. As depicted 
in Figure 4.4 and Figure 5.4, they are believed to have certain association, however 
unclear particularly with Case A alone. Readers should note that, as the comparison 
shall relate to the affiliation status and out-hospital legitimacy, for Case B, we shall 
mainly included information after the group received financial assistance from ICCCPO, 
within the time period ranging from January 2007 to June 2008. 
6.3.1 Affiliation, host organizations, and Finance 
The affiliation statuses of the two groups were conspicuously different. When Case A 
was longing for more support from its host, Case B was benefited on both its finance 
and legitimacy from the affiliation status. I shall compare the three host organizations of 
the two groups, which offered support and restraints on the two groups. On nine 
different aspects, the characters of the three host organizations have been summarized in 
Table 6.3.1. It is easy to discover that there were apparent distinctions between the host 
organizations of the two cases. I shall mainly focus on the two aspects of origination 
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type and organizational missions, as in the individual studies on the two case, these two 
characters were found to highly relate to the support or restraints given to the group. 
Table 6.3.1 
Characteristics of host organizations of Case A and Case B 
SCMC ICCCPO GACA 
Institutional units International voluntary Registered social Organization Type 
(事業單位） organization organization 
Social Domain Market Social Social 
Governmental Bureau in Public Health N/A Civil Affairs Charge Profiting-making, Voluntary services, Organizational Missions Voluntary services academic research academic research 
Donations and Financial Sources Profits Donations and sponsorships sponsorships 
Administrative Yes No No 
Restraints 
Conveying No No Yes Legal Identity 
When the Case A was affiliated to a hospital, Case B was affiliated to two voluntary 
organizations. Setting aside ICCCPO, the international organization, SCMC and GACA 
were two organizations with distinct characters. The main differences between the 
organizations the two cases affiliated to were on the organization type and 
organizational missions. In China, hospitals are one type of "institutional units". After 
the economic reform, such institutions are required to financially rely on themselves. 
The support from local government only subsidized 5% of the annual fiscal plan of the 
hospital. Therefore, institutional units were largely marketized. This could have made a 
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difference on the attitudes of the hospital towards the group, since the hospital was 
profit oriented. By first sight, the missions of the hospital and the group were 
convergent at the well-being of the patients and their families. However, it was not 
exactly the case, for Case A. Although the physicians in the hospital generally expressed 
agreement to the group goals and recognized the group as a collaborator, the 
administrators reserved support to the group as host. Concerning the resources, the 
hospital turned into hesitation, as it was not able and at first place reluctant to support 
the group on finance. 
On the contrary, the organizations that Case B affiliated to were voluntary organizations. 
Particularly, as an organization for parents of children with cancer, ICCCPO，s aim for 
the better-off conditions of the population exactly matched the group goals of Case B. 
As for GACA, although it was not directly concerned with the population of parents of 
children with cancer, it shared the similar goals to promote the public welfare. As a 
result, the two organizations supported the group in provision of pecuniary support and 
lending legitimate identity. Furthermore, no restraints and regulations were found 
exerted on the group from the two host organizations. 
On the issue of legitimate identity on the society, the hospital refused to take the 
responsibility of warrantor for the registration of the group, and it did not allow the 
group to act in the public in the name of the hospital. Consequently, the group was 
confined in the hospital. However, it would be unfair to blame the hospital and ascribe 
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the difficulties on the registration to the hospital. As it was indeed beyond the 
responsibility of the hospital to accommodate such a group, as the organizational 
missions and interests were not one hundred seamlessly matched. 
As for financial aids, the ICCCPO offered a generous support to Case B. According to 
the president of PKW Charitable Fund, as a trustee and vice-president of the Asian 
branch of ICCCPO, it was his duty to search for such groups and provide support at the 
groups' preliminary stage, and he was glad to see the growth of Case B. To obtain the 
support from an organization, a best way might be to find a large organization with 
same organizational missions and affiliate to it. Considering the situation in China that 
there was no self-help clearing house or network of voluntary groups, a possible 
alternative is to search for international organizations. The experience of Case B to 
affiliate to an international organization has supplied many implications. Another 
concern should be whether the host organizations could afford financial support to the 
group. The other affiliation relationship of Case B was on the contrary - the group paid 
for membership in GACA, and the host organization never financially supported the 
group. 
In sum, the comparisons revealed that the host organizations could create drastically 
different living conditions for the group. Considering both the difficulties facing Case A 
on affiliation and the benefits brought by the affiliation status for Case B, the 
"organization type" and "organizational missions" of the host might be good explainers 
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of the difficulties facing the group in affiliation relationship. Future researches might 
further explore cases varying on these two aspects to achieve a deeper understanding on 
how the affiliation status influences the group. 
6.3.2 Affiliation and Out-hospital Legitimacy 
For Case B, the legitimacy were achieved and strengthened through two channels. The 
first was to obtain a legal identity, and the second was to participate in the pubic 
activities and programs. However, the former was a prerequisite of the latter. As 
experienced by Case A, if the group encountered difficulties in obtaining a legitimate 
identity, it would be impossible for it to involve in the broader society, not to mention 
the strengthened legitimacy. For Case A, the problem was that it was not allowed to act 
in the public in the name of the hospital, as prohibited by the hospital, and meanwhile it 
was either not entitled to act in its own name, as it was never officially registered. As a 
result, it had to face the difficulty of unattained out-hospital legitimacy. To get rid of this 
difficulty, the parents tried to register the group in the name of parents, however failed. 
This experience was shared the by the parents in Case B. They almost received the same 
reply that to register the group in the name of a group of parents was beyond possibility. 
It therefore seemed that to establish an affiliation relationship was the only possible way 
to gain a legal identity for the groups, which would be the first and most important step 
in achievement of out-hospital legitimacy. In Case B, the parents finally found an 
organization that could lend legitimacy to the group, while the parents in Case A did not 
attempt any alternative throughout the active period of the group. As discussed 
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previously, here the organization type and organization missions were probably relevant. 
In sum, the occurrence of difficulties on affiliation would be sufficient condition for the 
occurrence of difficulties on the out-hospital legitimacy. 
6.3.3 Out-hospital Legitimacy and Finance 
Equipped with out-hospital legitimacy, the group would be permitted to access more 
resources in the society. As described in the within case analysis of Case B, the group 
was able to attract patronages or bid for program funds. In forms of cooperation with 
other organizations, the group might also reinforce its legitimacy like a snowball so that 
more external support was likely to appear. For Case A, the relationship of out-hospital 
legitimacy and finance was not confirmed as the group never actually participated in the 
broader society outside the hospital. Only the parents assured that the group would have 
no difficulties on finance if it were acting in the society. Coupled with the situation in 
Case B，it might be proper to infer that the group of Case A would be better-off if it had 
solved the difficulties on out-hospital legitimacy and consequently ameliorated 
difficulty on finance, though it would be wrong to say that difficulties on out-hospital 
legitimacy caused difficulty on finance. 
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Chapter Seven 
Conclusions, Discussions, Implications, and Limitations 
7.1 Conclusions 
In this study, to fulfill the research objectives and answer the research questions, a case 
study incorporating two cases show contrasting conditions on group maintenance and 
development was implemented. The research findings showed that the self-help groups 
under study were facing various difficulties on the factors contributing to their 
maintenance and development. For Case A, the specific difficulties facing the Shanghai 
group were indistinct leadership structure, new core member shortage, tight finance, 
reserved support from the hospital, and unachieved out-hospital legitimacy. For Case B, 
the specific difficulties facing the Guangzhou group were new core member shortage, 
tight finance, unaffiliated status, and unachieved out-hospital legitimacy. However, 
while the Shanghai group declined with none of difficulties solved, the Guangzhou 
group managed to find solutions to some of the difficulties later in the evolution. The 
Guangzhou group benefited from the dual affiliation relationships with ICCCPO and 
GACA. In the connection with ICCCPO, the group had the financial difficulties solved, 
and from the affiliation with GACA, the group achieved out-hospital legitimacy. 
With regard to the linkages among the difficulties and their connections to the overall 
maintenance and development of the group, conclusions have been drawn from 
cross-case comparisons. Firstly, although several factors were included in the original 
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conceptual framework, indicated contributing to the maintenance and development of 
the self-help groups, as the research findings have manifested, the difficulties appeared 
on these factors do not all directly associate with the maintenance and development of 
the groups. The difficulties on leadership, finance, and logistics have been identified to 
directly affect the maintenance and development of the group, while the difficulties on 
professional involvement, affiliation, in-hospital legitimacy, and out-hospital legitimacy 
would indirectly affect the maintenance and development of the group through exerting 
impacts on the factor of finance and logistics. 
Secondly, for the groups in this study, the professional involvement and in-hospital 
legitimacy are found to be two overlapping factors, as they have reflected iterative 
investigations on the same aspect of the group, and thus mutually inclusive. The 
achievement of in-hospital legitimacy is identified to be linked with the smoothness of 
logistics of the group. As for the difficulties on affiliation, they are directly associated 
with out-hospital legitimacy of the group, and they are also associated with difficulty on 
finance. In regard to the difficulty on out-hospital legitimacy, they are associated with 
the difficulties on finance and logistics. 
Thirdly, among the factors predicted to directly contribute to the maintenance and 
development of the group, difficulties on membership are not evidently associated with 
the condition of maintenance and development of the group in the two cases under study. 
Hypothetically, in a longitudinal perspective, the difficulties on the membership would 
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exert influence on the factor of the leadership. Among the remaining factors of 
leadership, finance, and logistics, specifically for Case A, the difficulty on the factor of 
leadership has been identified to account for the unfavorable condition of maintenance 
and development. While the difficulties on finance and logistics are associated with the 
condition of maintenance and development of the group, they are not strong predicators 
of the unfavorable condition. 
With respect of the roles of social workers in the self-help group, involvement of social 
workers was identified in only Case A. Generally, the social workers were not involved 
as intensive as they were expected to, and their involvement was administrative in 
nature rather than based on the professional skills and values of social work. Mainly 
three roles have been played by the social workers in relation to the group. Among them 
are gatekeepers, logistical supporters, and emotional supporters. In the role of 
gatekeepers, the social workers stood on the hospital's interests and inspected the group 
activities. The latter two roles are supportive in nature, however have been proved 
irregularly and infrequently played by the social workers. 
7.2 Discussions 
7.2.1 Members and leader in the self-help groups: “free-riders，，and "burn-out" 
On the issue of membership, it is sad to find that for both cases, no matter in good or 
bad condition of maintenance, shortage of new core members was a potential threat. 
When the group activities were on the whole welcomed and joined by the parents, the 
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fact that the parents were apathetic to the administrative affairs of the group is more 
intriguing. The similar problem was noticed by some other researchers, for example, 
Oka (2003) found the same situation in self-help groups for parents where a small group 
of devoted individuals are providing services to many passive "service receivers，，has 
been created. The researcher used the term "free-riders" to describe such situation. Best 
suggested by Albanese and Van Fleet (1985: 246), the "free-riders" situations commonly 
occur in large groups where "rational individuals will feel that the costs of organizing a 
group are not justified by the benefits to be received，，，and thus tend to avoid the costs， 
while sharing as same proportion of the public good as those who are devoted. As a 
result, "it will be each potential member's best interest to let someone else bear the costs 
of organization." Although this theory is originally applied in the domain of economics, 
it is suitable to be applied here in the parents group. The group was conducted activities 
providing information and care skills for the participants, however required no 
contribution from them. The participants thus shared the "public good’，- information 
and skills here, and rationally reduced their costs - devotion in the group here. The same 
problem has been found in other voluntary organizations and self-help group, with 
different group type though (King, Stewart, King & Law, 2000; Maton, 1988; Medvene 
& Teal，1997; Medvene, Volk & Meissen, 1997; Revenson & Cassel, 1991; Matzat, 
1993; Iwata, 1993). When the research findings in this study did not directly manifest 
impacts of this problem on the group, it is worth noting that this problem might 
influence the long-term steadiness of the group. The leader and members of the 
self-help groups of such kind should be alert on this problem, and purposefully 
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introduce some strategies to ameliorate if not utterly avoid, such condition. For instance, 
to include new parents to work with the existing members in organizing the group 
activities instead of mere "provision of services" to the parents might be a good way to 
attract new members, as direct participation might raise the parents' sense of belonging 
to the group. 
Related to the membership problem is the issue of leadership. The two cases in this 
research showed contrasting scenes on leadership, and the strong leadership in Case B 
enormously decided the different fate contrasting to that of Case A. It was not surprising 
to find the leader's important role in the group, as they have been widely recognized to 
play a wide range of and sometime pivotal roles in the voluntary groups and 
organizations (Revenson & Cassel，1991). However, on the other hand, we shall be 
aware that the leader was burdened by many of the administrative matters. As the leader 
himself disclosed, he was working like a "full-time worker，，in the group. Therefore, 
leader has been heavily loaded. Theoretically and practically, when a leader is 
overloaded, he or she might be at the risk of "burn-out". Much has been discussed first 
in the literature on professionals in domains of human services about their burn-out 
problems (Maslach & Jackson, 1984), and similar situations were found on the self-help 
group leaders (Meisson, Gleason & Embree, 1991; Meissen & Volk, 1994). Specifically, 
the term burn-out indicates syndromic problem of both physical and psychological 
exhaustion that occur among individuals who do "people work” of some kind (Maslach 
& Jackson, 1986: 1; Zastraw: 1984). For the voluntary organizations such as self-help 
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groups, a predictable consequence of burn-out would be retreat from the group, which 
might constitute a serious and even fatal strike to the group if it were happening on the 
leader of the group. For Case B, the leader was more than an important participant in the 
group activities, but also the resource mobilizer of the group. It is therefore very likely 
that the group would be cut from external resources, once the leader leaves the group. 
When the problem is easy to be identified, the solution was not. A possible practice that 
might contribute to relieve the danger is to share the leadership among the members. By 
sharing leadership, I did not mean an vague leadership structure, which might be more 
problematic, but to suggest that the responsibility on the sole leader should be shared 
among other members in ways of, probably, scheduled election and division of 
responsibilities. At the mean time, the new member shortage problem should be given 
high recognition, as the existing members are as well exposed to the danger of burn-out, 
if any of one was overloaded. 
7.2.2 Group legitimacy and affiliation in the Chinese context 
Legitimacy, in the discussions on self-help groups, has been widely framed as a concern 
of acceptance and recognition of professionals and the society in the western literature 
(Lieberman, 1979: 415-420; Adams, 1990: 79-80). As "alternatives" to other helping 
resources, particularly the professional services (Lieberman, 1979: 415), self-help 
groups must justify their accountabilities and demonstrate effectiveness both to the 
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clients it serves and the "alternatives" it potentially substitute. Due to the emphasis on 
the functions and professional sanctions of the group, discussions on the legitimacy 
issue beyond the concerns of accountability were relatively rare in the western literature, 
with the only exception of those on the advocacy and "survival" groups, for which to 
gain the legitimacy in the broader society was the primary goal (Levy, 1976; Lieberman, 
1979). However, as this study has revealed, the situation in China is different. The 
legitimacy issue for the self-help groups is not only about the professionals' recognition 
and sanction, which is certainly of considerable importance for the maintenance and 
development of the groups, but also with close relation to the recognition in the broader 
society, primarily in forms of governmental sanctions and legal identities. On this topic, 
although scarce literature is available directly discussing the self-help group in China, 
• • * 
there exist some works on the legitimacy problems of non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs), which have provided meaningful perspectives on this topic. 
As a basic requirement, the organization in the society has to conform to the "value" 
and "norms" of the larger society before the legitimacy could be achieved (Dowling & 
Pfeffer, 1975). Practically, legitimacy could simply be interpreted as "a right to be and 
do something in the society，，(Brown, et al, 2001). When it is easy to understand, to 
conceptualize and measure is difficult, subject to the diverse social and political settings. 
Gao (2000) has proposed a four-dimension framework for discussing the legitimacy 
issue for social organizations in China. As he states, the "social", "administrative", 
* "Non-governmental organizations" is interchangeably referred to as "social organization" in China. 
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"political", and "legal" elements in legitimacy issue for social organizations in China 
are four interwoven aspects, finally subject to the test of registration. While the former 
two elements are pertinent to the in-hospital legitimacy in my study, the latter two are 
related to the out-hospital legitimacy of the self-help groups. Reflected in this study, the 
elements of "political" and ‘legal，，to a great extent interactive, as the administration of 
registration processes have been found arbitrary. This arbitrariness was not surprising as 
such problem has been identified by other researchers. Ma (2002) pointed out that "the 
current policy (governing registration) leaves ample room for the government to 
interpret the policy according to the Chinese Communist Party's (CCP) current agenda 
or political situation", which has led to a situation where the registered social 
organizations are occupying only a small proportion of the existing social and cultural 
groups. Moreover, as some scholars see it, although the social space is opened up in 
China, the state has continued to "dominate" such space and reorganize the newly 
emergent organizations’，（Saich, 2000). Therefore, for those unregistered groups, the 
only choices seem to either confine their activities in a very limited scope, or to obtain a 
legal identity. As this study has revealed, the first choice was not desirable for the 
healthy maintenance and development of the groups, as without a legal identity, they 
could be under various external pressure, the “illegal，，status itself was discouraging and 
often haunting the core participants in the groups. Therefore, the second choice, 
specifically to obtain a legal identify, seems relatively preferable. However, the there 
was only handful of precedent in which self-help groups successfully register 
themselves. An extraordinarily well documented case was the Shanghai Cancer 
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Rehabilitation Club (SCRC), which achieved registration through establishing close 
relationship with the Civil Affair Bureau (Zhang, 2001; Mok, Zhang, Zhang, 2001). The 
successful experience of SCRC somehow unfolds a discouraging scene that only a good 
relationship with the government could ensure a legal identity for the groups. Then what 
about those small-scale grassroot groups? The experience of Case B has provided a 
solution. To affiliate to large legal organizations and borrow legitimate identity from the 
hosts was probably a desirable way for the grassroot groups bearing disadvantages in 
establish a favorable relationship directly with the government. In fact, this is a strategic 
evasion rather than shortcut, as it is stated in Article 3 of Regulation on Registration and 
Administration of Social Organizations that "the regulations do not apply to the state 
organs and groups, enterprises and institutional units (事業單位)，and their internal 
bodies or groups ”. 
However, quite effectively, an affiliation status could immediate help the group evade 
the regulation and control of the government and open up the space for actions in the 
larger society. As the research findings have shown, the host organization should be 
carefully chosen. At a minimum degree should the group have conflicts with the host on 
the interests. Desirably, should the group's goal converge with that of the host, the group 
would probably enjoy a better condition of development. 
7.2.3 Professional involvement: medical staff and social workers 
In the report of this study, I used "professionals，，to refer to only the medical staff in the 
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hospital, as the social worker took upon roles as administrators. However, this might 
have been a strange phenomenon, especially for those who knew inadequately about 
development of professional social work in China, assuming that social workers should 
perform in the same way as in the western contexts. To discuss the issue with reference 
to the western literature, and incorporate the established professional perspective of 
social work, I shall regard social work as a professional practice in hospital setting here 
in the discussion part, and comment on situations manifested in the current study. 
7.2.3.1 Social work as a new profession in a secondary setting 
Social work is a new profession in China, and medical setting is an emergent realm for 
social work practice (Liu, 2006). In the western practice, the social workers often work 
in interdisciplinary teams, collaborating with other professionals, such as physicians and 
nurses, in the hospitals (Beder, 2006: 5; Cowles, 2003: 18), and taking on the jobs 
starting from preadmission planning to discharge planning services, throughout the 
whole duration of the patients' stay (Bascom, et al, 1982: 11). Specifically in the 
pediatric oncology units, pertinent to this study, the social workers traditionally provide 
concrete services such as referrals to community agencies, discharge plans, financial 
aids; and supportive services, for example counseling and facilitating adjustment (Beder, 
2006: 75-76). Practically, hospital is secondary setting for social work practice, where 
role ambiguity usually occur and the social workers, after so many years of exploration, 
are still struggling to justify their positions in the hospitals (Cowles, 2003: 7; Wong, 
Chan, & Tam，2000; Ross, 1993; Davidson, 1990). 
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Interestingly, the situation manifested in this study was in high agreement with the 
documented experience of the western medical social work practice, though for China 
the social work practice in hospital was at a rudimentary stage of development. The 
social workers in this study were exploring their roles in the process of medical 
treatment. While many departmental plans were set in congruence with the professional 
goals and values, for example “to work towards the psycho-social needs of the familes，，， 
they were rarely implemented. According to the social workers, lack of manpower and 
professional skills were hindering the provision of services. However, as the research 
has shown, the role and identity ambiguities were more serious problems. On the one 
hand, similar as in the western context, the social workers are facing the role ambiguity. 
They do not grasp a clear vision on what and how the social workers should provide 
services in the hospitals, and nor did they have enough experience in working with the 
physicians as professional social workers. On the other hand, they were facing identity 
confusions, as they were at the same time administrators of the hospital. As Cowles 
(2003: 24) has indicated, a hospital is an organization simultaneously dominated by two 
lines of commands: the bureaucratic chain and the medical staff chain of authorities. In 
the case currently under study, the social workers could appropriately handle neither of 
the two, which has resulted in losing focus of professional services. 
Much has been discussed on the social work practice in the hospital in Case A, because 
it is intrinsically revealing for the improvement of social work services in the hospitals, 
and also because this was an issue pertaining to the self-help group in this setting. For 
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Case A in this study, the social workers have not been much helpful in the maintenance 
of the group. This was a sad scene. If to support the patients and their families were 
among the primary professional aims, the voluntary parents group was a time and 
resource-saving form of service the social workers should make full use of, particularly 
when the "resources are limited for the social work practice" as insisted by the social 
workers. While it is improper to blame the individual social workers, we shall question 
the professional values held by the social workers in a more general term, and the 
institutional problems embedded in the position setting of social work in the hospital. 
7.2.3.2 Physicians as referrers 
In the groups under study, particularly in Case A, the physicians played a pivotal role in 
the initiation of the group, and support the group activities practically. More importantly, 
their acceptance and recognition were the source of legitimacy of the group inside the 
hospital. Although the physicians did not involve in the initiation of the group in Case B， 
they supported the group in the same way as in Case A. This finding was consistent with 
the situation documented in the western self-help literature, where the professionals 
were often assuming the roles of resource providers (Lotery & Jacobs, 1994). With 
regard to the legitimacy issue, as discussed previously, the professionals' recognition 
were crucial for the achievement of group legitimacy in a particular setting (Lieberman, 
1979: 416; Adams, 1990: 83). However, role of referrers, as one important role the 
professionals assume in the group practice (Toseland & Hacker, 1982; Lieberman, 1979; 
Lotery & Jacobs, 1994)，was not remarkably highlighted in the current cases under 
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study. Although referrals from the physicians were not absolutely absent, but evidence 
showed that such practice was not usual. A possible explanation was that due to the 
great number of patients in the hospital, it would not be easy for the doctors to identify 
who was particularly in need of help. Hence, instead of picking out specific parents, the 
doctors tended to do general promotion for the group activities. While the absence of 
professionals' referrals was not a serious problem, as the group could reach the parents, 
potentially in need, during visitations or sharing sessions, we might conjecture that more 
professionals' referrals might help the amelioration of core member shortage difficulty 
of the group. 
7.3 Implications 
7.3.1 Implications for social work practice 
The first suggestion I would like to raise directly derive from the self-help groups and 
the difficulties they are facing. As we have witnessed in Case A，the social workers' role 
in relation to the group was vague and less supportive. However, as I see it, the situation 
might be well changed if we bring some changes into the daily social work practice. 
Social work practitioners should divert their focal point from the agencies, specifically 
the hospital, to the clients, namely the patients and their families. The social workers 
should mainly respect the needs of the clients rather than the interests of the hospital. 
Admittedly, the position setting and administrative identities might prohibit the workers 
from familiarities with the clients. I acknowledge this problem as institutional and 
inevitable when social work was introduced to the traditional authority system in the 
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hospital, but what I advocate here is a shift on the attitude rather than the position. The 
social workers in their practice should put more effort to identify the needs of the clients 
provoked by the adverse condition and think of methods to deal with these needs. The 
methods are not necessarily identical with what have been documented in the text books, 
but they can be much local and traditional. My point here is that the social workers 
should make utilization of all the possible resources in the environment of their practice 
to fulfill the above goals. With such a standpoint, the self-help group would not be 
viewed as a "consumer" of the hospital resources, but itself a valuable resource for the 
hospital. Instead of feeling a dilemma in dealing with the relationship with group, with 
such a standpoint, the social workers might shift to more meaningful consideration on 
how to incorporate the voluntary services, which is low-cost and efficient, into the 
formal services of the hospital. 
In addition, the social workers should seek for converging point on which the hospital's 
interests and the group's needs can to the utmost be met at the same time. For example, 
in the current case, the social worker could take initiative to collect information on 
attitudes of different stakeholders in the hospital toward the group, and afterward they 
would understand that to find another suitable affiliation host might be a desirable outlet 
of the current plight of the group, which could finally inform a plan of facilitating the 
group to find a host. Contrast to such practice, the actual situation was that the social 
workers insisted on the impossibility of the hospital in helping the group to register and 
left an impression to the parents that the hospital was in fact unwilling to help, where 
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the good intention of a “win-win，，situation consequently turned into a lose-lose 
outcome. 
Beyond the specific views on the collaboration with the self-help groups, the shift I 
advocated on the attitudes towards needs and resources is generally relevant to the 
routine practice of social workers. This shift requires the social workers to break away 
from the current administrative stances and bring closer the distances with the clients -
in other words, working with the clients. Truly, the administrative stereotypes and 
constraints are not easy to cast off. But as many practitioners and students of this new 
profession in China believe, with our adherence, the social work values might stimulate 
some changes on the old administration systems of social services and inject vigor to the 
settings we practice in. 
7.3.2 Implications for social work education 
As it has been discussed previously, social work as a new profession in China is in 
search of route for professional development, where the western experience and local 
traditionalized practice may be reconciled. In this process, we shall inevitably face 
challenges and tests on the value base our practice was grounded on. We shall as well 
face disparities between what we learned from the text books and what we are 
experiencing in the real fields. Also unavoidable is the incompatibility of the old 
institutions and new professional practice we are bringing forward. There is no cure-all 
at a time solving all of these problems. The possible incremental approach to solution 
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might root in a strengthened curriculum for social work students, where their skills are 
prepared in the actual fields of practice, and values of social work practice are given 
recognition. I believe this is going to be a long lasting endeavor in the coming decades, 
as social worker training in China has just began in the last ten year, and the first 
qualified generation of social workers is yet to debut. While we are witnessing the 
powerful promotion of the central government, we should not consequently feel 
guaranteed about the development of the profession. Prudently, we ought to question the 
caliber of the "products" outputted in this mass-production. Particularly, I am expecting 
that students can be supervised by experienced mentors in their placement. And also, I 
urge the educators to provide more opportunities for the students to visit the agencies 
and keep the students updated on the current development policies concerning social 
services and new service programs in operation, which in my observation is seriously 
falling behind as an integral part of the rounded training curriculum. The aim here is to 
connect the field and the classroom, which in China is of remarkable significance, as 
what in the field and what in the text book are enormously inconsistent. In addition, 
responding to the scarce resources and immature circumstance of social work practice, 
the students probably should be equipped with sensitive awareness on the potential 
resources they can make use of and allies, for instance self-help groups, they might 
collaborate with. This is in accord with the shift of attitudes I advocated previously. 
7.3.3 Implications for social policy 
Moving beyond the specific cases, we might learn from story of parents groups in this 
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study that the gaps in human services and the increasing claims of the Chinese people to 
the responsibilities and rights on managing their own welfare. The first problem, 
services gaps, was not unique for China where the system of social services is still under 
construction, as they are present in many other affluent societies where such services 
have been in effect for decades. As we are have noticed that the central government has 
attended the imperatives to build up a social service system, the national social worker 
exanimation being an illustration, we might expect the mandatory social services could 
be further developed in the following years. 
What I would like to address was the second problem revealed in the current study, 
which is more specifically pertinent to the situation of China. Firstly, legislations at 
national and local levels regulating the NGOs are in urgent needs to be constituted. 
Although there have been policies governing the NGOs in effect, they are mainly based 
on executive documents, without approvals from the National People's Congress. 
Moreover, as Ma (2002) has observed, many latent rules are rooted in the high official's 
speeches and "general direction” set by the CCP, which is inaccessible for the NGOs, 
while exerting dominant influences on the administrative procedures. My research 
finding was corresponding to this phenomenon. The difficulties encountered by the 
groups in registration reflected the incompleteness of the legislation concerning the 
NGOs. 
My second suggestion, as related to the first, is to further open up the societal space for 
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the development of third sector social services. On the one hand, the mandatory social 
services can not attend at one time all the social needs of various populations, 
particularly being less sensitive to the emerging needs incurred by the rapid transition of 
the society. On the other hand, along with the revitalization of the civil society, people's 
awareness about their own welfare is awakening. They are seeking for more control 
over their lives and using their own strengths to tackle the immediate problems they are 
facing. The self-help groups are best examples. Although a sudden reversion is beyond 
our expectation, provided the political circumstance, it is about time that the local 
government should revise their attitudes toward the growing right claims in the society 
for the control on civil affairs, and release some room for the development of the third 
sector social services. Collaborations between the government and such social service 
organizations may be a desirable practice. As an example, the municipal government of 
Shenzhen is promoting "services purchase" as a city-wide program, where the 
government provides grants to the social services agencies to support the services. 
Although many agencies are not pure NGOs, but GONGOs (governmental 
non-governmental organizations) which initiated and fostered by the government, such 
programs are valuable attempts and should be welcomed and promoted. 
In regard to the self-help groups, the local governments might face the pressure of 
political agenda when open up too much space for such kind of voluntary social 
organizations. However, I do not see the different stakeholders here as irreconcilable. A 
possible means for the government to assist the self-help groups might be to facilitate 
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the establishment of clearing houses for self-help groups at the city level. Much 
experience is available from the western practices. The clearing houses are very helpful 
in strengthening the horizontal connections among the self-help groups and integration 
and distribution of resources. For the self-helpers, they may obtain information and seek 
for help from the similar groups. For the network of groups as a whole, the 
connectedness may contribute to a more robust community. Admittedly, the government 
may be ambivalent on such connections, which may be deemed as a potential threat to 
the overall stability of the society. Yet, I would argue that the clearing houses might in 
some way appeal to the authority, rather than being apolitical or even rival to the 
government. For example, in stead of seeking for absolute autonomy and separation 
from the government, the clearing houses may affiliate to the Civil Affair Bureau, and 
have governmental officials in the agencies as directors so that the government may 
practically "keep an eye" on the agencies and the self-help groups to ensure their 
political lightness. Such a setting might to some extent undermine the autonomy of the 
clearing houses, but under the current circumstance this is a compromise best bringing 
positive collaboration and leading to reconcilement of the interests of the different 
stakeholders. 
7.3.4 Implications for future research 
This study took a small step forward in understanding the maintenance and development 
and the relative factors of self-help groups in China. Future research might embark on 
further explorations, but with more inclusive designs and more sophisticated methods. 
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For example, the future research might investigate across groups of different types, and 
compare the situations between the different group types. Another possible endeavor is 
to adopt a longitudinal design to have a tighter hold on the processes of the groups so 
that clearer and stronger causal relationships between the factors inside the group can be 
established. These findings shall be theoretically important for informing the succeeding 
researches. When it is applicable, for instance self-help clearing houses having been set 
up, based on the findings in particular cases can inform more rigorous design 
incorporating larger number of cases so that variable-oriented comparisons can be 
conducted. An illustration would be my suggestions on further investigation on the 
leadership issues, discussed in Chapter Six. 
7.4 Limitations 
In addition to the above conclusions and discussions, the inherent flaws this study bears 
deserve attention. Primarily, this study bears a disadvantage of retrospective nature. As I 
have discussed in the previous chapters, the problem of retrospective study lies in the 
accuracy of information obtained, which made some inferences in need of strengthening 
by higher density of evidence. Secondly, I did not deal with the reciprocal influence 
between the maintenance and development of the groups and the factors contributing to 
them. Probably, the condition of maintenance and development of the groups might 
have some influence on the factors, for example leadership and finance. Further to the 
above flaws，the design of my study has dictated that the generalizability of this study 
would be highly limited. Firstly, this study was carried out in Shanghai and Guangzhou, 
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which made the findings not generalizable to other less developed urban areas in China, 
not to mention the rural areas. Secondly, the group type of the two cases included in this 
study further hindered the findings to be applied in other kinds of self-help groups. 
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